
Energy Optimization Background Resources- Office of the Consumer Advocate 

[Attached] are the six documents I sent Decker over a period of two or three emails that were on google 
drive because they otherwise didn’t have hyperlinks.   
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And below are the documents that were in the various emails that do have clickable links: 

1. VT had a few resources were covered in the RFP.
2. Cadmus 2016 heat pump impact evaluation, used for CT pilot inputs.
3. RI’s 2019 EE Plan describes their embrace of a new heat pump initiative focused on displacing

oil/propane (pdf. Page 100-102/402 and 200/402)  Their 2018 TRM captures energy impact figures
at 108-113 of 1082, but doesn’t have one for fuel switching from propane.

4. Regional report from VEIC that includes in its appendices the various TRM treatments of heat
pumps, though it’s now somewhat dated.

5. NEEP’s strategic electrification action plan suggests retraining workers whose jobs are at risk from
electrification – such as fuel dealers and the entire internal combustion engine supply chain – should
be a priority.

6. Rhode Island’s Renewable Thermal Strategy suggests: Rhode Island stakeholders reported
challenges in hiring adequately trained personnel. Contractors and oil heat dealers specifically noted
that the licenses and certifications required to install some RT technologies present a significant
barrier for bringing new skilled labor into the market, particularly when compared to neighboring
states. For example, oil dealers pointed out that installing residential air source heat pumps in RI
requires a journeyman refrigeration license and the requisite 240 hours of schooling and two years
of apprenticeship. Massachusetts, on the other hand, only requires the completion of a written
exam to install residential systems… the Office of Energy Resources could conduct outreach to and
incentivize HVAC contractors and oil heat dealers to participate in subsidized RT training programs
with the goal of driving participants to integrate renewable thermal technologies into their product
offerings.

And as a reminder, these were the documents referenced in the RFP: 

1. NMR Group (September 20, 2018). Initial Considerations for Attribution/Net-to-Gross Estimation for
Energy Optimization (TXC56). Retrieved from http://ma-eeac.org/wordpress/wp-
content/uploads/TXC_56_-EnergyOptMemo_REVISED_FINAL_20Sept2018.pdf

2. Energy Futures Group. “Tier 3”- Statewide Total Energy Program (‘STEP”) Beyond Fossil Fuels: An
Overview, Analysis and projected Impacts for One of Vermont’s Essential Climate Protection
Strategies.  (October 17, 2018)  Retrieved from: http://www.energyfuturesgroup.com/wp-
content/uploads/2018/10/Tier-3-White-Paper.pdf

3. The Narragansett Electric Company d/b/a National Grid (November 1, 2017). Annual Energy
Efficiency Plan for 2018 Settlement of the Parties. Retrieved from http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-
content/uploads/2017/11/4755-ngrid-eepp2018_11-1-17.pdf

4. Vermont Public Service Department (February 24, 2015). H.40 Renewable Energy Standard & Energy
Transformation (RESET) Program. Retrieved from
https://legislature.vermont.gov/assets/Documents/2016/WorkGroups/House%20Commerce/Bills/H
.40/Witness%20Testimony%20and%20Comments/H.40~Rebecca%20Ellis~Notes%20Regarding%20H
.40~2-24-2015.pdf

http://ma-eeac.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/Ductless-Mini-Split-Heat-Pump-Impact-Evaluation.pdf
http://www.ripuc.org/eventsactions/docket/4888-NGrid-EEPP2019(10-15-18).pdf
http://www.ripuc.org/eventsactions/docket/4755-NGrid-2018-TRM-RI.pdf
https://www.veic.org/documents/default-source/resources/reports/veic-heat-pumps-in-the-northeast.pdf
https://neep.org/sites/default/files/resources/Action%20Plan%20To%20Accelerate%20Strategic%20Electrification%20in%20the%20Northeast.pdf
http://www.synapse-energy.com/sites/default/files/RI-Renewable-Thermal-15-119.pdf
http://ma-eeac.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/TXC_56_-EnergyOptMemo_REVISED_FINAL_20Sept2018.pdf
http://ma-eeac.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/TXC_56_-EnergyOptMemo_REVISED_FINAL_20Sept2018.pdf
http://www.energyfuturesgroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Tier-3-White-Paper.pdf
http://www.energyfuturesgroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Tier-3-White-Paper.pdf
http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/4755-ngrid-eepp2018_11-1-17.pdf
http://rieermc.ri.gov/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/4755-ngrid-eepp2018_11-1-17.pdf
https://legislature.vermont.gov/assets/Documents/2016/WorkGroups/House%20Commerce/Bills/H.40/Witness%20Testimony%20and%20Comments/H.40%7ERebecca%20Ellis%7ENotes%20Regarding%20H.40%7E2-24-2015.pdf
https://legislature.vermont.gov/assets/Documents/2016/WorkGroups/House%20Commerce/Bills/H.40/Witness%20Testimony%20and%20Comments/H.40%7ERebecca%20Ellis%7ENotes%20Regarding%20H.40%7E2-24-2015.pdf
https://legislature.vermont.gov/assets/Documents/2016/WorkGroups/House%20Commerce/Bills/H.40/Witness%20Testimony%20and%20Comments/H.40%7ERebecca%20Ellis%7ENotes%20Regarding%20H.40%7E2-24-2015.pdf
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DEEP Condition of Approval 


Item #1: Heat Pump Pilot Program Detailed Description 


 


Overview 


For the 2019-2021 Plan (“Plan”), the Companies have designed a Heat Pump pilot to explore and test 


several outreach and incentive strategies designed to increase the adoption of cost-effective, low-


carbon heating technologies in residential and C&I applications. While historically the Companies have 


promoted the use of heat pumps as a viable cost-effective energy-saving strategy, these prior 


promotions were primarily focused on installations where electric heat was the primary heating source 


or baseline. These prior promotions utilized both upstream incentives and downstream customer-facing 


rebates. This pilot will address an additional segment of customers, those who heat with fuel oil or 


propane.  The use of heat pumps in electrically-heated buildings has been well established 


For the 2019-2021 Heat Pump pilot, the Companies are exploring offering incentives to customers who 


heat their residential and/or C&I buildings with fuel oil or propane. The pilot’s intent is to reduce 


greenhouse gas (“GHG”) emissions and help customers decrease their energy costs to condition their 


buildings. The Companies’ Heat Pump pilot is designed as a heating system optimization effort and will 


address existing building stock only. Additionally, the pilot is designed as a fuel displacement strategy 


(reducing the use of fuel oil or propane by using heat pumps) but will also include a fuel replacement 


strategy (replacing the existing fuel oil or propane heating equipment with a heat pump technology).  


The Companies will launch the pilot on July 1, 2019, once the legislatively-diverted funding from the 


Connecticut Energy Efficiency Fund is partially restored. The Companies may vary the pilot’s goals, 


strategies, and approaches based on customer sectors and/or market segments. The Companies’ plan 


for the Heat Pump pilot is detailed below and primarily focuses on a fuel replacement or displacement 


strategy in single family homes  


Residential Sector:  


a. Target Market 


i. The primary target market for the Residential sector will be the existing single-


family homes segment that have or will receive HES and HES-IE services and 


primarily heat their homes with fuel oil or propane.  A secondary target segment will 


include existing multifamily buildings that heat with fuel oil or propane.  The 


Companies will also use this as an opportunity to investigate moving the Central Air 


Conditioning replacement and installation market to high-efficiency heat pumps for 


installations occurring in buildings that heat with fuel oil or propane. Buildings 


participating in the Companies’ Residential New Construction program are not being 


considered for this effort. The Companies may evaluate opportunities for single -


family homes that are constructing an addition on a case-by case basis.  Buildings 


that utilize natural gas as their primary heating source will not be targeted.   


b. Goal 
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i. The goal of the Heat Pump pilot is to explore the financial, market and technical 


challenges associated with displacing or replacing fuel oil or propane-supplied heat with 


heat supplied via a cost-effective, high-efficiency heat pump. The Companies have 


targeted 100 heat pump installations for this pilot effort. These 100 heat pumps are in 


addition to the heat pumps used to displace or replace electric heating and already 


considered as part of the Plan.  


ii. Tracking of heat pump activity will be conducted using the Companies ’ tracking systems.  


The Companies plan to correlate recommendations made though the HES or HES-IE 


programs with actual installations.   


c. Equipment Eligibility 


i. Customers installing equipment will be required to install heat pump technologies 


that meet the Companies’ existing qualifying heat pump criteria.  The current 


criteria used for ducted and ductless systems is as follows: 


1. AHRI Rated Air Source Heat Pump Split Systems 


a. 16 SEER/12.5 EER/10 HSPF 


2. ENERGY STAR®-certified AHRI1 Rated Ductless Heating and Cooling System 


of Matched Assembly Single Indoor Unit 


a. 20 SEER/12.5 EER/10 HSPF 


3. ENERGY STAR®-certified AHRI Rated Ductless Heating and Cooling System of 


Matched Assembly Multi-Indoor Unit 


a. 18 SEER/12.5 EER/9 HSPF   


d. Delivery Path 


i. Information regarding the Heat Pump pilot, including the benefits of heat pump 


technologies and available incentives, will be predominantly delivered to eligible 


customers through the HES and HES-IE network of vendors. Information and 


orientation on the pilot will also be provided to the Distributor and HVAC contractor 


community. The Companies may also employ some direct marketing to past HES 


and HES-IE program participants.   


e. Training & Education 


i. The Companies envision developing trade ally and customer-facing educational 


components. These trainings and educational materials will be developed during the 


beginning of 2019 for Q2 deployment to trade allies and customer-facing 


educational material for Q3 deployment. The Companies are investigating available 


savings tools, or developing one, that could be used by trade allies or perhaps 


customers. The following is a summary of the educational components planned for 


the pilot: 


1. HES & HES-IE Vendors 


a. Education will be provided to HES and HES-IE vendor technicians 


that provides the following: 


i. Review on the type of heat pump systems and 


appropriateness for recommendations, including:  


1. Review of displacement and replacement 


strategies; and 
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2. Review of typical construction and installation items 


needed to accommodate heat pumps. 


ii. Review of control strategies to maximize savings. 


iii. Review of eligible incentives, rebates, and financing. 


iv. A sales training refresher is also being contemplated. 


2. Distributors  


a. An orientation on the Companies’ heat pump strategy for customers 


who heat with fuel oil or propane:  


i. Targeted customers/customer eligibility. 


ii. Available incentives, rebates, and financing. 


iii. Referral of potential customers to the HES or HES-IE 


programs. 


3. HVAC Contractors 


a. An orientation on the Companies’ heat pump strategy for customers 


who heat with fuel oil or propane:  


i. Targeted customers/customer eligibility. 


ii. Available incentives, rebates, and financing. 


iii. Referral of potential customers to HES or HES-IE programs. 


b. Review on the type of heat pump systems and appropriateness for 


recommendation: 


i. Review of displacement and replacement strategies. 


ii. Review of typical construction and installation items needed 


to accommodate heat pumps. 


iii. Review of control strategies to maximize savings. 


4. Customers 


a. The HES and HES-IE information and rebate booklet, also referred to 


as a “POD”, will be updated to include information on heat pump 


technologies to educate consumers on: 


i. Energy-saving benefits of heat pumps for both heating and 


cooling. 


ii. Types of qualifying heat pump equipment available. 


iii. Debunking the myths on heat pump equipment use in 


Connecticut’s climate. 


iv. Operational strategies and the importance of controls 


integration to maximize the energy-saving benefits. 


v. Available incentives, rebates, and financing. 


f. Incentives & Financing 


i. Customers and contractors will be able to avail themselves of existing ducted and 


ductless heat pump incentives and rebates. HES and HVAC downstream rebate 


forms will provide customers the option to designate the rebate directly to the 


installing contractor.  Rebate amounts are based on savings from the Ductless Mini 


Split Heat Pump Impact Study completed by Cadmus Group Inc. in December of 


2016.  The study identified average fossil fuel savings of 6.5 MMBTu per home and 
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an increase in electric consumption of 763 kWh per home due to the use of the heat 


pump. 


Historically, ducted and ductless heat pump rebates ranged from $250 to $500 per 


unit.  HES participants who displaced electric heat with installation of a ductless 


heat pump were also eligible for, an additional $700/unit rebate, or $1,000 in total.  


Current heat pump rebates are as follow: 


1. HVAC Upstream Rebate: 


a. Dustless Heat Pump, Single-Head: $300/unit; and 


b. Dustless Heat Pump, Multi-Head: $500/unit. 


2. HVAC Downstream/Customer Facing Rebate: 


a. Ducted Heat Pump: $500/unit. 


3. HES Program Rebate: 


a. $700/unit if the primary source of heat is electric.  


ii. Planned HES program rebates for customers heating with fuel oil or propane. This 


rebate form is envisioned to have two sections: 1) for the equipment rebate, and 2) 


for the HES vendor. As with other HES rebate forms, the rebate application will be 


provided only if the recommendation was made by the HES technician and if the 


HES technician signed off on the rebate form when it was presented to the 


customer.   


1. HES Fuel Oil/Propane Heating Displacement Rebate 


a. $700/unit for each qualifying heat pump. Consistent with other HES 


rebate applications, this rebate will expire December 31, 2019 and 


must be submitted by the customer by March 31, 2020.  Also, 


similar to the HES heat pump rebate for customers who heat with 


electric heat, this rebate will be able to be combined with the 


appropriate upstream or customer facing rebate.   


2. HES Vendor Rebate  


a. $100 will be paid to each HES vendor that recommends a heat 


pump installation to replace fuel oil or propane (once the heat pump 


is successfully installed). This rebate will expire December 31, 2019 


and must be submitted by the customer by March 31, 2020.   


iii. Established EnergizeCT financing that is currently used for the replacement and 


installation of heating systems, including heat pumps, will be used for the Heat 


Pump pilot. The available financing offers include the following: 


1. Smart-E Loan;  


2. EnergizeCT Heating Loan; and 


3. HES Repayment Plan. 


g. Program Costs  


i. Program costs for the pilot were included as part of the Revised Plan filing 


submitted to DEEP on November 19, 2018. The estimated incremental program 


costs (customer incentives, contractor costs, training and Quality Assurance/Quality 


Control with inspections) were approximately $1,500 per unit or $150,000 to 


support a 100-unit pilot program. This cost includes rebates and incentives, 


development of educational material and rebate forms, and training. From a 
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comparison perspective 2017 rebate information indicates customers reported an 


average installation cost of approximately $4,000/unit per 12,000 BTU size.   


2. C&I Sector:  


The Small Business Energy Advantage program would entail a similar offering, however only 


a handful of heat pumps were modeled.  The estimated incremental program costs for 


incentives only were approximately $1,000 per unit or $15,000 to support the Pilot Program.   


 








 
Public Service of New Hampshire d/b/a Eversource Energy   
Docket No. DE 17-136  
  
Date Request Received: 10/05/2018 Date of Response: 10/19/2018 
Request No. OCA 2-024 Page 1 of 2 
Request from: Office of Consumer Advocate 
 
Witness: Katherine W. Peters 
 


 
Request: 
Reference the Regulatory Assistance Project’s September 22, 2018 Presentation to the Benefit Cost 
Working Group, Slides 8-10, suggesting the consumer economics of heat pump water heaters have a 
40% advantage over oil water heaters, plus benefits associated with controllability during key hours of 
the year. 
a.  Please describe the number of oil water heaters expected to be incented during the 2019 Plan.  
b.  Please describe the number of propane water heaters expected to be incented during the 2019 


Plan.  
c.  Please describe the number of heat pump water heaters expected to be incented during the 2019 


Plan.  
d.  Please describe the number of controllable (dispatchable) water heaters, by fuel type, expected to 


be incented during each year of the 2018-20 Plan.  
e.  Please describe the source of baseline unit efficiency for heat pump water heaters and whether 


there is a specific standard that the joint utilities require as a means of determining which units 
provide enough incremental savings above the baseline unit to warrant program savings.  


f.  Would the joint utilities object to a requirement that, aside from those customers whose water 
heater is currently gas-fired and connected to a distribution system, the only water heater 
incentives moving forward shall be for heat pump water heaters? If so, please explain why.  


g.  Would the joint utilities object to provision of an additional up-front incentive for those water 
heaters which are controllable by, for example, requiring that in order to receive such additional 
incentive waters heaters must comply with Tier 3 or better of NEEA’s Advanced Water Heater 
Specification? If so, please explain why.  


 
 
Response: 
a.  Zero 
 
 b.  Zero 
 
c.   317 
 
d.  The NH Utilities did not plan or direct rebates based on whether or not the unit is controllable. 
 
e.  The utilities use the ENERGY STAR Heat Pump Water Heater in the Vermont Technical Resource 


Manual (page 396) as the minimum standard efficiency for program eligibility and as the baseline 
unit efficiency for heat pump water heaters.  


 







f.  The NH Utilities currently focus water heating incentives in the Products program exclusively on 
heat pump water heaters and are agreeable to continuing this practice.  However, heat pump 
water heaters are not a universal solution for all non-gas customers. There are restrictions on 
where heat pump water heaters can be installed (e.g. ventilation, space and temperature 
requirements) that may make them an impractical option in some situations.  For that reason, 
other types of water heaters are offered through the HEA program, and the utilities would not 
rule out completely a potential future expansion of  water heating rebates in the Products 
program to include other viable technologies. 


 
g.  The utilities would not object, pending an examination of the cost effectiveness of providing such 


an incentive and what the resulting net benefits may be. 
 
(Joint Utility Response) 
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Public Service of New Hampshire d/b/a Eversource Energy   
Docket No. DE 17-136  
  
Date Request Received: 10/05/2018 Date of Response: 10/19/2018 
Request No. OCA 2-025 Page 1 of 1 
Request from: Office of Consumer Advocate 
 
Witness: Carol Woods, Katherine W. Peters 
 


 
Request: 
Reference Vermont Energy Investment Corporation’s September 22, 2018 Presentation to the Benefit 
Cost Working Group, Slide 15, describe a the bundling of heat pumps with weatherization as a best 
practice, and citing a New Hampshire Electric Cooperative Program as an example. 
a.  Please explain in detail the New Hampshire Electric Cooperative program, including any additional 


incentive levels which may be available for those participants who fully weatherize prior to 
installing a heat pump. Please also describe whether any funds outside those available under the 
statewide energy efficiency program are leveraged for the program, specifying the additional 
incentive level that is offered to participants outside of statewide program (SBC) funding.  


b.  Would the joint utilities object to expansion of this practice to those homes which have been fully 
weatherized under the Home Performance with Energy Star (HPwES) or Home Energy Assistance 
Program more broadly? If so, please explain why.  


 
 
Response: 
a.  NHEC Response:  
 NHEC offers incentives of up to $500 per ton for Energy Star qualified heat pumps.  Members who 


participate in HPwES and install all recommended cost effective shell measures and health and 
safety measures are eligible to receive an additional $250 per ton installed.  In addition, members 
who install heat pumps to offset 80% of their heating load can receive an additional incentive of 
$250 per ton.    Eligible members can also finance their installation at 2% utilizing the interest rate 
buy down offering.  This entire offering is supported using NHEC funds. 


 
b.  Joint Utility Response:  
 The NH Utilities have not investigated potential impact of additional incentives such as those 


currently provided by NHEC utilizing NHEC funds. We would need to review the potential impacts 
to budgets, energy savings and cost effectiveness before deciding whether or not to include an 
additional incentive as part of the NHSaves program offerings. 


 
 
 
 
      







 
Public Service of New Hampshire d/b/a Eversource Energy   
Docket No. DE 17-136  
  
Date Request Received: 10/05/2018 Date of Response: 10/19/2018 
Request No. OCA 2-026 Page 1 of 1 
Request from: Office of Consumer Advocate 
 
Witness: Katherine W. Peters 
 


 
Request: 
Reference Mitsubishi Electric Cooling and Heating’s September 22, 2018 Presentation to the Benefit 
Cost Working Group, Slide 24, identifying various Mitsubishi controllers available for use with air source 
heat pumps or ductless mini-splits, and the suggestion by Dana Fisher that: a) controllers with the 
capability to monitor and control two heating sources (one existing fossil source, and one air source 
heat pump) should be incented by the programs due to additional the benefits they provide; and b) 
thermostats which automatically learn behavior and set-back temperatures should not be utilized with 
air source heat pumps or ductless mini-splits due to their inability to recover from setbacks. 
a.  Do the New Hampshire programs currently incent the controllers identified in suggestion A? If so, 


why not?  
b.  Do the New Hampshire programs currently incent the thermostats identified in suggestion B? If 


so, why?  
 
 
Response: 
a.  In the electric products program the NH Utilities incent wifi enabled thermostats that are 


purchased in conjunction with an eligible heat-pump. We do not currently specify whether the 
thermostat must have the capacity to monitor and control two heating sources, but are open to 
including this specification for the products program. In the Home Performance program and the 
HEA program the NH Utilities incent programmable and wifi enabled thermostats that are 
recommended by the BPI certified energy auditor. There is no requirement that they be able to 
monitor and control two heating sources, and no assumption made that there will be two heating 
sources. In the natural gas Products program the NH Utilities incent wifi thermostats and do not 
have any requirement that they be able to control two heating sources. There is no assumption 
made that there will be two heating sources. 


 
b.  Yes. Programmable thermostats and/or smart thermostats do not themselves implement set-back 


temperatures, they respond to the directive and/or actions of the home owner. If the home 
owner knows that set-backs do not work for their heating system, they should not exhibit set-back 
behavior and thus the smart thermostat will not learn it. We agree that there needs to be 
significant education between the contractor and customer regarding the proper use of a heat 
pump in order to achieve maximum efficiency. We are not sure that exclusion of certain products 
from the program would be a substitute for that education, but would consider it for the electric 
products program where the thermostat is specifically intended to be used with a heat pump. 


 
 
 







 
Public Service of New Hampshire d/b/a Eversource Energy   
Docket No. DE 17-136  
  
Date Request Received: 10/05/2018 Date of Response: 10/19/2018 
Request No. OCA 2-027 Page 1 of 1 
Request from: Office of Consumer Advocate 
 
Witness: Thomas R. Belair 
 


 
Request: 
Reference 2015-16 New Hampshire Energy Efficiency Program Plan, at Bates 199, describing 2013 
savings claimed for air source heat pumps as negative for electric and positive for MMBtu. Please 
provide the methodology for calculating such savings, explaining the various inputs, including the 
baseline from which incremental savings were calculated, and assumptions regarding any alternative 
heating or cooling sources utilized by a participant. 
      
 
Response: 
      
 
 
 
      












KEEGAN WERLIN LLP 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 


99 HIGH STREET, Suite 2900 


 BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02110 TELECOP IER : 


 ——— (617) 951- 1354 


  (617) 951-1400 


 


November 15, 2018 
Mark D. Marini, Secretary 
Department of Public Utilities 
One South Station 
Boston, MA  02110 
 
Re: NSTAR Electric Company d/b/a Eversource Energy, D.P.U. 18-119 
 
Dear Secretary Marini: 
 
 Enclosed for filing on behalf of NSTAR Electric Company (“NSTAR Electric”) 
d/b/a Eversource Energy (“Company”), please find the Company’s responses to the First, 
Second, and Third Set of Common Information Requests issued by the Department of 
Public Utilities to the Program Administrators and the First Set of Information Requests 
issued by the Department of Public Utilities to Electric Program Administrators. 
Additionally, enclosed is an Affidavit for Patrick Knight. 
 


Thank you for your attention to this matter.  Please contact me at the above number 
if you have any questions regarding the filing. 
 
 


Sincerely, 
 


 
      Ashley S. Wagner 
 
 
 
Enclosures 
 
cc: Jessica Ellis, Hearing Officer 
 Service List D.P.U. 18-119 







NSTAR Electric Company d/b/a Eversource Energy 
D.P.U. 18-119


Exhibit: DPU-Comm 1-7 
November 15, 2018 


H.O.: Ellis
Person Responsible: Brandy Chambers 
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Information Request DPU-Comm 1-7 


Refer to the Statewide Plan Exh. 1, at 59. Please identify the proposed incentives that will be 
offered to electric and gas customers for strategic electrification measures. 


Response 


Incentives will be offered for strategic electrification that reduces greenhouse gases and minimizes 
ratepayer costs, and switching to clean energy technologies, including wood pellet heating where 
cost-effective. In general, incentives planned for 2019-2021 are proportional to total MMBtu 
savings (a combination of a reduction in previous fuel usage and an increase in new fuel usage). 


For 2019, the electric Program Administrators (“PAs”) plan to offer customers the following 
incentives for strategic electrification:  


Measure Incentive 
Central Heat Pump, Displacing Oil or Propane for a Heating 
Customer 


$1000/ton 


Mini-Split Heat Pump, Displacing Oil or Propane for a Heating 
Customer 


$1600/ton* 


Integrated Controls for Mini-Split Heat Pump, Displacing Oil or 
Propane for a Heating Customer 


$500/zone up to 
$1500 


*The Cape Light Compact JPE’s income eligible incentives include greater incentives for 175 moderate income
customers.


Equipment eligible for these incentives must meet the NEEP cold climate specification and include 
integrated controls that use an outdoor temperature balance point to automatically switch between 
the heat pump and the back-up heating system. A separate integrated controls measure will also 
be offered so that heat pumps that were installed prior to 2019 can be retrofitted with these controls 
to increase use of the heat pump for heating, which will yield additional fuel savings.  


The Program Administrators do not anticipate that reducing natural gas heating with the adoption 
of heat pumps will be a typical application or minimize customer costs, since operating costs for 
natural gas heating systems are relatively low.  The PAs continue to analyze opportunities for the 
reduction of natural gas usage and may provide incentives through gas PA offerings that reduce 
gas heating usage.  In the near term, the Program Administrators anticipate that customers with 
gas heating may install heat pump technologies (such as a mini-split) primarily for cooling 
purposes.  These gas heat customers will receive the same standard incentives as other customers 
replacing existing heat pumps.  The savings claimed for these measures will be electric savings 
between a baseline standard efficiency heat pump and a higher efficiency heat pump. 







NSTAR Electric Company d/b/a Eversource Energy 
D.P.U. 18-119


Exhibit: DPU-Comm 1-7 
November 15, 2018 


H.O.: Ellis
Person Responsible: Brandy Chambers 
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Measure Incentive 
Central Heat Pump  (primarily Cooling Purposes) $350/ton 
Mini-Split Heat Pump (primarily Cooling Purposes) $150/ton 


In the event that a gas heat customer installs heat pump technologies that reduce natural gas usage, 
the Program Administrators may offer incrementally higher incentive levels based upon gas 
savings.  As discussed above, the Program Administrators do not foresee this being a typical 
application or minimizing customer costs.   


The Program Administrators and LEAN will assess income eligible customer opportunities for 
strategic electrification in delivered fuel homes. Customers will receive 100 percent incentives as 
appropriate. 


Each C&I project will be analyzed/modelled on a custom basis, which includes hours of operation, 
internal heat gain, cooling needs, and information about the building envelope; basically, a heat 
load/cooling load calculation. Prescriptive offerings may be warranted in future years if patterns 
of usage, savings, and equipment sizing can be established. 


Incentive levels may be adjusted during the term based upon market conditions, customer 
acceptance, and in-the–field experience as has been the case historically as programs have been 
implemented under G.L. c. 25, § 21.    







NSTAR Electric Company d/b/a Eversource Energy 
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Exhibit: DPU-Comm 2-5 
November 15, 2018 
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Information Request DPU-Comm 2-5 
 
Refer to Statewide Plan, Exh. 1, at 8.  Please explain how the proposed role of a gas Program 
Administrator will differ from that of an electric Program Administrator in the context of energy 
optimization.  Further, clarify whether both gas and electric Program Administrators propose to 
install or promote heat pumps as part of energy optimization. 
 
Response 
 
Electric and gas Program Administrators (“PAs”) will provide integrated initiatives aimed at 
educating consumers about all of their energy efficiency options, including technologies associated 
with strategic electrification. Comprehensive education on all efficiency options will be provided 
at every assessment, regardless of which PA is providing the assessment. 
 
PAs will offer incentives for strategic electrification measures that reduce greenhouse gases and 
minimize ratepayer costs.  The PAs will also offer incentives to customers switching to clean 
energy technologies, including wood pellet heating where cost-effective.  The PAs do not 
anticipate that reducing natural gas heating with the adoption of heat pumps will be a typical 
application or minimize customer costs, since operating costs for natural gas heating systems are 
relatively low.  The PAs continue to analyze opportunities for the reduction of natural gas usage 
and may provide incentives through gas PA offerings that reduce gas heating usage.  In the near 
term, the Program Administrators anticipate that customers with gas heating may install heat pump 
technologies (such as a mini-split) primarily for cooling purposes.  These gas heat customers will 
receive the same standard incentives as other customers replacing existing heat pumps.  The 
savings claimed for these measures will be electric savings between a baseline standard efficiency 
heat pump and a higher efficiency heat pump. 
 
In the event that a gas heat customer installs heat pump technologies that reduce natural gas usage, 
the Program Administrators may offer incrementally higher incentive levels based upon gas 
savings.  As discussed above, the Program Administrators do not foresee this being a typical 
application or minimizing customer costs. 
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Information Request DPU-Comm 2-6 
 
Refer to Statewide Plan, Exh. 1, at 58-60.  Please explain how energy optimization is different 
from strategic electrification strategies. 
 
Response 
 
Strategic electrification incentives are one part of the energy optimization approach.  The energy 
optimization approach builds on the successful integrated gas and electric program delivery, and 
includes strategies that target customers’ overall energy costs, as well as provide broader energy 
and economic benefits both for participating customers as well as all ratepayers.  
 
The energy optimization approach will include providing customers with enhanced education 
regarding energy use and related costs and helping customers reduce total energy use based on 
their individual needs and goals.  The Program Administrators will provide information that allows 
customers to compare the installed costs, operating costs, and environmental impact of their 
primary heating fuels with other available options.  Program Administrators will also be 
connecting customers with additional resources to help them take the next step whether it is 
upgrading their existing equipment on their existing fuel, converting to electric air source heat 
pumps, or converting to natural gas.  In line with this approach, incentives will be offered for 
strategic electrification that reduce greenhouse gases and minimize ratepayer costs.  The Program 
Administrators will also encourage customers to adopt weatherization measures in order to obtain 
additional efficiency, minimize the impacts if a customer converts to an alternative energy source, 
and adopt appropriate heating distribution design. 
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Information Request DPU-Comm 2-7 
 
Refer to Statewide Plan, Exh. 1, at 58-60.  Please explain how energy optimization is different 
from fuel switching opportunities. 
 
Response 
 
Fuel switching incentives are one part of the energy optimization approach.  The energy 
optimization approach builds on the successful integrated gas and electric program delivery, and 
includes strategies that target customers’ overall energy costs, as well as provide broader energy 
and economic benefits both for participating customers as well as all ratepayers.  
 
The energy optimization approach will include providing customers with enhanced education 
regarding energy use and related costs and helping customers reduce total energy use based on 
their individual needs and goals.  The Program Administrators will provide information that allows 
customers to compare the installed costs, operating costs, and environmental impact of their 
primary heating fuels with other available options.  Program Administrators will also be 
connecting customers with additional resources to help them take the next step whether it is 
upgrading their existing equipment on their existing fuel, converting to electric air source heat 
pumps, or converting to natural gas.  In line with this approach, incentives will be offered for 
strategic electrification that reduce greenhouse gases and minimize ratepayer costs.  The Program 
Administrators will also offer incentives to customers switching to clean energy technologies, 
including wood pellet heating where cost-effective.  The Program Administrators will also 
encourage customers to adopt weatherization measures in order to obtain additional efficiency, 
minimize the impacts if a customer converts to an alternative energy source, and adopt appropriate 
heating distribution design. 
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Information Request DPU-Comm 2-8 
 
Refer to Statewide Plan, Exh. 1, at 58-60.  Please explain how energy optimization is different 
from the Program Administrator’s current energy efficiency practices. 
 
Response 
 
The Program Administrators are re-focusing from seeking primarily to reduce electric and gas 
energy usage to helping customers reduce total energy use, and helping lower overall customer 
energy bills.  Energy optimization will provide a more holistic and integrated approach to helping 
customers address their energy use and associated costs based on their individual needs and goals, 
as well as provide broader energy and economic benefits for all customers.  
 
The energy optimization approach will include providing customers with enhanced education 
regarding energy use and related costs and helping customers reduce total energy use based on 
their individual needs and goals.  The Program Administrators will provide information that allows 
customers to compare the installed costs, operating costs, and environmental impact of their 
primary heating fuels with other available options.  Program Administrators will also be 
connecting customers with additional resources to help them take the next step whether it is 
upgrading their existing equipment on their existing fuel, converting to electric air source heat 
pumps, or converting to natural gas.  In line with this approach, incentives will be offered for 
strategic electrification that reduce greenhouse gases and minimize ratepayer costs.  The Program 
Administrators will also offer incentives to customers switching to clean energy technologies, 
including wood pellet heating where cost-effective.  The Program Administrators will also 
encourage customers to adopt weatherization measures in order to obtain additional efficiency, 
minimize the impacts if a customer converts to an alternative energy source, and adopt appropriate 
heating distribution design. 
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Information Request DPU-Comm 2-9 
 
Refer to Statewide Plan, Exh. 1, App. S at 12.  Please explain why energy optimization may require 
changes to evaluation practices.  As part of this response, describe what changes to evaluation may 
be required. 
 
Response 
 
At the time the Strategic Evaluation Plan (“SEP”) was developed, the Program Administrators 
(“PAs”) were still researching the types of measures and program delivery approaches that would 
be affected by the energy optimization approach.  Because the new approach was expected to 
include fuel switching strategies, the Evaluation Management Committee (“EMC”) anticipated the 
need to possibly change and adapt evaluation practices in order to evaluate, measure, and verify 
the savings that the PAs could eventually claim for fuel switching. 
 
The EMC commissioned two studies (as summarized in Exh. 1, App. T at 48-49 and 87-88) to 
explore and characterize measures that would be adopted by those customers who choose to switch 
or displace their existing heating fuel.  These studies examined potential changes in evaluation 
practices, including: 1) the modeling and estimation of savings under a full or partial displacement 
scenario, where high-efficiency gas or electric heat pump equipment is installed to replace or 
complement existing oil- or propane-fired heating equipment, 2) the modeling and estimation of 
net energy savings using a common metric (MMBtu) to account for both the reduced consumption 
of oil or propane and the increased consumption of gas or electricity, and 3) the need to measure 
and break-out various components of the energy savings and program attribution (net-to-gross 
factor) to account for customers’ concurrent and distinct decisions to switch or displace existing 
fuels, replace their existing heating system early or at failure, add cooling or heating, and install 
high efficiency equipment. 
 
In the 2019-2021 Term, the EMC will follow up on this research to evaluate actual customer 
experience in order to refine the assumptions that were included in the Plan.   
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Information Request DPU-Comm 2-10 
 
Refer to Statewide Plan, Exh. 1, App. S at 38-39.  Please explain the scope of the evaluation that 
would be performed to determine what savings from energy optimization can or cannot be claimed 
under current policy. 
 
Response 
 
As discussed in the Program Administrator’s response to Information Request DPU-Comm 2-8, 
the energy optimization approach entails a wide range of options for customers, including fuel 
conversion.  As summarized in Exh. 1, App. T at 48-49, the Evaluation Management Committee 
(“EMC”) commissioned a study to explore and characterize the savings for a wide range of 
possible heating system measures and strategies, ranging from the more traditional upgrades of 
existing heating equipment to higher efficiency equipment in the same fuel, as well as those that 
involve the replacement or displacement of existing heating equipment with high efficiency 
equipment of a different fuel type.  The spreadsheet savings model developed as part of this study 
specifically characterizes and estimates the savings associated with the measures that would be 
adopted by those customers who choose to switch or displace their existing heating fuel.  The 
model characterizes the savings based on several inputs and assumptions such as home heating 
and cooling load, existing and replacement fuel types, and baseline and new equipment size, 
efficiency, and performance. 
 
The model can be used to estimate savings for various scenarios.  For example, for measures 
involving the conversion of existing oil- or propane-fired heating equipment to high efficiency gas 
equipment, the model could be modified to estimate and more readily distinguish the savings from 
the reduced consumption of oil or propane (which the PAs are not including in their claimable 
savings (see Exh. 1, at 58)), separately from the savings from the reduced consumption between 
higher efficiency and baseline standard efficiency gas equipment (which the PAs are including in 
their claimable savings). 
 
The EMC may commission future evaluation studies to inform and refine the model inputs, as well 
as measure and verify the savings characterized and estimated in the model through on-site 
metering, customer billing analysis, and field surveys. 
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BY THE COMMISSION: 


I. INTRODUCTION 


  With this Order, the Commission adopts accelerated 


energy efficiency goals, targets, and budgets for investor-owned 


utilities and provides direction on numerous implementation 


issues.  The Order finds that a statewide goal of 185 trillion 


British thermal units (TBtu) of customer-level energy reduction 


by 2025 is reasonable and adopts an incremental target of 31 


TBtu of reduction by the State’s utilities toward the 


achievement of that goal.  The Order further adopts a subsidiary 


target of an annual reduction of 3% in electricity sales by 


2025,1 as well as a subsidiary target of at least 5 TBtu in 


reduction through heat pump deployment.  These targets, coupled 


with activity already underway at the utilities and the New York 


                                                           
1  Percentage of load reduction goals are measured against a 


forecast of usage at the target date. 
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State Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA) and other 


complementary actions, will put New York on a path to achieve 


the 185 TBtu goal as well the overall state goal of 40% 


statewide reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 1990 


levels by 2030. 


The overarching policy of this Order is to support 


cost-effective energy efficiency programs that contribute to 


achieving the State’s carbon reduction goals.  The Order 


establishes an iterative approach, with immediate accelerated 


utility targets and budgets adopted for the years 2019-2020 and 


a process for developing utility-specific targets and budgets 


for the years 2021-2025, to be authorized by the Commission in 


2019.  


Of the total 31 TBtu of incremental achievement 


through 2025, the Commission has already authorized 4.6 TBtu in 


recent rate cases.  The estimated additional ratepayer 


contribution to achieve the 31 TBtu target is $1.61 billion.  


Total bill savings for customers participating in the efficiency 


programs are estimated to be over $15 billion.2  


  In April 2018, Department of Public Service Staff 


(Staff) and NYSERDA issued a report entitled New Efficiency: New 


York (NE:NY or the White Paper).  The report was called for in 


the Governor’s 2018 State of the State Address.  The report 


describes energy efficiency as an essential component of the 


comprehensive approach needed to achieve the State Energy Plan’s 


carbon reduction goal of 40% statewide reduction of greenhouse 


gas emissions from 1990 levels by 2030.3  The contents of the 


report have been subject to a total of thirteen technical 


                                                           
2  These bill savings do not reflect the participating customers’ 


costs of purchasing energy efficient equipment and services. 


3  2015 New York State Energy Plan, available at 


https://energyplan.ny.gov/Plans/2015, at 112. 
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conferences and stakeholder forums and two rounds of written 


comments. 


This Order specifically applies to the large 


jurisdictional investor-owned utilities.4  The reasonableness of 


the actions taken here is supported by estimates of benefits and 


customer impacts based on historic trends, as well as the 


broader context of a statewide carbon reduction strategy as 


described and established in the New Efficiency: New York 


report, the State Energy Plan, and recent Commission orders 


related to the Reforming the Energy Vision (REV) initiative.  


The iterative approach established in this Order provides for 


additional public review of specific implementation plans, 


including program budgets. 


While the direct subjects of this Order are regulated 


utilities, achieving the goals of this Order in a cost-effective 


manner will also involve third-party market participants.  At 


every stage of implementation, the market enabling impacts of 


utility actions must be considered.  Through REV, New York 


broadly, and the Commission specifically, aim to lower the costs 


and speed the achievement of the State’s policy goals, through 


accelerating the deployment at scale of solutions that create 


the most economic value for both consumers and the state’s 


energy system.  These solutions should draw on innovation and 


investment from all sectors.  They should leverage the potential 


of technology or deployment alternatives that are more optimal 


for specific locations or other system needs and business model 


                                                           
4  Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corporation (Central Hudson), 


Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc. (Con Edison), 


KeySpan Gas East Corporation (KEDLI), The Brooklyn Union Gas 


Company (KEDNY), National Fuel Gas Distribution Corporation 


(NFG), New York State Electric & Gas Corporation (NYSEG), 


Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation d/b/a National Grid (Niagara 


Mohawk), Orange and Rockland Utilities, Inc. (O&R), and 


Rochester Gas and Electric Corporation (RG&E). 
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alternatives that yield additional savings or produce additional 


value, yielding revenues and economic benefits that can be 


shared among market participants, utilities, and ratepayers. 


The REV Framework Order5 determined that utilities will 


play a central role in this transition, in part because they are 


ultimately responsible for the reliability of distribution 


systems.  That Order also emphasized that the utilities must 


continuously earn their central role by facilitating third party 


and market solutions.  In the context of this Order, the 


Commission looks to the utilities to use their position, 


knowledge, and capacity to improve outcomes and cost-


effectiveness. 


Focusing program design on clarity, stability, and 


simplicity will create the preconditions for private companies 


to invest in bringing forward solutions. This can include: 


authorizing and encouraging programs and approaches that support 


stable markets at scale; authorizing and encouraging programs 


and approaches that specify problems and look to the provider to 


specify solutions; authorizing and encouraging the provision of 


data and information that enables these firms to direct their 


work and investment most productively; and encouraging 


approaches that streamline program and utility processes to 


permit effective participation by the best range of suitable 


providers. In all cases, appropriate levels of security, 


prudence, and consumer protection must be maintained.  


As the Commission made clear in the REV Framework 


Order, longer term goals should always be greater than near-term 


                                                           
5  Case 14-M-0101, Proceeding on Motion of the Commission 


Regarding Reforming the Energy Vision, Order Adopting 


Regulatory Policy Framework and Implementation Plan, issued 


February 26, 2015 (REV Framework Order). 
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targets.6 Innovative means of achieving efficiency targets will 


build markets for related products and services, and whole 


building, cross-fuel, and building management innovations will 


serve related long-term energy policy goals while also achieving 


immediate efficiency targets. 


 


II.  BACKGROUND 


A. Prior Commission Actions 


  New York’s Energy Efficiency Portfolio Standard 


(EEPS), adopted in June 2008, established energy efficiency 


programs to be implemented by NYSERDA and eleven investor-owned 


gas and/or electric utilities.7  Under EEPS, utility efficiency 


programs were typically resource acquisition programs, oriented 


toward direct rebates and subsidies to encourage individual 


customers to procure and employ more efficient end-use equipment 


and systems, thereby acquiring energy savings as a resource.   


  In the 2015 REV Framework Order, the Commission 


established a new framework for the electric energy efficiency 


programs of investor-owned utilities, based on the REV goals of 


reorienting the electric industry and the ratemaking paradigm 


toward a consumer-centered approach that harnesses technology 


and markets.8  The Commission adopted the same framework for the  


  


                                                           
6 Case 14-M-0101, supra, REV Framework Order at 73. 


7  Case 07-M-0548, Proceeding on Motion of the Commission 


Regarding an Energy Efficiency Portfolio Standard, Order 


Establishing Energy Efficiency Portfolio Standard and 


Approving Programs (issued June 23, 2008). 


8  Case 14-M-0101, supra, REV Framework Order. 
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gas efficiency programs of the major investor-owned utilities in 


an Order issued June 19, 2015.9   


  Under the new framework, utilities were granted 


increased flexibility and responsibility for the administration 


and design of their energy efficiency programs beginning in 2016 


and were directed to begin a gradual and steady evolution of 


those programs to align with REV approaches.  The utilities were 


given the freedom to design and manage the programs within their 


authorized budgets to meet directed targets and transition to 


market-based programs.   


  For planning purposes, the Commission directed the 


establishment of a three-year rolling cycle.10  As part of the 


cycle, utilities were directed to file, on an annual basis for 


Commission approval, a Budgets and Metrics (BAM) Plan containing 


proposed portfolio budgets and metrics for a three-year period.  


Utilities were also directed to file an Efficiency Transition 


Implementation Plan (ETIP) as a companion filing to inform the 


authorization of such budgets and metrics, but not subject to 


Commission approval. 


  The Commission further required the utilities, as a 


unified group, to maintain their own tools for planning, 


evaluation and benefit/cost analysis, to maintain and update the 


Technical Resource Manual (TRM), and to increase uniformity 


across the State and coordination with NYSERDA.  The Commission 


also directed utilities to conduct Evaluation, Measurement & 


Verification (EM&V) activities that would yield timely 


information and to incorporate the results of those activities 


                                                           
9  Case 15-M-0252, Utility Energy Efficiency Programs, Order 


Authorizing Utility-Administered Gas Energy Efficiency 


Portfolios for Implementation Beginning January 1, 2016 


(issued June 19, 2015) (June 2015 Gas ETIP Order). 


10  Case 15-M-0252, supra, CE-01: Utility Energy Efficiency 


Program Cycle Guidance. 
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into the annual modifications to utility programs, resource 


manuals, and guidance.  The Commission stated that it was the 


utilities’ responsibility to ensure that EM&V activities were 


planned to be used and useful and coordinated with NYSERDA EM&V 


activities to avoid duplicative efforts.  Staff maintained a 


monitoring and auditing role with respect to these activities.  


 In compliance with the Commission’s Benefit Cost 


Analysis (BCA) Order, the Societal Cost Test (SCT) is used as 


the primary benefit-cost analysis tool for assessing utility-


administered energy efficiency portfolios.11  A demonstration 


that the overall ETIP portfolio of programs yields a SCT at 1.0 


or better, in addition to benefit-cost screening at varying 


levels of granularity for informational purposes, is described 


in the Commission-ordered ETIP Guidance, CE-02: ETIP Guidance, 


which outlines the required elements of the ETIP filings.12  


  In addition, the Commission required each electric 


utility to include a Self-Direct Program in its electric energy 


efficiency portfolios that would allow large commercial and 


industrial customers to self-direct funds that would otherwise 


support the utilities’ portfolios.  The Commission directed 


Staff and the electric utilities to work in consultation with 


the large commercial and industrial customers to develop 


guidance regarding self-direct programs.13 


  The Commission also stated that NYSERDA would remain 


the default provider of low-income programs, but encouraged the 


                                                           
11  Case 14-M-0101, supra, Order Establishing the Benefit Cost 


Analysis Framework (issued January 21, 2016) (BCA Order).  


While the BCA Framework did not address gas efficiency 


programs explicitly, the overall framework is applied to gas 


efficiency programs for consistency.  


12  Case 15-M-0252, supra, CE-02: ETIP Guidance, July 15, 2015.  


13  Case 15-M-0252, supra, CE-03: Self-Direct Program Guidance, 


June 9, 2016.   
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utilities to develop innovative programs to expand the reach of 


measures that include energy efficiency within low-income 


communities, in concert with and not in competition with efforts 


of NYSERDA and private market activity. 


  To initiate the first iteration of the three-year 


cycle, the Commission authorized utility portfolio budgets and 


metrics for 2016 at the 2015 levels, required utilities to 


propose budgets and targets for the remaining years of the 2016–


2018 cycle in a BAM Plan by July 15, 2015, and required 


utilities to file, as a companion filing, proposed 2016–2018 


ETIPs to inform consideration of the proposed budgets and 


metrics.  On January 22, 2016, the Commission authorized the 


utilities’ 2016-2018 energy efficiency portfolio budgets and 


targets and corresponding collections through the Energy 


Efficiency Tracker surcharge mechanism (EE Tracker surcharge).14   


  The 2015 REV Framework Order also provided for a 


transition in cost recovery, so that rather than being recovered 


through a surcharge, efficiency programs “will be integrated 


into the utilities’ businesses and costs will be recovered 


through rates like other ordinary components of the revenue 


requirement.”15  Because of difficulties in providing for Self-


Direct programs within that framework, subsequent orders 


continued the use of a surcharge temporarily while alternative 


recovery options were considered.16   


                                                           
14  Case 15-M-0252, supra, Order Authorizing Utility-Administered 


Energy Efficiency Portfolio Budgets and Targets for 2016 – 


2018 (issued January 22, 2016) (2016 ETIP Order). 


15  Case 14-M-0101, supra, REV Framework Order at 79. 


16  Case 15-M-0252, supra, June 2015 Gas ETIP Order at 15; 2016 


ETIP Order. 
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  In a January 2016 Order authorizing NYSERDA’s Clean 


Energy Fund (CEF),17 the Commission approved the CEF as a core 


component of the State’s comprehensive plan to reform the power 


industry under REV.  In the CEF Order, the Commission authorized 


NYSERDA to implement a ten year, $5.322 billion CEF to meet four 


primary objectives: 1) GHG emission reductions, as measured in 


tons of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) reduced; 


2) Affordability, as measured by reductions in customer energy 


bills; 3) Statewide penetration and scale of energy efficiency 


and clean energy generation, as measured by the total increase 


in energy efficiency savings and renewable energy generation, 


measured in MMBtu and MWh; and 4) Growth in the State’s clean 


energy economy, as measured by private investment in clean 


energy technologies and solutions.  The CEF consists of four 


portfolios: Market Development, which includes energy efficiency 


work; Innovation and Research; the NY Green Bank; and NY-Sun.   


  In recent rate orders, the Commission has approved 


expanded energy efficiency activities by several utilities and 


provided for alternative cost recovery mechanisms for energy 


efficiency spending at those utilities based on individual 


utility circumstances.  In the January 2017 Con Edison Rate 


Order,18 the Commission approved additional energy efficiency 


programs, as well as programs for system peak reduction, 


including an electric vehicle initiative, that were demonstrated 


to be cost effective on a portfolio basis.  The portfolio was 


                                                           
17  Case 14-M-0094- Proceeding on Motion of the Commission to 


Consider a Clean Energy Fund, Order Authorizing the Clean 


Energy Framework (issued January 21, 2016) (CEF Order). 


18  Case 16-E-0060, Proceeding on Motion of the Commission as to 


the Rates, Charges, Rules and Regulations of Consolidated 


Edison Company of New York, Inc. for Electric Service, Order 


Approving Electric and Gas Rate Plans (issued January 25, 


2017) (Con Edison Rate Order). 
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designed to move toward integrating efficiency with demand 


reduction at Con Edison while increasing the total amount of 


efficiency activity during the three-year term of the rate plan.   


  In March and June 2018, the Commission approved 


increased energy efficiency levels for Niagara Mohawk and 


Central Hudson, respectively, including recovery of associated 


costs through base delivery rates as opposed to the EE Tracker 


surcharge.19  The Niagara Mohawk Rate Order addressed previous 


concerns that shifting ETIP costs fully into base delivery rates 


would prevent the utilities from implementing a self-direct 


program and maintaining current exemptions from the EE Tracker 


surcharge.  By calculating and applying credits for those 


specific customers, the full transition of utility-administered 


energy efficiency funding from the EE Tracker surcharge to base 


delivery rates was achieved while maintaining the ability to 


offer a self-direct program and the historic EE Tracker 


surcharge exemptions.   


  In March 2018, the Commission also approved the 2019 


and 2020 budgets and targets for utilities in response to the 


BAM Plans filed on June 1, 2017.20  The budget and targets 


                                                           
19 Case 17-E-0238, Proceeding on Motion of the Commission as to 


the Rates, Charges, Rules and Regulations of Niagara Mohawk 


Power Corporation d/b/a National Grid for Electric Service, 


Order Adopting Terms of Joint Proposal and Establishing 


Electric and Gas Rate Plans (issued March 15, 2018) (Niagara 


Mohawk Rate Order); Case 17-E-0459, Proceeding on Motion of 


the Commission as to the Rates, Charges, Rules and Regulations 


of Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corporation for Electric 


Service, Order Adopting Terms of Joint Proposal and 


Establishing Electric and Gas Rate Plan (issued June 14, 2018) 


(Central Hudson Rate Order). Orange & Rockland filed an 


electric and gas rate case on January 26, 2018, Cases 18-E-


0067 and 18-G-0068; the proceeding is currently pending.   


20  Case 15-M-0252 – In the Matter of Utility Energy Efficiency 


Programs, Order Authorizing Utility-Administered Energy 


Efficiency Portfolio Budgets and Targets for 2019-2020. 
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authorized in that order provided a base level of funding and 


minimum targets for 2019 and 2020, effectively maintaining the 


same annual levels previously authorized for 2016-2018.   


  Utilities were encouraged to build on base ETIP 


efforts in preparing their rate case and Distributed System 


Implementation Plan (DSIP) filings.21  Con Edison, Central Hudson 


and Niagara Mohawk already have targets for 2019 and 2020 that 


are substantially higher than the ETIP targets, as a result of 


rate case determinations, as described above.22  


B. The Staff/NYSERDA White Paper  


  In April 2018, Staff and NYSERDA issued the New 


Efficiency: New York White Paper.  The White Paper established 


the context for a 2025 statewide energy efficiency target of 185 


TBtu of energy usage reductions at the customer level, and 


articulated a portfolio of actions necessary to achieve it 


which, sustained through 2030, would represent nearly one-third 


of the total GHG emission reductions needed to achieve the 


State’s 40% by 2030 reduction goal as established in the 2015 


State Energy Plan.23 The White Paper proposed an electricity-


specific sub-target of a 3% reduction of forecasted investor-


owned electric utility sales in 2025.  


  The NE:NY paper recognized that a mix of strategies 


would be needed to achieve these goals, including a range of 


                                                           
21  Case 16-M-0411, In the Matter of Distributed System 


Implementation Plans, DPS Staff Whitepaper issued May 29, 


2018, at 18.  


22  Case 16-E-0060, supra, Con Edison Rate Order. Cases 17-E-0238 


and 17-G-0239, supra, Niagara Mohawk Rate Order. Case 17-E-


0459, Proceeding on Motion of the Commission as to the Rates, 


Charges, Rules and Regulations of Central Hudson Gas & 


Electric Corporation for Electric Service, Order Adopting 


Terms of Joint Proposal and Establishing Electric and Gas Rate 


Plan (issued June 14, 2018) 


23  2015 New York State Energy Plan at 112. 
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activities that are not within the jurisdiction of the 


Commission.  Utility-related proposals included: 


• Accelerating and shifting the portfolio of utility energy 


efficiency programs, seeking more effective measures and 


program structures, greater leverage of public funds, and 


increased market-based energy efficiency. 


• A shared savings approach that provides greater opportunity 


and reward for utilities to advance energy efficiency as a 


business and as a resource. 


• A fuel-neutral approach to programs to be delivered by 


utilities. 


• Ensuring that at least 20 percent of any additional levels 


of public investment in energy efficiency is dedicated to 


the LMI sector. 


• Driving deep energy savings in building retrofits and 


construction and supporting cost-effective heat pump 


adoption. 


Other proposals outside the Commission’s jurisdiction included: 


• Lead by example in the State’s own facilities and 


construction activities; and  


• Strengthening statutes on building codes, appliance 


standards, and finance. 


The White Paper also anticipated that NYSERDA CEF 


activities would be aligned with the NE:NY goals and utility 


activities.  This alignment will be implemented through 


additional CEF chapter filings. 


  Reducing customer usage by 185 TBtu by 2025 is 


consistent with the achievable potential for reducing 600 TBtu 


of primary energy usage by 2030, as identified in a 2014 Energy 


Efficiency and Renewable Energy Potential Study and adopted in 
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the 2015 State Energy Plan.24  The potential study identified the 


areas of greatest potential savings as single-family housing 


(31%), multi-family housing (17%), and office and retail (24%), 


as well as other sectors offering significant potential.25  When 


measured by end-use, the greatest saving potential was found to 


be in heating and cooling (38%), lighting (21%), and water 


heating (19%). 


  The White Paper also noted that increasing 


electrification in the building and transportation sectors is 


necessary to achieve the State’s carbon reductions goals and 


proposed that any increased electric usage from beneficial 


electrification should be netted against load in calculating 


achievement of the 3% electricity reduction sub-target.  


  Of the 185 TBtu reduction needed by 2025, the White 


Paper identified 144 TBtu as resulting from the continuation of 


actions already in progress and 41 TBtu coming from accelerated 


actions.  Of the accelerated actions, the paper proposed that 31 


TBtu should come from an increase in utility-leveraged energy 


efficiency investments.26  


 


III. NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULE MAKING 


Pursuant to the State Administrative Procedure Act 


(SAPA) §202(1), a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking was published in 


the State Register on August 8, 2018 [SAPA No. 18-M-0084SP1].  


The time for submission of comments pursuant to the Notice 


expired on October 9. 2018.  Seventeen entities submitted 


written comments pursuant to the SAPA Notice.  


                                                           
24  Reducing customer usage by 185 TBtu is roughly equivalent to 


reducing primary usage at combustion points by 390 TBtu. 


25  White Paper at 11. 


26 White Paper at 24-27.  
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IV. STAKEHOLDER INPUT AND PUBLIC COMMENT 


Between the issuance of the White Paper and July 17, 


2018, twenty-three comments were filed by interested parties; 


many of these comments represented multiple entities.  In 


response to the SAPA notice, an additional seventeen comments 


were filed on or before October 9, 2018.  In addition to written 


comments, Staff conducted two technical conferences and eleven 


stakeholder forums on issues related to the White Paper.27 


Eighteen individual public comments were submitted on the 


Commission’s website, as well as numerous comments made during 


the technical conferences and stakeholder forums. 


Stakeholder comments overwhelmingly supported the 


expansion of utility-sponsored energy efficiency programs.  Some 


comments expressed concern regarding the costs of the initiative 


and potential economic effect, as well as caution regarding the 


level of detail in the White Paper and the need for more 


development before final decisions.  Multiple parties urged the 


Commission to adopt a “no regrets” order in the near term, to 


begin the acceleration of efficiency achievements.  A large 


majority of the party comments relate to specific implementation 


details.  A list of parties and summary of party comments is 


attached as Appendix G.  Many comments are addressed in the 


discussion of specific issues below.  


 


  


                                                           
27  Technical conferences were conducted on June 18 and June 29.  


Stakeholder forums related to data, system value, heat pumps, 


and cyber security were conducted on September 7, 


September 14, October 3, and November 14, respectively.  Seven 


separate stakeholder forums on low and moderate income 


efficiency programs were conducted statewide between 


September 20 and November 5. 
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V. LEGAL AUTHORITY 


The Commission has the responsibility and the 


authority under the Public Service Law (PSL) to ensure that 


utilities carry out “their public service responsibilities with 


economy, efficiency, and care for the public safety, the 


preservation of environmental values and the conservation of 


natural resources.” PSL §5(2); see also PSL §66(3). Pursuant to 


the New York Energy Law (Energy Law), including §§ 3-103 and 6-


104, the Commission is required to consider actions to 


effectuate State energy policy and the New York State Energy 


Plan, which includes increased energy efficiency as a major 


contributor to New York’s energy future.28  In fulfilling the 


mandates of the PSL and the Energy Law, the Commission has 


directed the development and implementation of a number of 


programs to increase the deployment of energy efficiency 


resources in New York, including the Energy Efficiency Portfolio 


Standard, the Clean Energy Fund, and the Energy Efficiency 


Transition Implementation Plans.  The activities directed and 


authorized in this Order will continue and build upon the 


progress made through those programs. 


 


VI. DISCUSSION 


A.  Governing Principles 


Achieving the efficiency goals of the State Energy 


Plan, as presented concretely in the White Paper, requires a 


reconsideration of some of the methodologies that have governed 


utility efficiency programs in the past.  In developing this 


Order and subsequent implementing measures, a number of 


principles will be taken into account: 


                                                           
28  2015 New York State Energy Plan. 
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• The overarching principle is to support the State’s 


40% by 2030 GHG emissions reduction goal with maximum 


cost-effectiveness, across a range of fuels and market 


segments and at an increasing depth of energy savings. 


• Status quo program approaches will not suffice; costs 


per unit of achievement must be continuously reduced; 


and utilities will be rewarded for achieving cost 


reductions.  Utilities are expected to seek cost 


reduction opportunities, including innovations driven 


by market participants, and where such opportunities 


are concretely identified utilities will be directed 


to develop them.   


• Where cost reduction opportunities are within the 


control of the Commission, Staff and the Commission 


will be diligent in working with utilities and 


stakeholders to ensure that such reduction 


opportunities are realized. 


• While pursuing program targets, market-enhancing 


structures will continue to be built in areas 


including data availability, consideration of temporal 


and locational values, outcome metrics, and 


cooperation with NYSERDA market transformation 


programs.  Energy efficiency strategies will be 


designed to spur clean energy markets and private 


sector investments, leading to greater scale and 


efficiency outcomes and cost reduction.  


• Market-enhancing structures will be integrated with, 


and aligned across, all relevant programs and engaged 


entities. 
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• Considerations of equity, both geographically and 


across customer classes, will be balanced with 


considerations of cost-effectiveness and 


achievability. 


• Strong efficiency service targets for low-and-moderate 


income (LMI) customers will be required, and 


initiatives to address the unique barriers faced by 


LMI customers will be prioritized. 


• The primary target for jurisdictional utilities will 


be measured in terms of TBtu of site building energy 


use across all emission-producing fuel sources, with 


the subsidiary target of an annual 3% reduction in 


electricity sales by 2025, contributing to the primary 


target. 


• Efficiency programs will be developed and administered 


consistent with other elements of the State Energy 


Plan carbon reduction policy, such as beneficial 


electrification. 


• Implementation by utilities and by the Commission must 


be focused on systematic solutions, rather than merely 


hitting targets. The regulatory system must be made to 


properly value the clean energy and energy efficiency 


attributes that in the past have been promoted through 


discrete programs and must envision that clean energy 


and energy efficiency are integrated into core 


electric operations.29 


• Flexibility for utilities in program design and 


implementation will be accompanied by transparency, 


                                                           
29  See REV Framework Order at 18. 
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accountability, and performance review.  Market 


participants will be engaged to enhance program 


performance.  


• Implementation will be subject to pragmatic 


adjustments in light of actual experience and market 


realities, with reduction of costs to utility 


customers a primary consideration. 


 


B. Targets and Budgets 


1. Background and Summary of Relevant Comments 


 The State Energy Plan established a climate goal of 


reducing GHG emissions statewide to 40% below 1990 levels by 


2030.  The White Paper reflects calculations showing that a 


statewide energy efficiency target of 185 TBtu of cumulative 


annual site energy savings by 2025 will reduce more than 22 


million metric tons of carbon dioxide annually, delivering 


nearly one-third of the GHG emission reductions needed to meet 


the 2030 goal.30  Achieving these levels of efficiency by 2025 


will require efforts beyond sustaining current program 


commitments.31  The 2025 load forecast used to set these targets 


is consistent with the forecast used in the Clean Energy 


                                                           
30  The 2025 efficiency target is stated in terms of site 


efficiency, while the 2030 target is stated in terms of 


primary energy.  Primary efficiency measurements account for 


energy conversion from combustion-based electricity 


generation, as well as losses in the distribution system.  185 


TBtu of site energy savings equates to approximately 390 TBtu 


of primary energy savings.  As renewable generation grows to 


comprise half of the electricity consumed, and as more 


distributed generation occurs at or near consumption sites, 


the attribution of losses in primary efficiency calculations 


will need to be changed.  See White Paper at 21. 


31  White Paper at 20. 
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Standard Order,32 in order to provide for alignment across 


policies for renewable energy and energy efficiency.33 


 In developing the 2025 goal of 185 TBtu, Staff and 


NYSERDA consulted published potential studies, recent 


achievements in New York and other states, and stakeholder 


input, to determine that 185 TBtu is realistically achievable.  


Because 185 TBtu of reductions at the usage level equates to 


approximately 390 TBtu of reduction at the generation level, 185 


TBtu establishes solid progress toward the 2030 GHG goal.  


Appendix B of the White Paper shows how achieving and sustaining 


the 2025 target levels will put the State on a trajectory to 


meet or exceed the 2030 efficiency goal. 


 The White Paper detailed the expected achievements of 


current efforts, referred to as “sustained commitments,” as 


totaling 144 TBtu.  Accelerated actions are needed to achieve 


the remainder of 41 TBtu toward the total goal of 185 TBtu.  Of 


the 41 TBtu of accelerated action, the White Paper proposed that 


31 TBtu should be achieved through incremental utility 


programs.34 


 Sustaining current levels of achievement is an 


essential premise of the White Paper.  Current utility targets 


were initially established in the ETIP process, and some 


utilities have added to their targets in the context of rate 


proceedings.  For that reason, current targets as a percentage 


of initial ETIPs, and as a share of incremental achievements 


needed for the 2025 goal, are not equivalent across utilities.  


                                                           
32  Case 15-E-0302, Proceeding on Motion of the Commission to 


Implement a Large-Scale Renewable Program and a Clean Energy 


Standard, Order Adopting a Clean Energy Standard (issued 


August 1, 2016) (Clean Energy Standard Order). 


33  White Paper at 22. 


34  White Paper at 24 and 27.   
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Current commitments also include NYSERDA’s market-oriented 


programs that are expected to produce longer term direct and 


indirect impacts.  The longer term impacts of NYSERDA programs 


will be quantified and reported using periodic market evaluation 


studies.   


  The goals in the White Paper are proposed on an all-


fuels basis, aggregating efficiency achievements across 


electricity, natural gas, and delivered fuels such as oil and 


propane.  The White Paper further proposes a subsidiary target 


of an annual 3% reduction in electricity sales from investor-


owned electric utilities in 2025.  The electricity sub-target 


will account for NYSERDA’s achievements in the market and will 


need to be adjusted for increased electricity sales from 


beneficial electrification activities.  The proposal considered 


in this order is the 31 TBtu of incremental achievement for the 


State’s utilities, including the electric sub-target and a 


proposal that 20% of incremental efficiency budgets should be 


dedicated to LMI programs. 


  The NY Utilities35 stated that the goals in the White 


Paper are laudable and they are prepared to help attain them, 


while noting that substantial work is required to determine the 


most effective combination of programs and activities, including 


NYSERDA’s.  The NY Utilities noted that each utility has, or 


will have, completed by December 2018 an energy efficiency 


potential study unique to its territory and the results of the 


studies should inform the ramp rates and target proposals for 


individual utilities.  The NY Utilities proposed, instead of 


targets being assigned by the Commission, that each utility 


                                                           
35  The “NY Utilities” represent the state’s large regulated 


investor-owned electric and gas utilities with the exception 


of National Fuel Gas. 
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should be allowed to develop its own targets and budgets aligned 


with local demographics and customer needs.  


 Stakeholders expressed a range of positions on the 


treatment of targets.  Environmental and energy efficiency 


advocates were generally supportive of the proposed target for 


2025.  Energy Efficiency Advocates supported the targets and 


emphasized the need for a schedule of ramping to 2025.  ACEEE 


and AEA also recommended interim goals to provide market 


predictability.  Acadia suggested that the proposed goal is too 


limited and will still leave New York behind other states.  


Acadia also stated that the target should only include clearly 


attributable savings, not indirect savings from codes and 


standards.  Citizens’ Environmental Coalition also stated that 


the goals should be more aggressive and argued that the 


efficiency targets as presented would account for only 25% of 


the 2030 GHG goal, not one-third.  ACE NY and AEEI suggest that 


the utility portion of the 185 TBtu statewide goal should be 


increased to 92.5 TBtu from 77 TBtu as proposed.  Some 


efficiency advocates further argued that the 3% electricity 


usage sub-target should be allocated entirely to utilities in 


addition to NYSERDA’s targets. 


 Several parties including Energy Efficiency Advocates 


and AEA recommended an immediate “no regrets” order designed to 


begin program expansion in 2019, to lessen the need for steep 


ramping in later years.  ACE NY and AEEI proposed a “no regrets” 


order using the 2019-2020 targets in the ETIPs as a baseline.  


Pace Energy and Climate Center emphasized that aggressive 


ramping of near term targets will avoid backloading into future 


years. 


 The City expressed strong support for the initiative 


while cautioning that the implementation approach should be 


iterative and flexible to maximize the chances of cost-effective 
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success.  The City urged the Commission to avoid setting hard 


deadlines and schedules, because of the diverse ways in which 


efficiency programs produce results.  The City suggested that 


program targets and budgets should be the result of detailed 


market potential assessments by utilities.  The City further 


proposed that utility targets should be set on a load-


proportional basis to maintain regional equity. 


 MI argued that the White Paper was too high-level to 


allow for detailed analysis and that much more work is needed 


regarding program details and costs, particularly bill impacts 


and indirect economic impacts.  MI also stated that the goal of 


185 TBtu is not adequately supported.  MI argued that the cost 


of energy efficiency programs must be considered in the context 


of numerous other clean energy programs.  NFG warned of 


unintended consequences, particularly for lower-income customers 


not participating directly in programs, who might see bill 


increases pushing them into payment difficulties.  NFG also 


stated that transportation sector initiatives should be part of 


the program and count toward the goal. 


  Regarding the all-fuels approach, the NY Utilities 


supported consideration particularly in the context of heat pump 


development.  AEA emphasized that current fuel-siloed approaches 


leave out large numbers of customers who are dependent on 


delivered fuels.  ACEEE emphasized that targets for electricity 


should net out increased consumption from heat pumps, so that 


achievement of energy usage reduction targets will not conflict 


with beneficial electrification.  MI supported tracking 


achievements on an all-fuels basis, but opposed a fuel-neutral 


program approach in which customers of one fuel pay for 


efficiency measures of another fuel.  NYC supported an all-fuels 


approach and suggested separate tracking of different fuel 
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savings to ensure that curtailment of high-emitting fuels is 


achieved.  


2. Discussion 


a)  Adoption of Targets  


  The White Paper presents a comprehensive approach to 


achieving the energy efficiency goals of the State Energy Plan, 


which are closely tied to the State’s carbon reduction goals.  


The overall goals are reasonable.  The 185 TBtu site-efficiency 


goal for 2025, equivalent to 390 TBtu of primary energy savings, 


represents an achievable interim measure toward the 2030 SEP 


goal of 600 TBtu of primary energy.  This is supported by the 


2014 potential study and the analysis in the White Paper, which 


details 17 separate categories of activity contributing to 


implementation.  The jurisdictional utilities’ share of the 


goal, which is the direct subject of this Order, is achievable, 


as detailed below.  Along with the sub-target of 3% reduction in 


electricity usage, this goal will place New York’s utilities on 


a performance trajectory comparable to neighboring states36 and 


will result in reasonable bill impacts and positive societal 


benefit.  


  Of the incremental 31 TBtu identified in the NE:NY 


paper, 4.6 TBtu have already been authorized in recent rate 


proceedings.  Additional ratepayer contributions to achieve the 


full 31 TBtu target are estimated to be $1.6 billion.37  Gross 


participant bill savings over the lifetime of the projected 


efficiency measures are estimated to be over $15 billion, 


                                                           
36  See 2018 State Energy Efficiency Scorecard, American Council 


for an Energy Efficient Economy, at 42-44. 


37  This estimate is based on historic performance and does not 


account for the cost reduction opportunities described below.  


The cost estimate is reflected in the presumed program budgets 


enumerated in Appendix E. 
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exclusive of participants’ private investment in efficiency 


equipment and services.  Gross lifetime utility system benefits 


associated with the target are estimated to be $6.7 billion, 


representing avoided energy, capacity, and distribution costs 


that are also reflected in participant bill savings.  In 


addition, carbon reduction will create $1.8 billion in societal 


benefits.  For a typical residential customer, bill impacts 


through 2025 associated with the incremental spending will 


average 0.6% for electric bills and 0.1% for gas bills.38  


In addition to direct benefits, employment 


opportunities in the energy efficiency field will continue to 


grow as a result of this order.  Energy efficiency firms 


employed over 117,000 people in New York in 2017. The energy 


efficiency segment created more than 10,200 jobs in New York 


State in 2016 and 2017 and employers expected jobs to grow by 


another 5.6% by the end of 2018.39 Energy efficiency firms could 


continue to see strong employment growth in excess of 5% 


annually, creating about 7,000 new jobs each year on average 


over the 2019-2025 period, for a total of 50,000 new jobs by 


2025.  NYSERDA plans to provide training to approximately 20,000 


potential employees in the energy efficiency industry. 


MI lists several related initiatives including the 


Clean Energy Standard and the Clean Energy Fund, arguing that 


the costs of energy efficiency targets must be considered in the 


context of these other programs.  MI is correct that ratepayer 


                                                           
38  Bill impacts are estimated based on direct impacts to base 


utility rates.  These estimates do not include impacts that 


may occur due to changes in energy sales as reflected through 


the revenue decoupling process.  Numerous other factors will 


affect adjustments in the revenue decoupling process, such as 


changes in economic activity.  


 


39  2018 New York Clean Energy Industry Report, available at 


nyserda.ny.gov/clean-energy-jobs. 
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impacts are a constant concern, and every significant 


undertaking of utilities must be evaluated for its costs, 


benefits, and potential bill impacts.  That principle is 


reflected in the process established in this Order. 


 MI is not correct, however, in describing clean energy 


and efficiency programs as discretionary and extraneous.  


Reducing carbon emissions is a critical priority and a 


significant portion of the Commission’s responsibility, as 


identified in the State Energy Plan, authorized in the Public 


Service Law and Energy Law, and encoded in the BCA Framework 


adopted by the Commission.  Like all other utility functions, 


the cost to ratepayers of carbon reduction should be as low as 


possible within a reasonable balance among competing concerns.  


That is the approach taken by the Commission in this Order, in 


rate cases, and in other recent clean energy orders.  But the 


place of carbon reduction in this balancing is not, as MI 


implies, a discretionary excursion from the Commission’s core 


business; it is a part of the Commission’s core business.   


 The range of party comments on targets reflects the 


concerns that must be balanced in implementing the State’s 


efficiency goals.  Efficiency and environmental advocates urge 


an immediate “no regrets” order to avoid losing potential 


achievements from early years and thus to avoid a 


correspondingly steep increase in later years.  MI urges that 


the process requires a detailed consideration of potential costs 


and optimal implementation strategies.  The utilities urge that 


targets should be fine-tuned to the needs and potentials of 


individual territories.  NYC urges that hard deadlines should be 


avoided in favor of pragmatic and iterative implementation 


strategies. 


Each of these arguments is reasonable, and all of them 


are accommodated in the balanced approach adopted in this Order.  
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NYC, the utilities, MI, and other parties are correct that 


further process will help to refine and support the details of 


the proposal through 2025.  Efficiency advocates are correct 


that immediate action is needed to spread the targets across a 


longer period. 


In order to achieve the accelerated goals in the most 


cost-effective manner, an iterative approach will be adopted.  


The approach to targets and budgets in this Order is threefold: 


(1) overall jurisdictional goals through 2025 are adopted to 


create market certainty and guidance for future implementation 


decisions; (2) immediate targets and budgets are established for 


2019-2020 in order to expedite the acceleration of program 


activities; and (3) a process is established to set detailed 


utility-specific targets and budgets for the period 2021-2025, 


to result in a Commission order in 2019.  


The overall utility goal of 31 TBtu is hereby adopted, 


as well as the subsidiary goal of reducing electric usage by 3% 


of projected annual sales, adjusted for energy efficiency, by 


2025.40  Utilities also must sustain previously authorized target 


levels, which over the 2015-2025 period will include 40 TBtu of 


savings from sustaining achievement under ETIPs and System 


Energy Efficiency Plans (SEEPs) and additional savings projected 


to be achieved through demonstration projects and non-wires 


alternatives (NWAs).   


The electric reduction target will be adjusted to 


reflect load increases from heat pumps and electric vehicles.  


                                                           
40  NY Geothermal Energy Organization and Bob Wyman urge that all 


targets should be articulated on a MWh basis rather than Btu.  


Each of these parties also endorses an all-fuels approach.  


Because the ultimate goals are carbon reduction and customer 


savings, each of which can be achieved across multiple fuels, 


maintaining Btu as the common standard of measurement is more 


practical at this time.    
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No less than 20% of incremental program budgets will be 


allocated to LMI programs.  Subsidiary targets for heat pumps 


are also adopted as described below. 


 The argument that the full 3% of sales reduction target 


should be assigned solely to the utilities, excluding the 


contributions of NYSERDA’s CEF initiatives, is rejected. In 


authorizing the CEF, the Commission authorized specific minimum 


MWh and MMBtu goals over the 10-year period supported by 


substantial ratepayer investment.  Ignoring this contribution 


would increase ratepayer costs.  The process established in this 


Order recognizes the role of NYSERDA as integral to achieving 


overall efficiency goals. 


b)  2019-2020 Targets 


 Utility-specific targets and budgets for calendar 


years 2019 and 2020 are adopted here as detailed in Appendix A.  


The common reference point for these targets is the set of 2017 


ETIP targets adopted by the Commission in January 2016.41  


Several utilities have already seen large increases in these 


targets, through individual rate case processes, while others 


have not.  Additionally, each utility’s existing targets 


represent different percentages when viewed on a percentage of 


load basis. For these reasons, a simple pro rata increase from 


existing targets would produce disproportionate results.  


Instead, target increases are measured against the common 2017 


reference point, ensuring that utilities that have not yet 


received increases over the 2017 reference point are placed 


trajectories to share comparably in achieving the 2025 goal.   


  


                                                           
41  Case 15-M-0252, supra, 2016 ETIP Order. 
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 In the case of Orange & Rockland, a Joint Proposal has 


been filed in that company’s ongoing rate proceeding.42  The 


energy efficiency targets in the Joint Proposal for 2019-20 are 


higher than the targets in Appendix A.  In this Order, the 


Commission will not make a determination on the matter pending 


in the rate proceeding.  The 2019-20 targets in Appendix A are 


not intended to preclude higher targets that may be adopted by 


the Commission in a rate proceeding. 


 Because increases in utility targets require a lead 


time to allow vendors and service providers to ramp up capacity, 


utilities will be granted flexibility in achievement of these 


targets and expenditure of funds through the full 2019 – 2020 


period. 


   Budgets for the immediate increases are based on the 


lesser of Commission-authorized or current actual run rates for 


each utility’s existing portfolio.43  Funding of the immediate 


increases will be provided from uncommitted funds already 


collected pursuant to the EEPS and CEF programs.44  No new 


                                                           
42 Case 18-E-0067, Proceeding on Motion of the Commission as to 


the Rates, Charges, Rules and Regulations of Orange and 


Rockland Utilities, Inc. for Electric Service, Joint Proposal 


(filed November 9, 2018). 


43  Run rates in this context represent the ETIP portfolio level 


expended funds divided by the portfolio level acquired savings 


through Q4 2017. Budgets and targets associated with the 


mandated 20% LMI allocation are based on NYSERDA historic LMI 


run rates. 


44  Utilities filed EEPS Reconciliation Reports on June 30, 2018, 


in Case 07-M-0548 documenting the remaining uncommitted EEPS 


funds, including any accrued interest through December 31, 


2017.  Additionally, per the CEF Order utilities were directed 


to segregate interest-earnings related to collections for 


NYSERDA’s CEF portfolio subject to the Bill-As-You-Go 


disbursement of funds to NYSERDA for future rate-payer 


benefit.  To the extent these funds do not sufficiently cover 


the budgets authorized for this period, NYSERDA uncommitted 
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ratepayer collections will be needed to fund the 2019-2020 


target increases.  Specific sources of funds for each utility 


are detailed in Appendix B. 


c)  2021-2025 Targets 


 A further process will establish detailed utility-


specific targets for 2021-2025.  This process will allow for 


targets and programs to be tailored to the needs and potential 


of each service territory and will provide for optimally cost-


effective approaches to the overall TBtu goal.  A 


straightforward pro rata increase of targets for each utility 


through 2025 would be a reasonable approach, taking into account 


the variations in current target levels described above.  The NY 


Utilities, however, state that they can improve the cost-


effectiveness of the overall program by aligning targets and 


portfolio design with local customer characteristics, informed 


by utility-specific potential studies that are in the process of 


completion.  The two-staged process established in this Order 


gives the utilities that opportunity.   


In this Order, the utilities are instructed to prepare 


a joint filing, in consultation with NYSERDA, detailing utility-


specific targets and budgets through 2025.  Presumptive targets 


and budgets are identified here as a reasonable starting point 


for the utilities’ and NYSERDA’s follow-on discussions of 


specific portfolio proposals.  These presumptive targets and 


budgets are enumerated in Appendix C.  The presumptive targets 


are based on the New York Independent System Operator (NYISO) 


2015 econometric statewide load forecast for 2025, adjusted to 


reflect the share of load of jurisdictional utilities, and 


further adjusted for each year to reflect prior years’ projected 


efficiency achievements under current programs, so that the 


                                                           
EEPS funds will be used for the balance, thereby avoiding any 


new rate-payer collections.  
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forecast for 2025 estimates actual utility sales after 


accounting for energy efficiency at current levels.  The 


presumptive electric targets build each utility to a 2% 


reduction of electric sales in 2025, which combined with the 


NYSERDA projected achievement will meet the 3% sub-target 


adopted in this order.  As no sub-target is specified for gas 


targets, the presumptive gas targets take a similar approach in 


ramping all utilities to a relative percentage of load reduction 


based on the understanding that this metric can serve to 


allocate targets in an equitable manner across utilities.45 


 The utility targets are based on a combined utility 


goal of 31 TBtu.  The recommended figure of 31 TBtu in the White 


Paper avoids overlap with incremental LIPA activities.46 NYSERDA 


achievements under the CEF are not counted toward the 31 TBtu 


utility goal; they are accounted for separately toward the 


statewide 185 TBtu goal.  NYSERDA achievements are, however, 


counted toward the subsidiary 3% sales target. 


                                                           
45  Rather than using a forecast, the gas targets are based on 


targets as a percent of 2016 gas sales.  Utilities are invited 


to provide an alternative methodology while considering equity 


across service territories as part of their March 31, 2019 


proposal. 


46 The TBtu figures on page 24 of the White Paper are adjusted, 


that is, they account for overlap in reported results, e.g., 


where utilities and NYSERDA may be cooperating on the same 


program and each reporting the results.  The TBtu figures 


presented by activity on pages 25-27 sum to more than 185 TBtu 


before overlap adjustments are applied. The 31 TBtu of savings 


associated with “Increased Utility Leveraged Energy Efficiency 


Investment” were shown as adjusted.  The unadjusted figure is 


34 TBtu, inclusive of LIPA activities.  In this Order, 31 TBtu 


are assigned to the jurisdictional utilities with the 


expectation that LIPA will contribute a proportional share of 


increased energy efficiency savings no less than 3 TBtu over 


the 2019-2025 period. 
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As noted, NYSERDA’s CEF initiatives are oriented 


toward substantial indirect savings;47 therefore realized 


efficiency gains from CEF are less linear year to year than 


utility programs.  The assumptions for CEF achievements 


reflected in Appendix D are simplified for purposes of 


establishing utility targets; they do not reflect expectations 


of specific verified annual achievements in the CEF.  According 


to NYSERDA approximately 40% of the CEF’s minimum electric goals 


are expected to be acquired after 2025.  Interim review of 


NYSERDA’s programs will assess the rate of realized CEF savings 


in relation to utility progress toward the 2025 target.  To 


maintain stability and predictability in the efficiency 


marketplace, overall utility targets established through this 


Order will not be revised based on NYSERDA performance.   


Utilities are directed to work cooperatively among 


themselves, in consultation with NYSERDA, toward a joint filing 


of specific utility program proposals not later than March 31, 


2019.48  The participation of NYSERDA in coordinating with 


utilities and consulting in best practices will be important to 


the development of optimal utility targets and program 


strategies.  The collaboration structure between utilities and 


NYSERDA should clearly delineate roles, taking current 


operational functions into account.  It should align mutual 


efforts with State goals, serve markets with comprehensive 


offerings including outreach and marketing, and inform NYSERDA’s 


                                                           
47  “Indirect” savings are the market effects expected to accrue 


over the longer term as a result of NYSERDA investment and 


subsequent market activity.  


48  This process does not contemplate any significant revision to 


NYSERDA’s already-approved CEF, other than any process changes 


that NYSERDA may propose to enable the implementation of 


cooperative programs identified through the consultative 


process. 
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CEF planning as well as utility targets.  An important objective 


of the cooperative arrangement will be to better connect the 


market development work in the CEF with utility strategies, 


which may include greater emphasis on resource acquisition 


efforts.  This collaboration should also develop the market 


enhancing structures that support more effective roles for 


market actors in driving uptake, reducing costs, and developing 


innovative solutions.  Because public-facing resources will be 


essential to effective participation by customers, market 


actors, and stakeholders, utilities will be required to develop, 


make available, and maintain suitable program information.  The 


collaboration should also enhance procedures, over time, to 


ensure accountability for such results.  Coordinated roles with 


NYSERDA should be detailed in the March 2019 filing. 


  Numerous parties requested the formation of an 


advisory body.  The timing of determining 2021-25 targets and 


budgets is driven by the need for consistency with major rate 


cases, as well as the need to establish market certainty for 


contractors and program planners.  Requiring a collaborative 


stakeholder process, or the participation of a formal advisory 


body, would risk delaying the development of utility proposals 


beyond the March 31, 2019 date needed to achieve these goals.  


Instead, throughout the development of their March 2019 filing 


the utilities should consult with stakeholders to the extent 


practical, and no fewer than ten days prior to filing, the 


utilities must conduct at least two technical conferences with 


stakeholders to present the terms of a prospective filing and 


receive input.49 


 The presumptive budgets are based on the lesser of 


Commission-authorized or current actual ETIP run rates.  The 


                                                           
49  One of these conferences should be conducted in the New York 


City area, and one in an upstate location. 
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total budgets in the joint utility filing, to achieve the total 


of 31 TBtu, must be equal to or lesser than the total budget for 


2021-2025 in Appendix E plus budget amounts already authorized.  


Utility-specific presumptive targets for 2021-2025, combined 


with already authorized targets from the ETIP process and rate 


cases, are illustrated graphically in Appendix F.  


 The NY Utilities and other parties have expressed 


concern that maintaining current cost trends may be difficult, 


assuming reduced reliance on lighting programs and other 


factors.  While some cost factors may be increasing, numerous 


opportunities to reduce costs are created by changes in 


regulatory constructs and utility operations, as discussed 


below.  New energy efficiency solutions and the expansion of 


programs to delivered-fuel customers offer additional 


opportunity to reduce per-unit costs. 


The utility-specific targets and budgets filed in 


March 2019 are expected to depart from the presumptive figures 


enumerated here, in a manner that tailors programs to utility 


service territories and reflects cooperation with NYSERDA.50  The 


result of this process will be Commission approval of portfolio 


targets and budgets for 2021-2025, leaving flexibility for 


utilities to revise specific programs as needed.  


In assessing the utility filing or filings, the 


Commission will employ a pragmatic standard of optimal 


reduction, with the paramount goals of achieving TBtu reduction  


  


                                                           
50  If the utilities are not able to agree on a joint filing, or 


present one or more alternative proposals, the Commission will 


solicit comment on the presumptive targets enumerated in 


Appendix C as well as alternative proposals put forward by 


individual utilities, toward action in 2019 to establish 


targets through 2025. 
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and minimizing overall program costs.51  Consistent with current 


practice, benefit-cost analysis will be applied to each 


utility’s portfolio as a whole.  Because of the sizable increase 


in LMI funding, the LMI portion of a portfolio may be removed 


from the portfolio BCA and considered separately. 


  As AEA and other parties observe, an efficiency 


approach that limits measures to specific fuels would leave 


large numbers of customers, and large amounts of cost-effective 


efficiency, beyond the reach of utility programs.  To take full 


advantage of cost-effective opportunities and reduce total 


program  costs, utility programs may extend to customers whose 


primary heating fuel is a delivered fuel such as oil or propane, 


under the following conditions: (1) the program must demonstrate 


that it delivers Btu savings at an average cost per-Btu-saved 


that reduces total portfolio costs; (2) the program may not fund 


installation of delivered-fuel space heating and domestic hot 


water equipment; and (3) the portfolio must produce year over 


year efficiency gains in usage of the utility’s primary product 


(electricity or gas).  The total amount of such programs 


authorized by the Commission will reflect the paramount goals of 


achieving TBtu reductions in the most cost-effective manner and 


reducing carbon emissions. 


 An example of such a program for an electric utility, 


assuming cost criteria are met, would be building-shell 


improvements for an oil-heating customer which could reduce air-


conditioning load in the summer.  Failure to consider these 


                                                           
51  Some parties cautioned that geographic and customer-class 


equity must be observed to ensure that customers in all parts 


of the State have access to energy efficiency and to ensure 


that program costs are not disproportionately born by any one 


customer class or utility.  As stated in the governing 


principles, principles of equity will be maintained in the 


context of achieving overall cost reduction.  
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types of shell improvements across multiple fuels could be a 


lost opportunity for cost-effective carbon reductions that 


would, if not pursued, increase the relative cost of achieving 


total TBtu targets. The New York State Energy Coalition points 


out that efficiency opportunities are already offered by 


delivered-fuel providers; utility-sponsored shell improvement 


programs could complement these programs, particularly for 


lower-income customers.  


Heat pumps represent another opportunity to optimize 


TBtu reductions while increasing electric sales volume and thus 


reducing overall costs for non-participating customers.  A 


separate minimum heat pump target will be established, as 


discussed below.  Electric sales increases from heat pumps and 


other forms of beneficial electrification will be netted against 


electric efficiency achievements so that they do not count 


against the achievement of targets. 


  Many parties, including MI, support increased reliance 


on appliance standards and energy codes as cost-effective ways 


to achieve efficiency and carbon goals.  Codes and standards are 


highly cost-effective from a ratepayer standpoint, and they are 


included in the plan to achieve 185 TBtu.52   Codes and standards 


complement utility-run efficiency programs, but they do not 


replace them.  Codes and standards are the culmination of a 


market transformation curve that often requires, at earlier 


stages, direct support from energy efficiency programs in order 


to develop technologies toward widespread market adoption. 


  In its March 2018 Order authorizing ETIP budgets for 


2019-2020, the Commission noted that customer participation in 


self-directed efficiency program opportunities had been 


                                                           
52  White Paper at 25, 27. 
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minimal.53  NYSERDA has initiated a pilot program under the CEF 


to develop innovative approaches to self-direct programs for 


large customers.  NYSERDA’s pilot is budget-bounded, relies on 


competitive proposals from customers, and requires a carbon 


reduction goal.54  Experience with the NYSERDA approach will be 


analyzed for potential further development of self-direct 


programs. 


The White Paper stated that in order to achieve the 


increased goals of the NE:NY initiative, a renewed emphasis on 


comprehensive savings will be needed.  With over 40% of the 


state’s GHG emissions coming from building occupancy, GHG 


reduction will require a combination of end-use electrification 


and comprehensive building efficiency improvements, including 


incorporating energy efficiency into building maintenance and 


upgrade schedules and capital planning cycles.  In the 


residential sector, customer recruitment is a substantial cost 


driver, and achieving the State’s ambitious targets will require 


maximizing the number of efficiency measures for each customer 


contact.  Comprehensive programs that combine lower-cost-


effective measures with higher-cost-effective measures can 


optimize the total reduction that can be attained through a 


single customer transaction.  Further, comprehensive building 


efficiency improvements often result in the installation of 


measures with longer effective useful lives (EUL), resulting in 


savings that persist well into the future.  


  


                                                           
53  Case 15-M-0252, supra, Order Authorizing Utility-Administered 


Energy Efficiency Portfolio Budgets and Targets For 2019 – 


2020 (issued March 15, 2018) at 47. 


54 See https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/Funding-Opportunities/Closed-


Funding-Opportunities/2018. 
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C. Cost Reduction Opportunities 


1.  Background and Summary of Relevant Comments  


 The White Paper identified numerous opportunities that 


the REV initiative creates for continuous reduction in costs for 


each unit of efficiency achieved.  The White Paper stated that 


data useful to the development of energy efficiency market 


activity at scale includes: energy usage data, both at the 


individual customer and at the aggregated community level; asset 


data, which captures key energy characteristics of the building 


or facility; project data, which captures the implemented 


measures and achieved results of projects, useful for 


benchmarking and estimating project performance; tariff/rate 


data, for estimating the bill savings that result from changes 


in physical energy use and demand; and locational data, to 


identify areas where energy efficiency can provide especially 


high value. 


  Another opportunity to reduce costs is the alignment 


of energy efficiency projects with locational system values.  


The White Paper proposed that, with more granular analysis of 


system value, utilities could structure a performance-based $/kW 


adder to increase the incentive available for specific energy 


efficiency upgrades that are under-compensated for the value 


they provide to the grid through system-coincident peak demand 


reductions.  Adding system values into the transactional 


analysis of specific efficiency measures can reduce the need for 


other sources of incentives, thereby reducing program costs.   


  A closely related proposal is the integration of 


efficiency programs into NWA projects that all utilities are now 


undertaking as a consequence of REV.  NWA projects clearly 


define the location value of efficiency and other demand-


reducing projects, and these ready-made markets can reduce the 
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transaction costs of efficiency measures as well as adding to 


the value calculation. 


  The White Paper proposed investments in workforce 


training that could increase the efficiency of operations and 


competitiveness of service providers and thereby reduce overall 


utility program costs. 


  The White Paper also proposed a Pay-for-Performance 


(P4P) model, in which incentives are provided based on actual 


savings over a portfolio of buildings, shifting the risk of 


underperformance to the service provider while providing 


flexibility in customer offerings.  There are currently two P4P 


pilot projects underway. 


  The White Paper stated that P4P and other initiatives 


can be supported by the NY Green Bank, which addresses barriers 


of lack of precedent, standardization, and scale of economically 


viable business models through serving as senior capital 


provider, subordinated capital provider, credit enhancer, or 


aggregator.  The Green Bank can also work with large property 


owners and management companies to provide financing to 


incorporate energy efficiency measures into the build-out or 


retrofit of tenant improvements to their premises.   


  Another opportunity for reducing the costs of each Btu 


of energy saved is optimizing usage reduction across various 


fuel types, including reducing fuel usage of oil and propane 


customers, and reducing carbon via beneficial electrification of 


building uses. 


  Numerous parties supported the cost reduction 


proposals and added suggestions.  The ACE NY, AEEI, and the Home 


Performance Coalition agreed that location-specific values 


should be accounted for, including in NWA projects, and argued 


that system values of efficiency are greater than those 


suggested in the White Paper.  NEEP and others argued that 
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National Standard Practices include more value categories than 


are used in New York.  ACEEE cited research showing that 


benchmarking customer data can produce savings up to 14%. This 


argument was also supported by the Energy Efficiency Advocates. 


ACEEE as well as other parties including the Building 


Performance Contractors’ Association, Centsible House, AEA, and 


the EEFA agreed that building workforce skills will improve 


program performance. 


AEA, along with the Energy Efficiency Advocates and WE 


ACT, described how stronger financial programs can improve 


multifamily housing efficiency efforts.  The Nature Conservancy 


emphasized the potential for better financing vehicles to 


enhance small business participation.  AEA also stated that P4P 


should be expanded beyond the pilot stage and used for large-


scale procurements.  Enervee and the NY Geothermal Energy 


Organization emphasized the importance of online utility portals 


in making data more available.  The Home Performance Coalition 


suggested numerous data access standards.  The City suggested 


that changes to current data access policies would improve the 


effectiveness of efficiency programs. 


  The NY Utilities stated that they are prepared to help 


attain the State’s efficiency objectives but expressed strong 


reservation on the potential for per-unit cost reductions.  The 


NY Utilities stated that per-unit costs are likely to rise in 


the near future as a result of introducing new technologies, 


relying less on lighting (which has been among the most cost-


effective approaches in recent years), developing deeper savings 


approaches, and spending 20 percent of incremental funding on 


higher-cost LMI projects.  They urged that the unit cost of 


savings needs to be considered within the context of balancing 


multiple objectives.  The NY Utilities support an all-fuels 


approach.   
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  The NY Utilities also opposed any mandate of 


additional incentives based on locational or temporal values.  


While agreeing that locational and temporal values should be 


considered, the NY Utilities argued that any compensation method 


should be technology-agnostic and that such incentives run the 


risk of inflating compensation above competitive levels.  NFG 


states that system-value incentives may be valuable, increasing 


customer participation and measure uptake.  NFG suggests that 


their use should be a utility-specific decision, and subject to 


benefit-cost analysis.  


2. Discussion 


  The utilities are correct that cost reductions would 


be difficult to achieve based on current program models with a 


business-as-usual approach.  


The White Paper, however, identified numerous 


opportunities for innovative program approaches that are made 


possible by the REV initiative.  Improved access to customer 


data has the potential to reduce costs substantially.  


Accounting for system values can reduce the level of customer 


incentives attributed to program budgets.  In addition to 


program reforms, another opportunity for cost reduction is 


expanding utility portfolios to heat pumps and to the optimal 


reduction approach.  Cost-effective TBtu reductions may be 


pursued for delivered-fuel customers, under the constraints 


detailed above.  Adjusting the program mix toward more cost-


effective programs is another opportunity to reduce overall 


costs.  While equity across customer classes remains a governing 


principle, it must be balanced with the overarching principle of 


achieving TBtu reductions at the lowest cost to ratepayers.  


Finally, the market stability created by longer-term approvals 


through 2025 should enable providers to reduce costs. 
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The White Paper identified other cost reduction 


opportunities, such as P4P, and inquiry into best practices will 


reveal numerous other tactics to reduce costs.  Coordinating 


program offerings with the financing and capital budgeting 


cycles, for example, is likely to be effective not only with 


multifamily buildings but with other customer classes as well.  


To promote cost reduction, Staff will convene a Performance 


Management and Improvement process, discussed below in the 


section on Implementation. 


a) Data 


The REV Framework Order emphasized that ready access 


to information regarding customer energy usage is vital to the 


success of distributed energy resource (DER) markets.  A 


persistent observation of DER providers is that high transaction 


costs are caused, in part, by limited access to customer energy 


usage data.  Because customer energy usage data is especially 


relevant in the case of energy efficiency, the White Paper 


identified increasing access to useful data and information as a 


critical market enabling mechanism.  


As discussed at the stakeholder forum, data-related 


topics have been addressed across a number of Commission 


proceedings in recent years.  While this approach has been 


necessary to deal with discrete issues and applications unique 


to individual proceedings, addressing data across numerous 


proceedings is not the optimal way to develop a unified 


treatment of data issues.  Further, it has required parties 


interested in data access to engage in multiple proceedings.  


While access to customer data may be particularly important in 


the energy efficiency field, many of the same considerations are 


relevant to other types of DER providers.  Therefore, a new, 


comprehensive proceeding to assess the strategic use of customer 


energy usage data will be initiated. 
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In establishing the new proceeding, the following 


guiding principles will serve as foundational elements to 


develop policies that appropriately balance privacy concerns 


with the rapidly changing energy marketplace:  


• Increase customers’ familiarity with, and consent to, 


appropriate data sharing;  


• Move towards improved access by third party service 


providers to customer energy usage data, consistent with 


such consent;  


• Link customer energy usage data with other sources of 


building data, energy use drivers, and energy systems 


data to enable enhanced identification of EE/DER 


opportunities; and 


• Provide that mechanisms for appropriate access to 


customer energy usage data are implemented in a useful, 


timely, and quality-assured manner. 


In the context of energy efficiency programs, there 


are actions that can be taken immediately to enhance access to 


customer energy usage data and reduce program costs while 


protecting customer privacy, as described below. 


 


i. Utility Use of Data   


Pending the development of policies and mechanisms for 


broader access to data by the DER industry, utilities should 


make full use of available data to optimize program operations 


in the near term.55  In 2010, the Commission authorized utilities 


to provide individual customer information and usage data to 


efficiency contractors performing functions on behalf of the 


                                                           
55  For a study of the benefits of utility use of selective 


customer data, see Scheer, Borgeson and Rosendo, Customer 


Targeting for Residential Energy Efficiency Programs: 


Enhancing Electricity Savings at the Meter (October 27, 2017). 
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utilities, with specified safeguards including limits on further 


distribution of information to subcontractors.56  Consistent with 


that Order, utilities should continue to share data within their 


control, including detailed customer data, with energy 


efficiency providers acting as utility contractors, as needed, 


subject to appropriate safeguards. These safeguards should 


ensure that data provided to third-party contractors is only 


used for implementing utility programs and that appropriate 


security and privacy protections are in place.  The utilities 


currently use contracts including such safeguards when working 


with third-party contractors. Utilities should also develop 


means of encouraging customers, on a going forward basis, to 


authorize release of their energy consumption data for future 


clean energy or demand response programs at the time of key 


customer interaction points such as establishment of new service 


or participation in existing energy efficiency programs. 


ii.  Green Button Connect 


  Green Button Connect (GBC) is a widely recognized and 


well-accepted method of providing customers access to their 


energy usage data and enabling customers to consent to the 


provision of their energy consumption data to one or more third 


parties.  Utilities have been encouraged to include GBC 


implementation plans in their DSIP plans and in plans for 


rolling out Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI).57 


                                                           
56  Cases 07-M-0548, supra, Order on Rehearing Granting Petition 


for Rehearing (issued December 3, 2010) (2010 Data Order). 


57  Case 16-M-0411, In the Matter of Distributed System 


Implementation Plans, DPS Staff Whitepaper (filed May 29, 


2018) at 22-23.  At this time, all electric utilities are 


pursuing implementation of GBC, with the exception of Central 


Hudson which is implementing tools with similar functionality.  


Any reference to GBC in this Order does not preclude use of a 


tool with comparable or superior capabilities.  
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  The rollout of AMI will not be complete for several 


years.  Monthly customer usage, available with current metering, 


is also useful to potential efficiency vendors, as well as 


vendors established with customers to support management of 


their energy needs.  For that reason, utilities should expedite 


their implementation of GBC to enable efficiency vendors to gain 


access to customers’ monthly data.  


  In order for the full benefits of GBC to be realized, 


responsibilities for third parties accessing data through GBC as 


well as the utilities’ interaction with these third parties must 


be clearly articulated in a GBC Terms and Conditions agreement. 


This agreement must, among other things, include reasonable 


requirements for third parties to ensure the privacy and 


integrity of customers’ data in relation to the risk associated 


with any breech of customer data.  Parties have had difficulty 


agreeing on terms and conditions, particularly with respect to 


data security.58  The utilities and Staff are directed to conduct 


a collaborative with DER providers and other interested parties 


to develop GBC terms and conditions that are consistent across 


utility service territories.  The terms and conditions should 


make it no more difficult for a DER provider, for whom a 


customer has provided consent, to access data than it is for the 


individual customer to access data.  GBC terms and conditions or 


other customer privacy agreements being used in other 


jurisdictions should be used as a reference in this 


collaborative.  In the event the collaborative does not produce 


                                                           
58  A stakeholder meeting was held by Staff on November 14, 2018 


to discuss the Data Security Agreement recently developed as 


part of a business-to-business process with the ESCOs.  The 


focus of the meeting was to receive input from DER providers 


as to the requirements of the DSA as they had not fully 


participated in the DSA development.  Parties disagree on 


numerous aspects of the current DSA. 
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a mutually agreed upon agreement, Staff will propose GBC terms 


and conditions based on successful terms utilized in other 


jurisdictions. 


 The collaborative should also assess the feasibility 


of differentiating a “customer agent,” an entity to whom the 


customer has given permission to access their data, from other 


third parties for simplified/streamlined data access. This may 


have particular relevance prior to the full implementation of 


GBC.  


 GBC reporting is currently administered in the 


proceeding on DSIPs and that will remain the venue for reporting 


progress on implementing GBC.59     


iii. Benchmarking 


Benchmarking of building energy performance is an 


important market enabling mechanism to provide energy users 


information about how their consumption compares with peer 


buildings.  New York City began requiring benchmarking and 


disclosure of energy and water usage in 2009, and cities in 


other states have also implemented this requirement.60  


Legislation to require mandatory energy benchmarking of large 


buildings in the remainder of the state was recommended in the 


White Paper. Because of its high value and low cost, utilities 


should begin now to plan for mandatory benchmarking.  


Building energy benchmarking through the EPA Energy 


Star Portfolio Manager system requires entry of monthly whole 


building energy consumption for each fuel used in the building, 


which in many larger buildings may include tenant electric or 


gas meters that the building owner may not be able to easily 


access.  To facilitate NYC’s benchmarking law, Con Edison and 


                                                           
59  Case 16-M-0411, supra. 


60  New York City Local Law 84 of 2009. 
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National Grid developed systems that electronically provide 


aggregated meter consumption data for all electric or gas 


accounts in any building.61 


Other utilities will have the benefit of the NYC 


experience in providing for customer access to aggregated data.  


To prepare for eventual statewide energy benchmarking, all 


utilities are directed to: 


i. upon customer request, provide aggregated whole building 


electric and/or gas meter data for any given building or 


tax lot to an owner, subject to the anonymity rules 


established by the Commission, for use in benchmarking 


through Energy Star Portfolio Manager; 


ii. develop capability for automated upload of the aggregated 


energy data to Portfolio Manager; and 


iii. along with NYSERDA, develop a benchmarking offering to be 


marketed to decision-makers of suitable building types, 


including cost-sharing of such benchmarking.  


Each utility will file a report not later than June 30, 2019 


regarding its progress and state of readiness to implement these 


requirements. 


Improving access to data, as a method of reducing 


costs, will depend on Commission action as well as utilities and 


third-party providers.  As stated above in the governing 


principles, the Commission and Staff must be responsible for 


working with utilities and stakeholders to ensure these 


opportunities are achieved. 


  


                                                           
61  See Con Edison AMI Customer Engagement Plan, July 29, 2016, 


Chapter 8 “Local Law 84”; filed by Con Edison in Cases 15-E-


0050, 16E-0060, and 14-M-0101. 
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iv.  Asset Data Matching Pilots 


Monthly customer energy usage data can be matched 


against other building asset characteristics and geographic 


identifiers such as tax maps and made available in an aggregated 


and anonymized manner to identify clusters of customer types 


likely to be well-suited for energy efficiency work and 


therefore responsive to marketing efforts.  This is a promising 


approach to enabling data to reduce the cost of delivering 


energy efficiency while maintaining customer privacy. 


 The utilities are directed to work with NYSERDA to 


conduct one to three pilot programs with qualified partners to 


develop priority mapping based on customer usage patterns and 


asset data.  Utilities in whose territory a pilot is being 


conducted will provide the data necessary for the conduct of the 


pilots, under a strict data security agreement with the entity 


that compiles the information, such as that authorized under the 


2010 Data Order.62  A similar but distinct pilot will be 


conducted based on direction in the storage proceeding to 


provide insight into the feasibility of establishing a DER Data 


Platform.63  Results of these pilots will be coordinated to 


determine which pilots have demonstrated scalable value and 


should be pursued further, and whether resulting tools should be 


coordinated or combined to avoid the potential duplicative 


development and maintenance of such tools. 


b) System Values 


 Another opportunity to reduce costs is to fine-tune 


customer incentives using system values.  Since the inception of 


the EEPS program, the Commission has promoted energy efficiency 


                                                           
62  Cases 07-M-0548, supra, Order on Rehearing Granting Petition 


for Rehearing. 


63  Case 18-E-0130, In the Matter of Energy Storage Deployment 


Program.  
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measures that also reduce peak demand.  This approach recognizes 


that the economic value of energy efficiency savings to 


ratepayers is enhanced during some seasons and times of day, 


based on the operational characteristics of the system.  A 


primary goal of REV is to integrate system values into 


compensation for DER, including energy efficiency, and to align 


system values and environmental values with commercial 


incentives.    


Adding a customer incentive based on system value, 


referred to here as a “kicker,” may be an effective form of cost 


reduction, enabling utilities to address barriers to customer 


adoption by aligning measure incentives with system values.  In 


some cases, the system value kicker may displace a portion of 


the customer energy efficiency incentive that would otherwise be 


needed to attract the customer.  In the context of NWA projects, 


in which utilities are seeking specific levels of demand 


reduction, the value of a kicker may be simplest to define.  


Demand reduction benefits are also generalized across the 


system, and not confined to NWA projects; therefore a system-


wide approach of applying kickers to certain measures may be 


warranted. 


The analysis presented by Staff’s consultants at the 


stakeholder conference on system values illustrates that energy 


efficiency measures targeting space cooling have the highest 


system values as well as carbon values, by virtue of reducing 


peak demand.  In some cases, the system values exceed the bill 


savings to participating customers.  The structure of peak-


reducing efficiency measures should take these system values 


into account.   


The NY Utilities express concern that adding kickers 


to measure incentives will increase program costs rather than 


reducing them.  If the system benefits experienced by the 
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utility are realized in the context of capital or maintenance 


budgets, the benefits will not appear directly in the form of 


lower efficiency program costs.  Where kickers result in measure 


incentives increasing under efficiency program budgets, the 


monetary value of system benefits will appear elsewhere.  This 


can be addressed through accounting measures, such as a tracking 


process; the system value identified in the efficiency program 


BCA may be tracked and netted against the nominal efficiency 


program budget, for purposes of reporting total efficiency 


program costs.  In the context of rate cases, utilities should 


propose effective methods of achieving this.  In the context of 


the March 2019 filing, anticipated kickers may be netted out of 


proposed program budget levels for purposes of fitting total 


program budges within the limits established in this Order. 


The potential for system value kickers to increase the 


effectiveness of programs is such that utilities, where peak 


reduction is a substantial portion of a program’s benefit, must 


present a program that includes the use of kickers.64  If a 


utility determines that a program structure without kickers 


would be more effective, the utility may also present an 


alternative and demonstrate why the alternative is preferable. 


When the Commission considers the proposed utility programs in 


2019, all cost reduction assumptions will be analyzed, and lost 


opportunities represented by the absence of kickers and other 


cost reduction possibilities will be taken into account. 


In sum, while there are trends indicating an increase 


in program costs under status quo approaches, the factors 


described here are sufficient for utilities to develop program 


portfolios that achieve the 31 TBtu target at or below the 


                                                           
64  At a minimum, this requirement will apply to space cooling 


programs. 
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budget cap, with additional opportunity to reduce costs for 


ratepayers and earn EAMs.  


D. Low- and Moderate-Income Portfolio Approach 


1.  Background and Summary of Relevant Comments 


The White Paper described several ways in which LMI 


households are currently served by NYSERDA, gas utilities, and 


the Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP).  These efforts have 


reached 12% of eligible households over the past 12 years, 


leaving much to be accomplished.  Because more than 40% of New 


York’s LMI households are in buildings exceeding five units, and 


20% live in buildings exceeding 50 units, continued and 


potentially expanded emphasis on multifamily affordable housing 


is needed.  The Commission has adopted an Affordability Policy 


establishing an energy burden goal of 6% of household income.65  


The White Paper recommended that at least 20% of additional 


levels of energy efficiency investment should be dedicated to 


services for LMI households.66  Staff and NYSERDA conducted seven 


forums on LMI programs in locations across the state.67 


 Parties including Energy Efficiency for All, the New 


York Energy Democracy Alliance, and WE Act for Environmental 


Justice supported increased funding for LMI and suggested 


implementation methods.  The New York City Environmental Justice 


Alliance proposed several improvements and adjustments to 


existing LMI program practices, including an equity screening 


                                                           
65  Case 14-M-0565, Proceeding on Motion of the Commission to 


Examine Programs to Address Energy Affordability for Low 


Income Utility Customers, Order Adopting Low Income Program 


Modifications and Directing Utility Filings (issued May 20, 


2016). 


66  The 20% figure represents the current percentage of rate-payer 


funds statewide allocated to designated LMI programs as a 


percent of total statewide ratepayer energy efficiency funds. 


67  A summary of the input received at the series of LMI forums 


was filed on December 10, 2018 in this proceeding. 
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methodology, financing programs, steps to prevent rent increases 


and displacement, incentives for in-unit measures, community-


based program delivery, job creation, public accountability, and 


an emphasis on healthy homes.  WE Act for Environmental Justice 


argued that a 20% allocation to LMI would be insufficient and 


would still leave the sector underrepresented. 


AEA and ACEEE described how whole-building retrofits 


to multifamily buildings can achieve large savings.  EEFA 


advocated increased incentives, or reduced cost-sharing 


requirements, for buildings with a large percentage of LMI 


customers, and urged that utilities can be more effective in 


working with NYSERDA to identify barriers to participation and 


develop solutions.  EEFA further urged that the Green Bank 


should tailor more loans for multifamily housing work.  The NY 


Geothermal Organization and Renewable Heat Now (RHN) observed 


that heat pumps may be particularly effective in some LMI 


housing stock. 


The NY Utilities argued that appropriate funding 


levels for LMI should be determined on a service territory 


basis, as potential engagement opportunities may vary.  NFG 


supported increased funding for LMI initiatives and noted that 


over 57% of its program funding is already dedicated to LMI 


customers. 


2.  Discussion 


When the Commission adopted a household energy burden 


standard in 2016,68 it emphasized that success in achieving this 


standard could only occur through the integration of all 


available resources, including energy efficiency.  While over 


                                                           
68  Case 14-M-0565, Proceeding on Motion of the Commission to 


Examine Programs to Address Energy Affordability for Low 


Income Utility Customers, Order Adopting Low Income Program 


Modifications and Directing Utility Filings (issued May 20, 


2016). 
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$100 million per year has been directed at LMI energy efficiency 


in New York, only 12% of all income-eligible households have 


been reached by these programs.  As noted in the LMI stakeholder 


forums, reducing energy burden should be viewed in a holistic 


manner.  Within the broader context of achieving the statewide 


TBtu reduction goal, expanding the reach of LMI efficiency 


programs serves the additional purpose of moving the State 


closer to achieving its affordability goal. 


While NYSERDA will maintain its central role in 


administering LMI programs, the utilities can expand the reach 


of services to the LMI sector.  Utilities can assist program 


administration in numerous ways.  They have direct access to 


customers and familiarity with the unique characteristics of 


their customer base and service territory.  Utilities also have 


direct access to customer data that can be utilized to target 


services and the ability to coordinate energy efficiency with 


their low-income bill discount and other bill assistance 


programs.  NE:NY’s proposal to dedicate at least 20% of 


incremental efficiency funding to LMI programs, ensuring LMI 


customers receive at least the same proportionate level of 


programming that is currently provided, is reasonable and is 


adopted here.  This allocation percentage will occur over the 


2019-2025 period; it need not be imposed on an annual basis, as 


ramping up programs will occur at different rates.  As several 


commenters noted, program design should consider regional 


characteristics and needs that take account of housing stock, 


climate, demographic and economic factors.  The percentage of 


LMI spending need not be identical across all utilities, but the 


aggregate percentage of LMI spending must equal or exceed 20% of 


the incremental budgets. 


To achieve the best outcome with expanded funding, new 


administrative approaches should be developed with an emphasis 
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on uniform approaches, ease of access for customers, and 


cooperation among utilities and NYSERDA.  Objectives of the 


expanded LMI programs will include: 


• Increasing scale of customer adoption of measures that 


improve energy affordability; 


• Optimizing resources among and between Program 


Administrators; 


• Increasing program accessibility for customers and 


property owners, with seamless experience between 


NYSERDA and utility; 


• Reaching customers not currently or traditionally 


served; 


• Addressing multifamily housing with an increased 


emphasis on the building/capital finance cycle; 


• Testing new program administration approaches; and 


• Improving coordination and planning among Program 


Administrators and other involved entities at the 


State and local levels. 


In the LMI stakeholder forums, many advocates stated 


that coordination between programs must be improved.  The 


additional LMI funding that will result from this order 


increases the need to improve coordination in delivering 


efficiency services to the LMI sector.  Utilities will 


collaborate with NYSERDA in preparing an LMI proposal in the 


March 2019 filing, as well as a subsequent implementation plan.   


This collaboration is critically important given stakeholders’ 


comments on the need for greater coordination of services, and 


NYSERDA’s central role in administering LMI programs as well as 


NYSERDA’s central role in coordinating with other state agencies 


where increased coordination may improve services to this 


sector. 
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Although budgets will be allocated by utility, the 


collective program offerings, including NYSERDA CEF initiatives, 


will be considered as a statewide ratepayer supported LMI 


portfolio.69  The proposal should include collaboration between 


utilities and NYSERDA to develop a single platform for LMI 


efficiency program administration, utilizing the relative 


strengths of each with respect to point of outreach, cohesive 


branding, eligibility determination, and uniformity from the 


standpoint of customers, property owners, and contractors.  The 


proposal should include effective approaches to increase 


awareness and education at the consumer and service provider 


level to minimize confusion and ensure participation in the 


program offerings.  Under the CEF, NYSERDA will be able to 


leverage the ability to operate at a statewide level achieving 


economies of scale of implementation and consistent approach to 


management of a statewide network of service providers; 


coordinate with other state agencies, programs and 


advocate/trade associations; develop and test novel solutions 


prior to large scale deployment with utility partners; implement 


market development activities related to soft-cost reductions 


and work-force training, and financing approaches.  This 


approach to program administration should achieve cost 


reductions and increased customer participation, as well as 


addressing areas not served by a combination utility. 


An effective statewide portfolio of LMI programs 


should include several features.  First, consideration should be 


given to an increased use of direct-install LMI programs,70 as an 


                                                           
69  BCA analysis and cost-reduction are expected to be viewed from 


the overall statewide ratepayer LMI portfolio vantage point.  


70 Direct-install measures typically can be implemented in a 


single visit with little or no cost to customers, including 


lighting, weather-stripping, and furnace filters.  
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accompaniment, not a displacement, of comprehensive efficiency 


treatment.  The current emphasis on comprehensive treatment is 


appropriate, but reasonable direct-install savings may be 


achieved in homes where comprehensive treatment is not possible.  


Providing no-cost direct-install measures is particularly 


valuable in the rental customer sector, where investment in 


comprehensive treatment runs into mixed incentives. 


Second, community-based approaches to customer 


outreach, working with local community organizations, should be 


pursued.  To facilitate this, utilities may consider methods of 


determining eligibility on a community-wide basis rather than on 


a household basis.  This has the potential to reduce per-


customer program costs while increasing participation. 


Third, participation in multifamily building programs 


can be improved through an increased emphasis on the capital 


planning and finance cycle for these buildings.  Emphasis on 


finance cycles is not intended to replace existing program 


methods, but rather to add to the effectiveness of existing 


programs.  Because of the potential for cost savings in these 


programs, and considering that approximately 40% of LMI 


customers live in multifamily housing, the proposal should 


consider directing 40% of incremental LMI program budgets to 


multifamily programs.   


Benefit-cost analysis for LMI programs will be 


separated from other program BCAs and will not count toward each 


utility’s aggregate portfolio BCA.  Instead, the BCA and cost 


reductions from the statewide ratepayer-supported LMI portfolio, 


including both NYSERDA and all utilities, will be reviewed 


collectively.  This will encourage innovation both in the LMI 


programs and within the rest of the utility’s portfolio.  While 


substantial cost reductions should be achievable through a 


cooperative administrative approach, LMI program BCAs need not 
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score 1.0 or higher to satisfy the BCA criterion.  This takes 


into account the relatively high implementation costs and 


customer incentive levels of LMI programs. 


Progress in delivering a statewide coordinated LMI 


portfolio should not wait until the 2021-25 period.  Instead, 


utilities and NYSERDA should begin implementation in 2020 and 


should expect to file a separate statewide ratepayer LMI 


implementation plan, within 60 days of the Commission’s 2019 


order approving targets and budgets.  


As documented in the summary of input received at the 


series of LMI forums, stakeholders representing LMI customers 


presented a variety of viewpoints and some of the input received 


relates to topics beyond the scope of this order.  However, one 


common theme was a request for increased visibility in the 


processing of comments and inputs from those who are affected by 


policies and programs.  Staff and NYSERDA are directed to file a 


report by January 31, 2019 assessing the input received through 


the recent round of LMI Forums and making recommendations 


related to the March 31, 2019 utility program filings, as well 


as any recommendations that may be appropriate regarding 


subsequent implementation or issues under consideration in other 


proceedings.   


E.  Heat Pumps   


1. Background and Summary of Relevant Comments 


The White Paper described how heat pumps can improve 


overall efficiency and reduce carbon emissions.  However, 


programmatic complications occur because the costs and benefits 


of heat pumps cross traditional fuel and accounting lines.  Heat 


pumps improve efficiency compared with conventional air 


conditioning and heating but increase overall electricity usage 


when they offset onsite fossil-based heating sources.  The 


increase in total electricity sales can have a beneficial effect 
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on non-participating electric ratepayers, as the increased sales 


units from heat pump customers reduce per-unit rates for all 


customers.  By changing primary fuel use from direct combustion 


to electricity, heat pumps will utilize the low-carbon electric 


generation mix the State is developing, resulting in large 


reductions in GHG emissions over time, compared with on-site 


combustion by customers. 


  The White Paper recommended that an all-fuels approach 


to efficiency programs should be adopted in order to encourage 


heat pumps, and that a longer-term market strategy should be 


developed for large-scale integration of heat pumps into 


efficiency and carbon reduction goals. 


 On October 3, 2018, Staff and NYSERDA conducted a 


stakeholder forum on heat pumps in which current heat pump 


programs were discussed and NYSERDA presented an evaluation of 


heat pump market potential showing high achievable potential 


with the carbon reduction value and peak reduction value 


exceeding the cost.  Additionally, substantial non-participant 


benefits are associated with increased electric sales. 


 Parties expressed widespread support for increased 


reliance on heat pumps in meeting efficiency and carbon 


reduction goals.  Energy Efficiency Advocates stated that a 


clear strategy for advancing heat pumps is needed.  The NY 


Utilities supported approaches to encourage conversion of 


heating equipment that currently relies on delivered fuels.  


Renewable Heat Now urged a major shift in policy toward 


electrification, including support for heat pump conversions in 


LMI households.  ACEEE cited studies showing the heat pump 


potential.  AEA argued that heat pump conversions for LMI 


households relying on delivered fuels can be highly cost 


effective.  Bob Wyman urged that, because of high capital costs, 


third-party ownership will be necessary to encourage large 
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numbers of homeowners to participate in heat pumps, just as it 


was for the rooftop solar market.  He further argued that rate 


design changes are needed to account for the increased 


electricity usage of heat pump customers and to avoid a subsidy 


from heat pump customers to non-participating customers.  NYC 


advised that efficiency targets should be designed to 


accommodate beneficial electrification including heat pumps, and 


that an all-fuels approach to efficiency may be needed. 


The NY Geothermal Organization and the Geothermal 


Exchange Organization offered a range of suggestions toward 


integrating ground-source heat pumps into efficiency programs.  


These included: a statewide online pre-screening tool, a rate 


structure that accounts for increased electricity usage 


displacing other fuels, clear direction for rate case 


implementation, accounting for locational benefits, improved 


financing offerings, distinct annual targets for heat pumps, 


counting upstream methane emissions for purposes of calculating 


benefits of renewable electricity, and developing a glide path 


toward a net zero carbon emissions building code. 


In the technical conference, the Vermont Energy 


Investment Corporation (VEIC), based on its experience with heat 


pump programs, underscored the need to clarify and streamline 


the roles of utilities and NYSERDA to provide consistent market 


signals and drive heat pump adoption. VEIC noted that New York’s 


current landscape for heat pump promotion has inconsistent 


offerings and designs and may result in market confusion.  


UIU cautioned that not all electrification is 


beneficial and the long-term implications of heat pump 


conversions must be considered carefully.  UIU urged that the 


BCA process for electrification measures must question whether 


there may be a level of market penetration when the benefit-cost 


analysis changes, for example as increased reliance on 
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electricity adds winter peak demand.  UIU suggested a test for 


considering the benefits of electrification, in which one or 


more of three elements must be present without adversely 


affecting the other two.  The three elements in the test are: 


saves consumers money in the long run; enables better grid 


management; and reduces negative environmental impacts. 


2. Discussion 


As discussed in the stakeholder forum, the potential 


of heat pumps to contribute to energy efficiency and carbon 


reduction goals is very large.  Heating and cooling of buildings 


causes one-third of the state’s GHG emissions, and heat pumps 


are more efficient than many other heating and cooling methods.  


As the electric system evolves to a low-carbon generation mix, 


electrification of heating and cooling becomes a critically 


important way to reduce GHG emissions. 


Heat pumps can also be one of the most cost-effective 


means of achieving TBtu reductions.  NYSERDA estimates that heat 


pumps can deliver carbon reduction at a cost of approximately 


$30 per ton. 


In cases of conversion from oil or propane, heat pumps 


present a near-term benefit to non-participating customers by 


increasing the number of electricity sales units across which 


the utility revenue requirement is recovered.71  This revenue 


increase will account for a substantial portion of the customer 


incentive needed to attract heat pump investments.  NYSERDA 


estimates that with 6 TBtu of total customer usage reduction 


from heat pumps, the net ratepayer benefits including peak 


reduction would be over $150 million over the useful life of the 


                                                           
71  This benefit to non-participating customers is much more 


pronounced for residential heat pump installations than it is 


for commercial installations, because residential rates are 


more heavily weighted to volumetric sales levels. 
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equipment, with an additional carbon benefit value of $220 


million.  Heat pumps may also achieve added value through NWA 


programs where they may replace existing cooling systems and 


reduce demand. Heat pumps represent relatively low program cost 


per unit of efficiency achieved, while also providing a rate 


benefit to non-participating customers. 


As a subsidiary target within the larger 


jurisdictional 31 TBtu efficiency target, a minimum target of 5 


TBtu of customer usage reduction from heat pumps is adopted here 


for the electric utility portfolios.  This subsidiary target is 


to be considered within the overall portfolio-wide benefit-cost-


analysis of each utility.72  Because of the relatively low cost 


of efficiency derived from heat pumps, and because the bill 


credits or incentives reflecting increased sales levels will not 


be counted as direct program costs, as described below, the 


contribution of heat pump programs to portfolio cost reduction 


is expected to be significant. 


5 TBtu is established here as a minimum target that 


utilities should include in their program filing for 2021-2025.  


The filing should detail the allocation of this target among 


utilities and should include a statewide framework to achieve 


market adoption.  This target may be adjusted upwards by 


utilities in their 2021-2025 filing or may be adjusted upward by 


the Commission in a future order, based on confirmation of 


benefit estimates, potential studies, and strategies for 


                                                           
72  The program cost to achieve 5 TBtu is estimated to be $250 


million.  The total program cost may be reduced by the use of 


bill credits or comparable incentives to reflect increased 


electric sales.  The figure of $250 million is included within 


the estimated total ratepayer contribution of $1.6 billion for 


the incremental utility targets. 
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extending heat pump programs to larger buildings.73  NYSERDA 


presented a statewide goal of 6 TBtu assuming 100,000 


residential buildings.  The jurisdictional target of 5 TBtu, 


representing 83,000 buildings, is a reasonable portion of that 


goal.74  


The design of the heat pump program should: 


• Drive market scale to produce cost reductions; 


• Provide a clear and stable market signal; 


• Be simple and workable from the consumer standpoint; 


• Be uniform from the provider standpoint, avoiding a 


patchwork of incentives; and 


• Provide a smooth transition from current programs to 


avoid disruption. 


The heat pump program will provide incentives to 


create conditions for investment.  These incentives may take the 


form of a bill credit or equivalent to reflect increased 


electric sales as discussed below, a market acceleration 


incentive similar to NY Sun or other incentive programs, or a 


combination of these. 


The benefit of heat pumps to non-participating 


ratepayers, where conversions from oil or propane result in 


large volumetric increases in electric sales, should be captured  


  


                                                           
73  Although initial uptake of heat pump incentives is expected to 


be primarily in residential markets, larger customers will not 


be precluded. 


74  Much larger estimates of feasible heat pump penetration have 


been put forward.  The Vermont Energy Investment Corporation’s 


analysis suggested that a 12 TBtu target would be achievable 


for New York under moderate growth.  Energy Efficiency 


Advocates’ analysis proposed that 30TBtu is achievable by 


2025. 
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in whole or in part to incentivize heat pump installations.75  


This will increase market penetration while reducing direct 


program costs.  Central Hudson has adopted a bill credit 


mechanism to achieve this.76  In financing heat pump investments, 


variable annual bill credits are likely to be significantly 


discounted by consumers, which impairs their ability to 


encourage customer participation.  In developing a mechanism to 


account for the increased sales volumes to heat pump customers, 


utilities may consider periodic bill credits or front-loaded 


incentives or some combination of these.  The portion of the 


total customer incentive comprised by bill credits should not 


ordinarily exceed 50% in the absence of a demonstration that a 


proportionately larger bill credit will benefit ratepayers and 


stimulate a sustainable market.   


 Some parties suggested that a separate rate design for 


heat pumps may be the best way to account for increased sales 


volume.  Others stated that clear and predictable incentives or 


credits are a better means to attract customers.  As a general 


matter, technology-specific rate designs are not preferred where 


they are not necessary.  In this instance, bill credits or 


incentives will suffice in the near term.  In the longer term, 


generic rate design reform that is under consideration in other  


  


                                                           
75  The bill credit/incentive mechanism will only be applicable in 


the case of conversions from delivered fuels.  In all cases, a 


traditional rebate incentive is likely to be needed to 


accelerate market development and adoption by customers. 


76  Cases 17-E-0459 and 17-G-0460, supra, Central Hudson Rate 


Order at 72-73.  See also Central Hudson 2018-2021 Carbon 


Reduction Implementation Plan (filed August 30, 2018) at 11. 
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venues may have the effect of compensating heat pump customers 


for volume-based values.77 


Because these types of bill credits or incentives 


reflect value that is realized in other aspects of a utility 


rate plan, they should be netted against program costs.  To the 


extent that bill credits are front-loaded into incentives paid 


from approved efficiency budgets, utilities should propose 


accounting methods to allow for the rate benefits to non-


participating customers to be offset against efficiency budgets. 


Given the importance of heat pumps to the achievement 


of overall targets at minimum cost to ratepayers, heat pump 


program implementation should not wait until the 2021-25 period.  


Instead, utilities should plan to begin heat pump implementation 


in 2020 and should expect to file a separate heat pump 


implementation plan, in consultation with NYSERDA, within 60 


days of the Commission’s 2019 order approving targets and 


budgets.  NYSERDA is anticipated to release a detailed market 


potential study of heat pumps in the near future, which 


utilities should reference in developing their program 


proposals.  In preparing their March 2019 filing for the years 


2021-2025, utilities may include 2020 spending on heat pumps 


within the budgets and targets for those years. 


Utilities will work in consultation with NYSERDA in 


preparing a heat pump proposal in the March 2019 filing, as well 


as a subsequent implementation plan.  The heat pump program will 


contain a statewide framework to drive markets to scale and will 


                                                           
77 In the context of other proceedings related to rate design, 


rate design reforms may be adopted that would benefit heat 


pump customers due to their volumetric usage and demand 


profile.  To the extent there are large numbers of heat pump 


customers who have already received front-loaded incentives to 


account for increased sales volume, their ability to opt into 


redesigned rates may be limited to avoid a windfall at the 


expense of non-participating customers. 
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leverage the relative strengths of the utilities and NYSERDA to 


enable market growth.  Under the CEF, NYSERDA will provide 


numerous forms of assistance including: technical and financial 


assistance; marketing, outreach, and education; workforce 


training; quality assurance and measurement and valuation best 


practices; and community-scale assistance.  Utilities are best 


positioned to target locational values, to quantify non-


participating ratepayer benefits, and to leverage customer 


relations to support market penetration.  NYSERDA can address 


cross-cutting barriers (e.g., workforce development and consumer 


awareness) and can potentially take on program administration 


functions as part of a uniform statewide approach.  Heat pump 


program administration models will be evaluated by their 


potential to stimulate industry scale as well as achieving near 


term targets.  The success of the NY Sun program should be used 


as a model in considering a TBtu block program for heat pumps. 


The credit/incentive mechanism must be uniform statewide from 


the standpoint of customer experience, although the specific 


dollar figures will vary across utilities.  The transition 


should not present customers with a gap between existing 


programs and new programs.  Where feasible, programs should be 


designed to combine heat pumps with other measures to achieve 


comprehensive savings.  


UIU cautions that large-scale deployment of heat pumps 


has the potential to dramatically alter system load profiles, 


potentially turning some utilities from summer-peaking into 


winter-peaking.  At the penetration levels anticipated with a 


5 TBtu reduction prescribed here, the shift in system load  
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profiles is not large,78 but UIU is correct that this may be a 


significant long-term factor if heat pump penetration in the 


heating and cooling market increases by larger amounts.  


Planning processes will need to take this possibility into 


account, in conjunction with the numerous other system changes 


that are underway through the REV initiative.  Integrating heat 


pump installations with thermal shell measures will mitigate 


potential winter-peaking concerns by reducing heating load and 


ensuring units are sized at the lowest level necessary.  


F. Regulatory Construct 


1. Background and Summary of Relevant Comments 


In the REV Framework and Track Two orders, the 


Commission initiated a process of transitioning utility program 


cost recovery away from surcharges and through base rates, being 


recognized as a component of the utility’s revenue requirement, 


as determined in rate cases.  This transition is accompanied by 


new approaches to performance incentives in the form of Earning 


Adjustment Mechanisms (EAMs), which are established in rate 


cases. 


The White Paper identified regulatory construct issues 


including: the use and improved design of EAMs; coordinating 


recovery of new program costs with existing rate plans; and 


coordinating recovery of costs for programs that extend across 


more than one regulated fuel source.  The White Paper also noted 


                                                           
78 Statewide heating and cooling energy use is approximately 1000 


TBtu, of which a large amount is electric; the heat pump 


penetration that would result in a reduction of 5 TBtu will 


not have a dramatic impact on load profiles for electricity.  


Conservative estimates, assuming that all heat pumps are 


operating in resistance mode at the winter peak, would require 


at least 650,000 residential heat pump installations to 


convert the statewide bulk system to winter peaking.  Assuming 


normal operation of heat pumps at the winter peak, over 1.9 


million installations would be required. 
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that self-direct programs have complicated the transition away 


from surcharges, have had low participation, and require 


consideration as to how they can be improved. 


The White Paper suggested that higher levels of EAMs 


could be allowed in exchange for reductions in the level of 


ratepayer funding for program support.  The NY Utilities sought 


clarification as to whether this implied a reduction in cost 


recovery to levels below program cost, in exchange for an 


opportunity to earn higher EAMs.  Under that interpretation, the 


utilities opposed any proposal that might not allow basic cost 


recovery.  Energy Efficiency Advocates, Acadia Center, ACE NY 


and AEEI supported the utilities on this point, arguing that 


assured cost recovery is necessary for utilities to support 


increases in efficiency targets.  EEA suggested that allowing 


utilities to earn a return on their investments might be 


preferable to outcome-based incentives.  The utilities stated 


that the best incentives will be those that are meaningful, 


timely, and based on outcomes that are within the utility’s 


ability to influence.  Con Edison stated that amortization of 


utility investments over the estimated life of the measures is 


the most equitable way of recovering costs.  NFG also supported 


an amortization framework for cost recovery.  Other utilities 


have supported annual expense-based recovery. 


ACEEE suggested that both expanded EAMs and rate-


basing of investment should be experimented with.  AEA argued 


that the existing EAM levels are not sufficient.  MI argued that 


the existing EAMs are unnecessary and add cost to utility 


programs without any showing of benefits. MI also argued that 


costs should be recovered on a demand basis, rather than a 


volumetric basis, especially where programs are designed in part 


to reduce peak demand. 
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2.  Discussion 


Some adjustments to the current regulatory construct 


are warranted, based on practical experience.  The governing 


principle for cost recovery will continue to be full recovery of 


prudently incurred costs.  Incentives will be based on 


performance that demonstrably saves money for ratepayers.  EAMs 


will not be an additional cost, nor will they replace cost 


recovery of prudent expenditures; rather, as a rule, they will 


be used to incentivize cost reductions that allow utilities to 


achieve or surpass their energy savings targets with spending 


below authorized program budgets. 


 The normal mode of recovery for energy efficiency 


program costs has been to treat them as operating expenses, and 


this will remain the expectation in the absence of 


demonstrations that amortization alternatives are in the 


ratepayers’ interest.  In individual rate plans, amortization of 


energy efficiency program costs may be permitted where the 


overall context of the rate plan establishes a benefit to doing 


so, such as moderation of overall customer bill impacts. 


 This Order has identified certain elements of 


efficiency programs that may require adjustments in other parts 


of utility rate plans.  These include consideration of system 


benefits created by peak-reducing measures and increased sales 


from heat pumps.  Each of these has been described above, and 


rate case processes will be the correct venue in which to enact 


the necessary tracking or reporting adjustments. 


The energy efficiency EAMs most recently approved in 


rate cases reflect a hybrid approach of both program- and 


outcome-based metrics, combining direct utility program 


achievements with energy intensity metrics.  Energy intensity 


metrics are valuable because they measure market effects, not 


merely direct program effects, and utilities should be 
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incentivized to build the market enhancing structures that 


enable broader economy-wide energy efficiency improvements.  In 


the context of rate cases, however, it has become apparent that 


such energy intensity metrics are best suited for longer term 


measurement of trends, which are not easily accommodated when 


setting annual goals within a one-to-three-year rate plan 


horizon.  For that reason, utilities and Staff should work with 


NYSERDA to determine the most effective techniques and period 


for measuring energy intensity improvements, which may be 


implemented as EAMs or scorecards when appropriate.  In the near 


term, EAMs focused on energy intensity may continue at modest 


levels, while more effective techniques and methodologies are 


developed.  As a general matter, near-term EAMs should be more 


focused on shared savings. 


EAMs for energy efficiency programs will continue to 


be developed in individual rate cases, using benchmarked 


dollars-per-lifetime-MMBtu costs.  EAMs will be developed so 


they do not add costs in addition to approved program budgets, 


but instead will be designed to share any savings achieved below 


authorized budgets.  EAMs will be based on benchmarked dollars-


per-lifetime-MMBtu costs.  While program targets to be proposed 


in the utilities’ March 2019 filing will be based on a first-


year cumulative annual basis, EAMs will utilize a dollars-per-


lifetime MMBtu basis to encourage longer lived savings and 


optimal reduction and to discourage an over-reliance on measures 


with shorter EULs. 


Utilities will have an opportunity to enhance their 


earnings by working with innovative third parties to develop 


alternative solutions to achieve the results committed to in 


this Order at lower cost to ratepayers.  Doing so can create 


additional value, and the opportunity for shared savings.  
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Savings can be shared through EAMs for specified 


outcomes or through other constructs designed for the specific 


opportunity and approved by the Commission.  This Order 


describes the Commission’s expectation that utilities will 


actively continue and expand their work with third parties to 


identify, develop, and implement innovative program solutions. 


Achieving such benefits from third parties may require utilities 


to enter into long term contracts, as these contracts would 


represent long-term financial liabilities.  Utilities are 


encouraged to bring forward shared savings/benefit structures 


that would represent long-term financial assets.  EAMs can be 


earned by achieving program targets at costs below budget levels 


or by proposing and achieving new program ideas at budgeted 


levels substantially lower than historic run rates for the 


concerned measures.79  Moreover, while this Order has affirmed 


full recovery of prudent costs, utilities are encouraged to 


bring forward shared savings/benefits approaches to compensation 


as an alternative or complement to traditional cost recovery or 


rate-base approaches. 


Savings resulting from NYSERDA programs may be counted 


toward utility EAMs under clearly defined conditions.  These 


conditions should be proposed in the March 2019 utility filing 


after consultation with NYSERDA.   


EAMs may consider NYSERDA outcomes where a defined 


collaborative effort is in place.  The size of such EAMs may be 


scaled to the type of collaboration.  The assignment of program 


targets to utilities and to NYSERDA serves the purpose of 


accountability; on the other hand, separate program targets 


                                                           
79  Program-specific EAMs, if any, must be reconciled with 


portfolio-wide EAMs to avoid double counting.  As an 


alternative, portfolio-wide EAMs could be adjusted to reflect 


the inclusion of innovative highly cost-effective programs. 
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should not undermine collaborative efforts toward achieving the 


most effective total results from efficiency, ratepayer, and 


market development standpoints.  Where collaborative agreements 


are in place, program targets of NYSERDA and utilities may 


overlap, enabling utilities to earn EAMs where enhanced program 


outcomes are achieved at costs below utility budgets as a result 


of collaborative efforts. 


Some current utility rate plans include EAM metrics 


that are tied to distinct market outcomes, such as heat pump 


adoption.  Where accelerated budgets for 2019-2020 enable 


increased efforts in those specific program areas, corresponding 


increases to such EAM targets will be warranted.  These changes 


will be considered, if necessary, in the 2019 order anticipated 


in this Order.  Where new or revised utility programs during the 


course of existing rate plans require a Btu metric rather than a 


MWh metric, those targets should be converted. 


MI argued that some portion of energy efficiency 


expenditures should be recovered through demand-based charges 


rather than volumetric charges.  The Commission’s practice has 


been to recover efficiency expenditures through volumetric 


rates, because energy efficiency targets are primarily stated in 


volumetric terms, and because power plant emissions are 


primarily a function of volumetric usage.  MI correctly observes 


that the White Paper places a greater emphasis on using energy 


efficiency to reduce peak demand.  For that reason, the 


Commission will entertain proposals to allocate and design rates 


to recover some portion of energy efficiency costs on demand.  


These proposals may be developed in rate proceedings, as each 


utility will vary in the portion of its programs that are 


oriented toward demand reduction.      
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G. Metrics 


1. Background and Summary of Relevant Comments 


 A number of stakeholders argued that energy efficiency 


produces benefits greater than those captured in the current BCA 


Framework.  Parties proposed that non-energy benefits such as 


health improvement, and energy benefits such as wholesale price 


reduction, should be counted when evaluating energy efficiency 


programs. 


2. Discussion 


  At this time no revisions of the BCA Framework are 


warranted, nor are revisions needed to achieve efficiency goals.  


The Commission determined in the REV Framework Order that 


benefit-cost for efficiency should be determined on a portfolio 


basis rather than a program or measure basis.80  In other words, 


if a utility’s entire portfolio of programs yields an acceptable 


BCA result, then particular measures or programs are not 


necessarily precluded from a utility’s portfolio merely because 


they do not pass a BCA on their own.81  This approach gives 


program administrators maximum design flexibility while ensuring 


that overall societal benefits exceed societal costs. 


  The portfolio approach will continue to be used as 


utilities expand their energy efficiency initiatives pursuant to 


this order and subsequent orders.  Based on estimates of 


achievable potential, which will be augmented by utility-


specific potential studies, utilities will be able to put 


forward comprehensive portfolios to meet overall targets while 


meeting the BCA requirements.  After that point, the critical 


metric becomes ratepayer costs, and the inclusion or exclusion 


of non-energy or system benefits does not affect this metric. 


                                                           
80  Case 14-M-0101, supra, REV Framework Order. 


81  As noted above, LMI programs may be separated into their own 


BCA calculations, and do not need to reach a score of 1.0. 
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H. Implementation Process 


  This order adopts a goal for 2025 and takes an 


iterative approach to implementing the goal.  Accelerated 


activity can begin, where warranted, as soon as programs can be 


ramped up, while utility-specific longer-term portfolios can be 


developed in a timely manner with input from potential studies, 


NYSERDA, and interested stakeholders. 


Targets and budgets for 2019-2020 are established here 


and presented in Appendix A.  These targets represent the 


minimum for each utility, and they do not preclude higher 


targets being established through a rate proceeding or a utility 


petition.  Utilities for which incremental budgets and targets 


are authorized in Appendix A will file updated ETIPs and SEEPs 


within sixty days of this Order. 


Proposed targets and budgets for the years 2021-2025 


will be filed jointly by the utilities not later than March 31, 


2019; the Commission anticipates an order in the third quarter 


of 2019 to adopt targets and budgets for those years.  If the 


utilities are unable to agree on a joint filing, separate 


filings should be made.  Targets and budgets in the March 2019 


filing may depart from the pro rata presumptive figures included 


in Appendix C, in order to optimize the mix of programs and the 


allocation of targets among utilities.  In no event should the 


aggregate targets be less than 31 TBtu plus already authorized 


target levels, and in no event should the aggregate budgets be 


greater than the total for 2021-2025 described in Appendix E 


plus already authorized budgets for the baseline.  The utility 


filing should combine incremental budget levels for 2021-2025 


with existing authorized levels to present complete utility 


portfolios through 2025.  


In preparing the joint filing, the utilities should 


consult with NYSERDA in order to establish the most effective 
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degree of cooperation among programs.  Utilities should also 


consult with interested stakeholders to the extent practical and 


consistent with timely development of a proposal.  Not less than 


ten days before filing, the utilities must conduct at least two 


technical conferences with stakeholders to present the terms of 


a draft proposal and receive input.  The utilities shall include 


a summary of comments from the technical conferences in their 


filing. 


Because heat pumps will be a large component of the 


2021-2025 targets, implementation of accelerated heat pump 


programs should begin in 2020.  The Commission anticipates that 


in its 2019 order, utilities will be required to file a 


statewide heat pump implementation plan in consultation with 


NYSERDA. 


The utilities will cooperate with NYSERDA to develop a 


single platform for LMI efficiency program administration.  The 


Commission anticipates that in its 2019 order, utilities will be 


required to file an LMI administration plan.   


Staff will convene the utilities and NYSERDA in a 


Performance Management and Improvement process.  The purpose of 


this process will be to develop, critique, and share efficiency 


program management practices including best practices from other 


jurisdictions, for the purposes of achieving cost reductions, 


improving program management practices, and enabling developers 


to participate in markets by enhancing the clarity, uniformity, 


predictability and regularity of program offerings.  Specific 


program targets and budgets will not be the subject of this 


process. 


In coordinating this effort, Staff will seek input 


from market participants and will ensure that communication 


among market participants and program administrators is 


occurring to achieve the purposes of the process.  In the event 
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that Staff identifies a program improvement that an 


administrator does not accept, Staff may file a written 


recommendation and any affected program administrator must file 


a response, in the public record of this proceeding, within 


fourteen days.   


Utilities will continue to file System Energy Efficiency 


Plans, including quarterly progress reports, in accordance with 


Staff guidance, as ordered in the March 2018 order in Case 15-M-


0252 described above.  Staff will also convene an annual 


technical conference in which utilities, in conjunction with 


NYSERDA, will present to stakeholders program performance, 


planned changes to programs, and outlook for achieving overall 


targets. 


 


VII.  STATE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY REVIEW ACT 


On October 24, 2014, the Commission issued a Draft Generic 


Environmental Impact Statement relating to REV and the CEF for 


comment, which included specific consideration and analysis 


related to increased energy efficiency activity as part of REV 


and the CEF.  Fifteen comments were received, and on February 6, 


2015 the Commission adopted the Final Generic Environmental 


Impact Statement.  In accordance with the State Environmental 


Quality Review Act, a Findings Statement prepared by the 


Commission as lead agency in this action is attached to this 


Order as Appendix H. 


 


VIII.  CONCLUSION 


For the reasons stated above, the Commission adopts a 


jurisdictional energy efficiency target of 31 TBtu through 2025 


and orders the utilities to achieve this target in the manner 


described in this Order. 
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The Commission orders: 


1. Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corporation, 


Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc., KeySpan Gas East 


Corporation, The Brooklyn Union Gas Company, National Fuel Gas 


Distribution Corporation, New York State Electric & Gas 


Corporation, Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation d/b/a National 


Grid, Orange and Rockland Utilities, Inc., and Rochester Gas and 


Electric Corporation (collectively, “the utilities”) shall 


conduct energy efficiency programs consistent with the 


discussion in the body of this Order in 2019 and 2020. 


2. The utilities, in consultation with NYSERDA, shall 


file, collectively or individually, proposals for energy 


efficiency targets and budgets on or before March 31, 2019, as 


described in the body of this Order.  


3. Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc., 


KeySpan Gas East Corporation, The Brooklyn Union Gas Company, 


New York State Electric & Gas Corporation, Orange and Rockland 


Utilities, Inc., and Rochester Gas and Electric Corporation 


shall conduct incremental energy efficiency activities in 2019 


and 2020 consistent with the budgets and targets described in 


the body of this Order and its Appendices.  Consolidated Edison 


Company of New York, Inc., KeySpan Gas East Corporation, The 


Brooklyn Union Gas Company, New York State Electric & Gas 


Corporation, Orange and Rockland Utilities, Inc., and Rochester 


Gas and Electric Corporation shall file updated Efficiency 


Transition Implementation Plans and System Energy Efficiency 


Plans reflecting these incremental activities within 60 days of 


this Order.  


4. Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc., 


KeySpan Gas East Corporation, The Brooklyn Union Gas Company, 


New York State Electric & Gas Corporation, Orange and Rockland 


Utilities, Inc., and Rochester Gas and Electric Corporation 
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shall utilize funds as specified in Appendix B for incremental 


energy efficiency budgets authorized for 2019 and 2020.  NYSERDA 


will complete payment of its respective amount, as detailed in 


Appendix B, within 60 days of this Order.  


5. The utilities shall conduct a collaborative, 


convened by Staff, with providers of distributed energy 


resources to develop Green Button Connect terms and conditions, 


as described in the body of this Order, and shall file a 


proposal on or before February 29, 2019. 


6. Each utility shall file a progress report on or 


before June 30, 2019 regarding readiness for benchmarking as 


described in the body of this Order. 


7. The utilities shall cooperate with NYSERDA in 


developing and implementing asset data matching pilots as 


described in the body of this Order. 


8. The utilities will participate in a Performance 


Management and Improvement process, convened by Staff, as 


described in the body of this Order. 


9. In the Secretary’s sole discretion, the deadlines 


set forth in this order may be extended.  Any request for an 


extension must be in writing, must include a justification for 


the extension, and must be filed at least one day prior to the 


affected deadline. 


10. This proceeding is continued. 


       By the Commission, 


 


 


 


 (SIGNED)     KATHLEEN H. BURGESS 


        Secretary
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Appendix A - Table 1    


2019 & 2020 NE:NY Incremental Electric Budgets and Targets 


     


  2019 2020 Total 


    Central Hudson    


 Budget  $                  -     $                  -     $                  -    


 Gross MWh Target                      -                         -                         -    


 MMBtu-equivalent Target                      -                         -                         -    


    Con Edison    


 Budget  $                  -     $   59,611,120   $   59,611,120  


 Gross MWh Target                      -               197,000             197,000  


 MMBtu-equivalent Target                      -               672,164             672,164  


    Niagara Mohawk    


 Budget  $                    -     $                    -     $                    -    


 Gross MWh Target                         -                            -                            -    


 MMBtu-equivalent Target                         -                            -                            -    


    NYSEG    


 Budget  $  5,144,277   $  6,430,346   $11,574,622  


 Gross MWh Target               23,803                29,754                53,557  


 MMBtu-equivalent Target               81,217             101,521             182,737  


    O&R    


 Budget  $     1,823,157   $     2,278,946   $     4,102,103  


 Gross MWh Target                 8,579               10,724                19,302  


 MMBtu-equivalent Target               29,271                36,589                65,859  


    RG&E    


 Budget  $     2,924,592   $     3,655,740   $     6,580,333  


 Gross MWh Target               14,123                17,654                31,776  


 MMBtu-equivalent Target               48,187                60,234             108,421  


    Total Electric Portfolios    


 Budget  $     9,892,026   $  71,976,152   $  81,868,177  


 Gross MWh Target               46,505             255,131             301,636  


 MMBtu-equivalent Target            158,674             870,507          1,029,181  
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Appendix A - Table 1.a    


2019 & 2020 NE:NY Incremental Non-LMI Electric Budgets and Targets 


     


  2019 2020 Total 


    Central Hudson    


 Budget      $                 -     $                    -     $                    -    


 Gross MWh Target                         -                           -                           -    


     MMBtu-equivalent Target                         -                            -                           -    


    Con Edison    


 Budget    $                   -     $   47,688,896   $ 47,688,896  


 Gross MWh Target                         -                176,320            176,320  


    MMBtu-equivalent Target                         -                601,605            601,605  


    Niagara Mohawk    


 Budget       $                -     $                    -     $                    -    


 Gross MWh Target                         -                            -                           -    


    MMBtu-equivalent Target                         -                            -                           -    


    NYSEG    


 Budget  $     4,115,421   $     5,144,277   $   9,259,698  


 Gross MWh Target               22,019                27,523              49,542  


    MMBtu-equivalent Target               75,127                93,909            169,037  


    O&R    


 Budget  $     1,458,525   $     1,823,157   $   3,281,682  


 Gross MWh Target                 7,946                  9,933              17,879  


    MMBtu-equivalent Target               27,113                33,891              61,004  


    RG&E    


 Budget   $    2,339,674   $     2,924,592   $   5,264,266  


 Gross MWh Target               13,108                16,385              29,494  


    MMBtu-equivalent Target               44,725                55,907            100,632  


    Total Electric Portfolios    


 Budget  $     7,913,621   $   57,580,921   $ 65,494,542  


 Gross MWh Target               43,073              230,162            273,235  


   MMBtu-equivalent Target            146,966              785,312            932,278  
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Appendix A - Table 1.b    


2019 & 2020 NE:NY Incremental LMI Electric Budgets and Targets 


     


  2019 2020 Total 


    Central Hudson    


 Budget   $                    -     $                    -     $                    -    


 Gross MWh Target                         -                            -                           -    


 MMBtu-equivalent Target                         -                            -                           -    


    Con Edison    


 Budget   $                    -     $   11,922,224   $ 11,922,224  


 Gross MWh Target                         -                  20,680              20,680  


 MMBtu-equivalent Target                         -                  70,559              70,559  


    Niagara Mohawk    


 Budget $                     -     $                    -     $                    -    


 Gross MWh Target                         -                            -                           -    


 MMBtu-equivalent Target                         -                            -                           -    


    NYSEG    


 Budget  $     1,028,855   $     1,286,069   $   2,314,924  


 Gross MWh Target                 1,785                  2,231                4,015  


 MMBtu-equivalent Target                 6,089                  7,611              13,700  


    O&R    


 Budget  $        364,631   $         455,789   $       820,421  


 Gross MWh Target                    632                      791                1,423  


 MMBtu-equivalent Target                 2,158                  2,697                4,855  


    RG&E    


 Budget $         584,918   $         731,148   $   1,316,067  


 Gross MWh Target                 1,015                  1,268                2,283  


 MMBtu-equivalent Target                 3,462                  4,327                7,789  


    Total Electric Portfolios    


 Budget  $     1,978,405   $   14,395,230   $ 16,373,635  


 Gross MWh Target                 3,432                24,969              28,401  


 MMBtu-equivalent Target               11,709                85,195              96,904  
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Appendix A - Table 2    


2019 & 2020 NE:NY Incremental Gas Budgets and Targets 


     


  2019 2020 Total 


    Central Hudson    


 Budget  $                    -     $                    -     $                    -    


 Gross MMBtu Target                         -                            -                           -    


    Con Edison    


 Budget  $                    -     $                    -     $                    -    


 Gross MMBtu Target                         -                            -                           -    


    KEDLI    


 Budget  $     1,215,829   $    2,127,701   $   3,343,530  


 Gross MMBtu Target               43,180               75,565            118,745  


    KEDNY    


 Budget  $     2,933,009   $    5,132,766   $   8,065,775  


 Gross MMBtu Target               89,576             156,758            246,334  


    NFG    


 Budget  $                    -     $                    -     $                    -    


 Gross MMBtu Target                         -                            -                           -    


    Niagara Mohawk    


 Budget  $                    -     $                    -     $                    -    


 Gross MMBtu Target                         -                            -                           -    


    NYSEG    


 Budget  $         491,169   $        859,546   $   1,350,715  


 Gross MMBtu Target               21,517               37,655              59,172  


    O&R    


 Budget  $         379,659   $        664,402   $   1,044,061  


 Gross MMBtu Target                 9,936               17,389              27,325  


    RG&E    


 Budget  $         204,284   $        245,141   $      449,425  


 Gross MMBtu Target               10,000               12,000              22,000  


    Total Gas Portfolios    


 Budget  $     5,223,950   $    9,029,557   $ 14,253,507  


 Gross MMBtu Target             174,209             299,366            473,576  
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Appendix A - Table 2.a    


2019 & 2020 NE:NY Incremental Non-LMI Gas Budgets and Targets 


     


  2019 2020 Total 


    Central Hudson    


 Budget $                   -     $                  -     $                  -    


 Gross MMBtu Target                      -                         -                         -    


    Con Edison    


 Budget $                   -     $                  -     $                  -    


 Gross MMBtu Target                      -                         -                         -    


    KEDLI    


 Budget $      972,663   $  1,702,161   $  2,674,824  


 Gross MMBtu Target            40,929             71,625          112,554  


    KEDNY    


 Budget $   2,346,407   $  4,106,213   $  6,452,620  


 Gross MMBtu Target            84,146          147,255          231,401  


    NFG    


 Budget  $                  -     $                  -     $                  -    


 Gross MMBtu Target                      -                         -                         -    


    Niagara Mohawk    


 Budget $                   -     $                  -     $                  -    


 Gross MMBtu Target                      -                         -                         -    


    NYSEG    


 Budget  $     392,935   $     687,637   $  1,080,572  


 Gross MMBtu Target            20,608             36,063             56,671  


    O&R    


 Budget $      303,727   $     531,522   $     835,249  


 Gross MMBtu Target              9,233             16,158             25,392  


    RG&E    


 Budget  $     163,427   $     196,113   $     359,540  


 Gross MMBtu Target              9,622             11,546             21,168  


    Total Gas Portfolios    


 Budget  $  4,179,160   $  7,223,645  $11,402,805  


 Gross MMBtu Target         164,537          282,648          447,185  
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Appendix A - Table 2.b    


2019 & 2020 NE:NY Incremental LMI Gas Budgets and Targets 


     


  2019 2020 Total 


    Central Hudson    


 Budget  $                  -     $                  -     $                  -    


 Gross MMBtu Target                      -                         -                         -    


    Con Edison    


 Budget  $                  -     $                  -     $                  -    


 Gross MMBtu Target                      -                         -                         -    


    KEDLI    


 Budget  $     243,166   $     425,540   $     668,706  


 Gross MMBtu Target              2,251               3,939               6,191  


    KEDNY    


 Budget  $     586,602   $  1,026,553   $  1,613,155  


 Gross MMBtu Target              5,430               9,503             14,934  


    NFG    


 Budget  $                  -     $                  -     $                  -    


 Gross MMBtu Target                      -                         -                         -    


    Niagara Mohawk    


 Budget  $                  -     $                  -     $                  -    


 Gross MMBtu Target                      -                         -                         -    


    NYSEG    


 Budget  $       98,234   $     171,909   $     270,143  


 Gross MMBtu Target                 909               1,591               2,501  


    O&R    


 Budget  $       75,932   $     132,880   $     208,812  


 Gross MMBtu Target                 703               1,230               1,933  


    RG&E    


 Budget  $       40,857   $       49,028   $       89,885  


 Gross MMBtu Target                 378                  454                  832  


    Total Gas Portfolios    


 Budget  $  1,044,790   $  1,805,911   $  2,850,701  


 Gross MMBtu Target              9,672            16,718            26,390  
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Appendix B - Source of Funds for 2019 & 2020 Budget Authorizations 


       


 Funding Required Sources of Funds 


Electric 
Portfolio 


2019 2020 
2019 - 2020 


Total 


Utility 
Uncommitted


/ Unspent 
EEPS Funds 1 


CEF BAYG 
Interest 


Earnings (as of 
6/30/18) 2 


NYSERDA 
Uncommitted 
EEPS Funds 3 


Con Edison $                -    $59,611,120  $59,611,120   $ 59,611,120  $                 -     $                    -    


NYSEG $5,144,277  $  6,430,346  $11,574,622   $   4,398,175  $ 4,357,168   $  2,819,279  


O&R $1,823,157   $ 2,278,946   $ 4,102,103   $   4,102,103   $                 -     $                    -    


RG&E $2,924,592   $ 3,655,740   $ 6,580,333   $   1,859,785  $2,300,704   $   2,419,844  


Total $9,892,026  $71,976,152  $81,868,177   $ 69,971,183   $6,657,872   $   5,239,123  
       


Gas Portfolio       


KEDLI $1,215,829   $ 2,127,701   $ 3,343,530   $    3,343,530   $                 -     $                    -    


KEDNY $2,933,009   $ 5,132,766   $ 8,065,775   $    8,065,775   $                 -     $                    -    


NYSEG $   491,169   $    859,546   $ 1,350,715   $       522,513   $      41,481   $       813,832  


O&R $   379,659   $    664,402   $ 1,044,061   $                    -    $      34,241   $       978,688  


RG&E  $  204,284  $    245,141   $    449,425   $       449,425   $                 -     $                    -    


Total $5,223,950   $ 9,029,557  $14,253,507   $ 12,385,264   $      75,722   $   1,792,520  


 


                                                           
1  Utility Uncommitted/Unspent EEPS Funds through 12/31/2017 may exceed the amount reflected here, as 


reported by Utilities in Case 07-M-0548 on June 30, 2018.  For NYSEG electric and RG&E electric, the Utility 
Uncommitted/Unspent EEPS Funds is inclusive of interest through May 31, 2018 ($3,812,142 and $1,859,785 
in interest, respectively).  For O&R gas, the Utility Uncommitted/Unspent EEPS Funds are under review and 
have not been finalized and are therefore reflected as zero. All interest, including interest being used for 
NYSEG and RG&E, is subject to Staff audit and reconciliation. 


2  For utilities in which the 2019-2020 Funding Required exceeds the Utility Uncommitted/Unspent EEPS Funds, 
CEF BAYG Interest shall be used.    


3  For utilities in which the 2019-2020 Funding Required exceeds their Utility Uncommitted/Unspent EEP Funds 
and CEF BAYG Interest, NYSERDA Uncommitted/Unspent EEPS funds shall be used. 
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     Appendix C - Table 1       


2021-2025 NE:NY Electric Budgets and Targets    


        


  2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 Total 


    Central Hudson       


 Budget  $      948,377   $   1,580,629   $   2,212,881   $   2,687,069   $   3,429,965   $  10,858,921  


 Gross MWh Target 6,000 10,000 14,000 17,000 21,700              68,700  


 MMBtu-equiv. Target 20,472 34,120 47,768 58,004 74,040 234,404 


       


Con Edison       


 Budget $ 90,475,760  $114,985,916  $142,219,423 $168,847,740 $190,846,361 $ 707,375,201 


 Gross MWh Target 299,000 380,000 470,000 558,000 630,700        2,337,700  


 MMBtu-equiv. Target 1,020,188 1,296,560 1,603,640 1,903,896 2,151,948         7,976,232  


       


    Niagara Mohawk       


 Budget  $   8,284,634   $ 15,154,819   $ 26,268,353   $ 36,775,694   $ 46,111,063   $132,594,564  


 Gross MWh Target 41,000 75,000 130,000 182,000 228,200            656,200  


 MMBtu-equiv. Target 139,892 255,900 443,560 620,984 778,618         2,238,954  


       


    NYSEG       


 Budget  $   8,428,564   $ 13,831,489   $ 22,908,404   $ 33,282,021   $ 43,340,150   $121,790,627  


 Gross MWh Target 39,000 64,000 106,000 154,000 200,540            563,540  


 MMBtu-equiv. Target 133,068 218,368 361,672 525,448 684,243         1,922,799  


       


    O&R       


 Budget  $   3,187,783   $   4,250,377   $   5,950,528   $   8,288,235   $ 10,509,057   $  32,185,981  


 Gross MWh Target 15,000 20,000 28,000 39,000 49,450            151,450  


 MMBtu-equiv. Target 51,180 68,240 95,536 133,068 168,723            516,747  


       


    RG&E       


 Budget  $   4,555,827   $   6,626,657   $   9,939,986   $ 14,081,647   $ 18,637,473   $  53,841,590  


 Gross MWh Target 22,000 32,000 48,000 68,000 90,000            260,000  


 MMBtu-equiv. Target 75,064 109,184 163,776 232,016 307,080            887,120  


       


    Total Electric       


 Budget $115,880,946 $156,429,888 $209,499,574 $263,962,406 $312,874,070 $1,058,646,883 


 Gross MWh Target           422,000            581,000            796,000        1,018,000        1,220,590         4,037,590  


 MMBtu-equiv. Target       1,439,864        1,982,372        2,715,952        3,473,416        4,164,654       13,776,258  
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Appendix C - Table 1.a 


2021-2025 Non-LMI Electric Targets and Budgets     


        


  2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 Total 


    Central Hudson       


 Budget  $  758,702   $   1,264,503   $   1,770,304   $   2,149,655   $   2,743,972   $     8,687,137  


 MWh Target 5,671 9,452 13,232 16,068 20,510               64,933  


 MMBtu-equiv. 19,349 32,249 45,149 54,823 69,981 221,551 


    Con Edison       


 Budget $72,380,608  $ 91,988,733 $113,775,538 $135,078,192 $152,677,089  $ 565,900,161 


 MWh Target 267,613 340,110 420,663 499,425 564,494         2,092,305  


 MMBtu-equiv. 913,096 1,160,457 1,435,301 1,704,039 1,926,052         7,138,945  


    Niagara Mohawk       


 Budget  $ 6,627,708   $ 12,123,855   $ 21,014,682   $ 29,420,555   $ 36,888,850   $ 106,075,651  


 MWh Target 38,126 69,743 120,887 169,242 212,204             610,202  


 MMBtu-equiv. 130,086 237,962 412,467 577,454 724,039         2,082,008  


    NYSEG       


 Budget  $ 6,742,851   $ 11,065,191   $ 18,326,723   $ 26,625,616   $ 34,672,120   $   97,432,501  


 MWh Target 36,076 59,202 98,053 142,454 185,505             521,290  


 MMBtu-equiv. 123,091 201,996 334,556 486,054 632,943         1,778,641  


    O&R       


 Budget  $ 2,550,226   $   3,400,302   $   4,760,422   $   6,630,588   $   8,407,246   $   25,748,785  


 MWh Target 13,894 18,526 25,936 36,125 45,804             140,284  


 MMBtu-equiv. 47,407 63,209 88,493 123,258 156,284             478,650  


    RG&E       


 Budget  $ 3,644,661   $   5,301,326   $   7,951,989   $ 11,265,317   $ 14,909,979   $   43,073,272  


 MWh Target 20,420 29,701 44,552 63,115 83,534             241,322  


 MMBtu-equiv. 69,671 101,340 152,010 215,348 285,020             823,390  


    Total Electric       


 Budget $92,704,756 $125,143,910 $167,599,659 $211,169,925 $250,299,256 $ 846,917,506 


 MWh Target        381,800            526,733            723,323            926,429        1,112,051         3,670,336  


 MMBtu-equiv.    1,302,701        1,797,213        2,467,977        3,160,976        3,794,319       12,523,187  
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Appendix C – Table 1.b    


     2021-2025 LMI Electric Targets and Budgets 


       


 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 Total 


  Central Hudson     


Budget  $      189,675   $       316,126   $      442,576   $      537,414   $      685,993   $     2,171,784  


MWh Target 329 548 768 932 1,190                 3,767  


MMBtu-equiv. 1,123 1,871 2,619 3,181 4,060 12,853 


  Con Edison      


Budget  $ 18,095,152   $ 22,997,183  $ 28,443,885  $ 33,769,548   $ 38,169,272   $ 141,475,040  


MWh Target 31,387 39,890 49,337 58,575 66,206             245,395  


MMBtu-equiv. 107,092 136,103 168,339 199,857 225,896             837,287  


Niagara Mohawk     


Budget  $   1,656,927   $   3,030,964   $   5,253,671   $   7,355,139   $   9,222,213   $   26,518,913  


MWh Target 2,874 5,257 9,113 12,758 15,996               45,998  


MMBtu-equiv. 9,806 17,938 31,093 43,530 54,580             156,946  


NYSEG      


Budget  $   1,685,713   $   2,766,298   $   4,581,681   $   6,656,404   $   8,668,030   $   24,358,125  


MWh Target 2,924 4,798 7,947 11,546 15,035               42,250  


MMBtu-equiv. 9,977 16,372 27,116 39,394 51,300             144,158  


O&R      


Budget  $      637,557   $       850,075   $   1,190,106   $   1,657,647   $   2,101,811   $     6,437,196  


MWh Target 1,106 1,474 2,064 2,875 3,646               11,166  


MMBtu-equiv. 3,773 5,031 7,043 9,810 12,439               38,097  


RG&E      


Budget  $      911,165   $   1,325,331   $   1,987,997   $   2,816,329   $   3,727,495   $   10,768,318  


MWh Target 1,580 2,299 3,448 4,885 6,466               18,678  


MMBtu-equiv. 5,393 7,844 11,766 16,668 22,060               63,730  


Total Electric      


Budget $ 23,176,189 $ 31,285,978 $ 41,899,915 $ 52,792,481 $ 62,574,814 $ 211,729,377 


MWh Target           40,200            54,267            72,677            91,571          108,539            367,254  


MMBtu-equiv.         137,163         185,159          247,975          312,440          370,335         1,253,071  
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Appendix C - Table 2       


2019 & 2020 NE:NY Gas Targets and Budgets    


        


  2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 Total 


        


    Central Hudson       


 Budget  $         15,830   $         47,490   $         94,980   $      158,300   $      238,084   $    554,685  


 Gross MMBtu Target               1,000                3,000                6,000             10,000              15,040            35,040  


    Con Edison       


 Budget  $ 11,153,880   $ 11,740,926   $ 13,171,852   $ 15,630,108   $ 18,497,646   $70,194,413  


 Gross MMBtu Target           304,000            320,000            359,000            426,000            504,155      1,913,155  


    KEDLI       


 Budget  $   2,872,048   $   3,801,240   $   4,983,849   $   6,757,761   $   9,072,294   $27,487,192  


 Gross MMBtu Target           102,000            135,000            177,000            240,000            322,200         976,200  


    KEDNY       


 Budget  $   7,465,446   $   9,561,010   $ 13,817,623   $ 19,122,019   $ 23,892,308   $73,858,406  


 Gross MMBtu Target           228,000            292,000            422,000            584,000            729,688      2,255,688  


    NFG       


 Budget  $      104,172   $      260,431   $      416,690   $      729,207   $   1,091,206   $ 2,601,705  


 Gross MMBtu Target               2,000                5,000                8,000              14,000              20,950            49,950  


    Niagara Mohawk       


 Budget  $                    -     $                    -     $                    -     $                    -     $                    -     $                 -    


 Gross MMBtu Target                        -                           -                           -                           -                           -                         -    


    NYSEG       


 Budget  $   1,072,870  $   1,369,621  $   1,871,816  $   2,579,453  $   3,368,355  $10,262,114 


 Gross MMBtu Target             47,000              60,000              82,000            113,000            147,560         449,560  


    O&R       


 Budget  $   1,108,064   $   1,681,201   $   2,330,756   $   3,018,520   $   3,663,107   $11,801,648  


 Gross MMBtu Target             29,000              44,000              61,000              79,000              95,870            308,870  


    RG&E       


 Budget  $      347,283   $      571,995   $      878,421   $   1,246,132   $   1,642,423   $   4,686,254  


 Gross MMBtu Target             17,000              28,000              43,000              61,000              80,399            229,399  


    Total Gas Portfolios       


 Budget  $ 24,139,594  $ 29,033,915  $ 37,565,986  $ 49,241,500  $ 61,465,422 $201,446,417 


 Gross MMBtu Target           730,000            887,000        1,158,000        1,527,000        1,915,862        6,217,862  
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Appendix C - Table 2.a       


2021-2025 Non-LMI Gas Targets and Budgets     


        


  2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 Total 


      Central Hudson      


 Budget  $      12,664   $         37,992   $         75,984   $      126,640   $      190,467   $      443,748  


 MMBtu Target                971                2,912                5,824               9,707             14,599             34,013  


      Con Edison       


 Budget  $ 8,923,104   $   9,392,741   $ 10,537,482   $ 12,504,087   $ 14,798,117   $ 56,155,530  


 MMBtu Target        283,348            298,262            334,612            397,061            469,906        1,783,189  


      KEDLI       


 Budget  $ 2,297,639   $    3,040,992   $   3,987,079   $   5,406,209   $   7,257,835   $ 21,989,753  


 MMBtu Target           96,682            127,962            167,772            227,488            305,403            925,307  


      KEDNY       


 Budget  $ 5,972,357   $    7,648,808   $ 11,054,099   $ 15,297,615   $ 19,113,846   $ 59,086,725  


 MMBtu Target        214,178            274,298            396,417            548,595            685,451        2,118,938  


      NFG       


 Budget  $      83,338   $       208,345   $      333,352   $      583,365   $      872,965   $   2,081,364  


 MMBtu Target             1,807                4,518                7,228              12,650             18,930              45,133  


      Niagara Mohawk       


 Budget  $                 -     $                    -     $                    -     $                    -     $                    -     $                    -    


 MMBtu Target                      -                           -                           -                           -                           -                           -    


      NYSEG       


 Budget  $    858,296   $    1,095,697   $   1,497,452   $   2,063,562   $   2,694,684   $   8,209,692  


 MMBtu Target           45,014              57,464              78,534            108,224            141,323            430,560  


      O&R       


 Budget  $    886,451   $   1,344,961   $   1,864,605   $   2,414,816   $   2,930,486   $   9,441,318  


 MMBtu Target           26,948              40,887              56,685              73,411              89,088            287,019  


      RG&E       


 Budget  $    277,826   $       457,596   $      702,737   $      996,906   $   1,313,938   $   3,749,003  


 MMBtu Target           16,357              26,941              41,374              58,693              77,358            220,722  


      Total Gas       


 Budget $19,311,675 $ 23,227,132 $ 30,052,789 $ 39,393,200 $ 49,172,338 $161,157,133 


 MMBtu Target          85,305         833,243      1,088,446      1,435,829      1,802,058        5,844,882  
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Appendix C - Table 2.b       


2021-2025 LMI Gas Targets and Budgets      


        


  2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 Total 


      Central Hudson       


 Budget  $      3,166   $      9,498   $    18,996   $    31,660   $      47,617   $    110,937  


 MMBtu Target                29                 88               176               293                441             1,027  


      Con Edison       


 Budget $2,230,776 $2,348,185 $2,634,370 $3,126,022 $  3,699,529 $14,038,883 


 MMBtu Target        20,652         21,738         24,388         28,939          34,249         129,966  


      KEDLI       


 Budget $   574,410  $   760,248  $   996,770  $1,351,552   $ 1,814,459   $ 5,497,438  


 MMBtu Target          5,318           7,038           9,228         12,512           16,797            50,893  


      KEDNY       


 Budget $1,493,089 $1,912,202 $2,763,525 $3,824,404 $ 4,778,462 $14,771,681 


 MMBtu Target        13,822         17,702         25,583         35,405         44,237         136,750  


      NFG       


 Budget  $    20,834   $    52,086   $    83,338   $  145,841   $    218,241   $    520,341  


 MMBtu Target              193               482               772            1,350             2,020              4,817  


      Niagara Mohawk       


 Budget  $               -     $               -     $               -     $               -     $                -     $                 -    


 MMBtu Target                   -                      -                      -                      -                       -                        -    


      NYSEG       


 Budget  $  214,574   $  273,924   $  374,363   $  515,891   $    673,671   $ 2,052,423  


 MMBtu Target           1,986            2,536            3,466            4,776             6,237            19,000  


      O&R       


 Budget  $  221,613   $  336,240   $  466,151   $  603,704   $    732,621   $ 2,360,330  


 MMBtu Target           2,052            3,113            4,315            5,589             6,782            21,851  


      RG&E       


 Budget  $    69,457   $  114,399   $  175,684   $  249,226   $   328,485   $    937,251  


 MMBtu Target              643           1,059           1,626            2,307             3,041              8,677  


      Total Gas        


 Budget $4,827,919 $5,806,783 $7,513,197  $9,848,300  $12,293,084  $40,289,283  


 MMBtu Target        44,695         53,757         69,554         91,171         113,804         372,980  
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Appendix D – Table 1           
Calculation of 3% Target (GWh) 


         


  2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 


            


 Incremental NE:NY Acq.  n/a   n/a   n/a  
            


47         255          422          581          796       1,018  
      


1,221  


 


NYSERDA Acq. GWh 
Savings 1 


           
370  


           
473  


           
365  


           
512  


           
836  


           
804  


       
1,047 


       
1,047  


       
1,047  


       
1,047  


 Current IOU Targets 2        610          610          722          816         690          690  690 690 690 690 


 Total Incremental Savings 
           


979  
       


1,083  
       


1,087  
       


1,375  
       


1,781  
       


1,916  
       


2,317  
       


2,532  
       


2,754  
       


2,957  


 2025 Forecast 3 153,557 154,664 155,669  157,341  159,103  159,700  160,436   161,143   162,085  162,527  


 Jurisdictional Load 114,093 114,915 115,662   116,905  118,213  118,657  119,204   119,729   120,429   120,758  


 


Adjusted Jurisdictional 
Load 4 109,185 106,059 


   
106,787  


   
107,728  


   
107,414 


   
106,106  


   
104,528 


   
102,734  


   
100,924 


     
98,568  


 


EE as % of Jurisdictional 
Load 0.90% 1.02% 1.02% 1.28% 1.66% 1.81% 2.22% 2.47% 2.73% 3.00% 


                                                           
1  NYSERDA's Clean Energy Fund (CEF) goals are established and reported on a commitment basis. In Q1 2018, for use in the New Efficiency: New York analysis, 


NYSERDA prepared a projection for how CEF direct and indirect savings would be acquired, as well as a projection for committed EEPS savings that are still to 
be acquired. NYSERDA recently updated its projection of EEPS savings to be acquired through 2020. NYSERDA will review and update its projection of 
acquired CEF savings in Q1 2019, and annually thereafter. At present, NYSERDA's projection of CEF indirect savings follows the timing shown in CEF 
Investment Plans filed with NY DPS, resulting in significant "lumpiness" as indirect savings are concentrated in 2020, 2024, and 2025 as shown in the table 
immediately below. In practice, NYSERDA will evaluate and report on acquired indirect savings from CEF activities on a periodic basis, which is anticipated to 
be more frequent but to nonetheless result in some degree of lumpiness in terms of reported CEF savings. For the purposes of modeling annual electricity 
savings from both NYSERDA and IOU activities as a percentage of IOU sales, the concentration of NYSERDA CEF indirect savings in 2020, 2024, and 2025 
creates distortions. Staff therefore created an analytic assumption for use in modeling, as reflected above, which smooths CEF indirect savings over 
additional years. 


2  Includes Commission-authorized 2018-2020 ETIP targets, presumed ETIP targets for 2021-2025, and incremental rate case targets. 


3  Electricity forecast based on CES and 2015 NYISO Gold Book.  Onsite fuel consumption forecast based on 2015 EIA AEO. 


4  Adjusted to reflect prior years’ actual or projected energy efficiency achievements, and NYISO assumed Codes & Standards occurring throughout this period. 
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Appendix D - Table 2 1         
Projection of Acquired NYSERDA Electric Savings (GWh) 
 
       


 
 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 


 
           


 NYSERDA EEPS (rev. Q3 2018) 353 413 163 252 63  0  0 0  0  0  


 NYSERDA CEF: Direct Savings 14 49 182 260 483 514 514 514 514 514 


 
NYSERDA CEF: Indirect Savings 3 11 20 0  580 0  0   0 580 1,550 


 


Total Acquired Projection: NYSERDA 
EEPS + CEF Direct + CEF Indirect  


370 473 365 512 1,126 514 514 514 1,094 2,064 


 


                                                           
1 See table immediately above. 
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Appendix E - Table 1    


New Efficiency: New York Budgets   


     


  2019-2020 2021-2025 Total 


     


 Electric Budget  $         81,868,177   $   1,058,646,883   $   1,140,515,060  


 Gas Budget  $         14,253,507   $       201,446,417   $       215,699,923  


 Heat Pump Budget  n/a   $       250,000,000   $       250,000,000  


 Total Budget  $         96,121,684   $   1,510,093,300   $   1,606,214,984  


 


 


Appendix E - Table 2    


New Efficiency: New York Targets   


      


   2019-2020 2021-2025 Total 


      


 Electric Target    


  Gross MWh          301,636        4,037,590      4,339,226  


  MMBtu-equivalent      1,029,181      13,776,258    14,805,439  


 Gas Target    


  Gross MMBtu          473,576        6,217,862      6,691,438  


 Heat Pump Target    


  Gross MMBtu  n/a        5,000,000      5,000,000  


 Total Target 1    


  Gross MMBtu         1,502,757      24,994,120    26,496,877  


 


 


                                                           
1  Figure shown for total target does not include an additional 4.6 TBtu resulting from the following recent rate 


proceeding :  Case 17-E-0459, supra,  Order Adopting Terms of Joint Proposal and Establishing Electric and Gas 
Rate Plan (issued June 14, 2018); Case 17-E-0238, supra, Order Adopting Terms of Joint Proposal and 
Establishing Electric and Gas Rate Plans (issued March 15, 2018); Case 16-E-0060, supra, Order Approving 
Electric and Gas Rate Plans (issued January 25, 2017);  Case 17-G-0606, supra, Order Approving in Part, with 
Modification, and Denying in Part Smart Solutions Program, (issued July 12, 2018). Accounting for these savings 
totals the 31 TBtu target for incremental utility EE targets adopted in this Order. 
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Appendix F - Utility Specific Targets (Authorized & Presumed) 1 


Electric Portfolios 


 


 


 


                                                           
1  Targets shown include Commission-authorized ETIP targets, presumed ETIP targets not yet authorized, rate 


case incremental targets currently in effect, potential rate case incremental targets presumed in perpetuity, 
and authorized and presumed NE:NY incremental targets.  While the EAM indicators for other utilities reflect 
the final EAMs adopted in rate proceedings, the EAMs shown for O&R reflect those proposed in the Joint 
Proposal currently before the Commission. 
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Gas Portfolios 
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SUMMARY OF COMMENTS 


Acadia Center (Acadia) 


Alliance for Clean Energy New York/Advanced Energy Economy 


Institute (ACE-NY/AEEI) 


American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy (ACEEE) 


Association for Energy Affordability, Inc. (AEA) 


Association for Energy Affordability, Inc. et al. (New Residential 


Building Industry Coalition) 


Building Performance Contractors Association of New York 


State/Efficiency First NY 


Centsible House 


Citizens' Environmental Coalition (CEC) 


City of New York (City or NYC) 


Consolidated Edison, Inc./Orange and Rockland Utilities (Con 


Edison/O&R) 


Energy Efficiency Advocates (EEA) 


Energy Efficiency for All New York (EEFA)  


Enervee 


Geothermal Exchange Organization 


Home Performance Coalition 


Multiple Intervenors (MI) 


Municipal Utilities 


National Fuel Gas Distribution Corporation (NFG) 


Natural Resources Defense Council et al. (NRDC) 


New York State Energy Coalition, Inc.  


New York Energy Democracy Alliance (NYEDA) 


New York Geothermal Energy Organization (NYGEO) 


New York State Department of State Utilities Intervention Unit 


(UIU) 


New York State Electric & Gas Corporation/Rochester Gas and 


Electric Corporation (NYSEG/RG&E) 


Northeast Energy Efficiency Partnerships
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NY Utilities 


NYC Environmental Justice Alliance et al. 


Pace Energy and Climate Center (Pace) 


Polyisocyanurate Insulation Manufacturers Association 


Renewable Heat Now 


The Nature Conservancy 


Town of Woodstock 


WE ACT for Environmental Justice (WE ACT) 


Wyman, Robert 


Public comments 


 


Acadia Center 


The Acadia Center (Acadia) endorses a more aggressive 


approach to energy efficiency targets to ensure New York State 


does not count “business as usual” efforts in the 2025 NE:NY 


goal, noting that the proposed targets aim for a relatively 


minor increase in new energy efficiency over previously planned 


efforts, as well as the relatively low levels of energy 


efficiency achieved in New York State compared with other 


leading states. Acadia recommends that NYSERDA and DPS revise 


2025 energy efficiency targets to reflect attributable savings 


only by excluding non-program (“business as usual) EE savings 


(e.g., 15 TBtu of savings from normal building codes adoption, 


federal appliance standards updates, and other savings resulting 


from actions outside of state control. Acadia notes that these 


are included in baseline forecasts by ISO New England, which 


forecasts higher levels of EE savings in 2019 than New York 


State).  


Acadia noted several deficiencies in NE:NY guidance on 


utility EE program funding and necessary annual increases to 


reach 3% target. It requests clear guidance to utilities by 
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establishing an implementation plan for the 2025 target that 


identifies new funding sources and interim savings targets. 


Acadia also proposes establishing interim annual savings targets 


by the end of 2018, with an incentivized or required increase to 


2% annual electric savings in the early years of the 2019 – 2025 


period to avoid backloading of savings in later years. Acadia 


advocates clear guidance to utilities on how programs will be 


funded, noting that while EAMs provide incentives to reduce 


costs and increase grid value, they are inadequate substitutes 


for Commission-authorized cost recovery. Acadia adds that 


establishing an implementation plan for the 2025 target that 


identifies funding and interim targets will allow utilities to 


procure necessary energy resources to meet customer load. Acadia 


also recommends the implementation of a backstop plan if 


utilities fall short of energy efficiency savings targets, 


noting that 31 TBtu of the 2025 NE:NY target lies outside of 


direct and indirect savings from the Clean Energy Fund (CEF). 


Acadia argues that any shortfalls produced by poorly performing 


programs should be compensated by the implementation of backstop 


plans to ensure the achievement of the overall savings target. 


Acadia recommends New York reassess its heavy reliance on 


CEF efforts in its design of the new energy savings 2025 target. 


Acadia is concerned that the CEF may need to deliver 


approximately four times the energy efficiency savings achieved 


to date based on current predictions. Acadia also calls on 


NYSERDA and the NY Green Bank to achieve actual quarterly 


incremental implemented efficiency savings of 1 TBtu (per 


quarter) in their CEF portfolios, excluding savings that are 


counted in utility-run or other efficiency programs, with 


automatic implementation of backstop measures if these 


anticipated savings do not materialize. Acadia also expresses 
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doubts on the discount factors for CEF direct and indirect 


savings, and requests that NYSERDA and the NY Green Bank explain 


how CEF portfolios can be increased to achieve the remaining 52 


TBtu in direct and indirect savings by 2025.  


Acadia requests clarification on the inclusion of utility 


program in the 77 TBtu cumulative annual savings expected by 


2025, which currently comprises 40 TBtu from ETIP/SEEP programs, 


6 TBtu from demonstration projects (including NWAs and new 


efficiency programs, and 31 TBtu from increases in utility 


efficiency investments.  


Finally, Acadia requests the establishment of a formal 


stakeholder advisory council comprising consumer, environmental, 


low-income, business, and environmental justice interest groups 


to provide input. Acadia contends that such a council could 


facilitate utility energy efficiency procurement by addressing 


imbalances in resources and information that give utilities a 


disproportionate advantage in influencing regulatory decisions, 


reducing time necessary for planning and implementation, 


bringing together diverse interests to ensure comprehensive 


coverage of relevant topics, providing recommendations on 


setting energy efficiency targets, and providing ongoing 


supervision and recommendations for improvement of energy 


efficiency programs.  


 


Alliance for Clean Energy New York/Advanced Energy Economy 


Institute 


The Alliance for Clean Energy New York (ACE-NY) and the 


Advanced Energy Economy Institute (AEEI) supplied comments on 


NE:NY jointly (ACE-NY/AEEI). They strongly support the 2025 


NE:NY energy efficiency target and emphasize the importance of 


the electricity component in achieving this target, and 
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recommend relying on a variety of programs, policies, 


requirements, and incentives.  


ACE-NY/AEEI express support for several NE:NY 


recommendations to encourage utility-leveraged actions in energy 


efficiency, including the inclusion of energy efficiency in non-


wires and non-pipes projects, recognition of grid value in 


compensation, and encouraging third-party capital contributions. 


However, ACE-NY/AEEI request that the Commission define specific 


mechanisms to compel utilities to improve upon status quo energy 


efficiency portfolios, particularly with respect to value, 


scale, measure mix, cost reduction, innovation, and leverage.  


ACE-NY/AEEI supports proposals to require utilities to 


assign value to energy efficiency. They offer numerous 


recommendations for the Commission to consider in this valuation 


process, arguing for territory-wide definitions, adherence to 


BCA handbooks protocols, consideration of locational effects, 


responsiveness to market conditions, utility needs, policy 


developments, and incorporation of increasingly sophisticated 


measurement and verification methods.   


However, ACE-NY/AEEI note their disagreement with a 


statement in section 6.3 of the whitepaper that states "energy 


efficiency reduces the customer’s payment for fixed costs that 


do not vary with load as well as for usage-related costs, such 


that the value of the efficiency project to the customer 


typically exceeds its value to the utility system." ACE-NY/AEEI 


argue that this statement does not correspond with the original 


intention of the 2016 E3 study, which was to compare rate 


options. Further, ACE-NY/AEEI contend that this also fails to 


provide a fair comparison of non-embedded (i.e., variable short-


/long-term) bill cost reductions and grid value, thereby sending 


the wrong price signal to the market and defining value in such 
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a manner as to prevent adequate investment in energy efficiency. 


ACE-NY/AEEI request special consideration of this subject, with 


public meetings or conferences prior to the issuance of more 


specific guidance in a Commission order.  


ACE-NY/AEEI note that utility-leveraged energy efficiency 


investments constitute the bulk of accelerated actions described 


in NE:NY, but that this is also the least defined section of the 


whitepaper. In particular, NE:NY lacks specific mechanisms to 


compel utility action in these areas. ACE-NY/AEEI suggest the 


Commission could pursue a “no regrets” energy efficiency 


framework order by the end 2018 that specifies the extent to 


which each utility will be required to increase energy 


efficiency targets each year to reach the 3% by 2025 target. 


ACE-NY/AEEI state the proposed order should specify utility 


ability to have cost recovery for energy efficiency-related 


expenditures with framework for actions to design competitive EE 


procurements by Jan 2019. To expedite action, and the Commission 


can use Case 15-M-0252 ETIPs Order Authorizing Utility-


Administered Energy Efficiency Portfolio Budgets and Targets for 


2019-2020, as it requires the utilities to transition from 


surcharge-based programs to program cost recovery via the rate 


base. 


  ACE-NY/AEEI also remark on funding and implementation of 


accelerated utility-leverage energy efficiency, arguing for 


clear and established policies outlining utility recovery of 


prudently-incurred costs. ACE-NY/AEEI state the policy should be 


combined with a 30,000 GW⋅h target to each investor-owned 


utility, timelines for each utility increase energy efficiency 


achievements to reach targets, and direction on achievement. 


ACE-NY/AEEI are in favor of a flexible approach to planning and 


implanting utility energy efficiency portfolios, including a 
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variety of measures, appropriate consideration of energy 


efficiency valuation, procurement levels, and shared savings 


proposals.    


ACE-NY/AEEI express an urgent need for immediate action, 


particularly target allocation, noting that six years is a small 


timeframe in which to accomplish a 3% annual reduction of energy 


consumption.  ACE-NY/AEEI recommends implementation of annual 


utility energy efficiency savings targets and funding beginning 


in 2019. ACE-NY/AEEI recommend increasing the share of energy 


efficiency savings by investor-owned utilities to 92.5 TBtu 


(half of the 185 TBtu target), achieved either by allocating a 


proportional share to each utility, a formula reflecting energy 


efficiency achievement to-date, or a formula reflecting shares 


of energy efficiency savings by sector proportional to the 


composition of each service territory. 


ACE-NY/AEEI also dispute analyses issued by NYSERDA and DPS 


that states that most customer energy efficiency efforts are 


sufficiently compensated by customer bill savings. ACE-NY/AEEI 


recommend establishing a new energy efficiency value framework 


that includes all benefits with net value defined as value 


subtracting program costs necessary to achieve energy efficiency 


savings. ACE-NY/AEEI encourage a review of the benefit-cost 


analysis (BCA) framework, with particular attention to the 


treatment of participant costs, application of symmetry in 


accounting for all costs and benefits, and reconsideration of 


currently-excluded wholesale price suppression effects. ACE-


NY/AEEI argue that energy efficiency value should include the 


following benefit categories based on the National Standard 


Practice Manual: avoided energy costs, avoided generating 


capacity costs, avoided T&D upgrade costs, avoided T&D line 


losses, avoided ancillary services, wholesale price suppression 
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effects, avoided O&M, avoided net restoration costs, avoided 


environmental compliance costs, avoided RPS compliance costs, 


avoided credit and collection costs, and reduced risk. 


ACE-NY/AEEI express support for time- and location-specific 


incentives, especially the “adder” and “kicker” concepts 


presented at the September 14, 2018 forum, and they recommend 


adopting methods to account for temporal and locational 


variations in the value of energy efficiency, with one valuation 


methodology for each service territory.  


Lastly, ACE-NY/AEEI recommend developing a simple “shared 


savings” mechanism by setting clear guidelines for defining and 


distributing energy efficiency value between ratepayers and 


utilities. They recommend that energy efficiency value should 


comprise a base value level that recognizes universal value 


streams (e.g., carbon), locational adders, measure adders, and 


additional adders to meet important policy goals (e.g., 20% 


funding for LMI programs). ACE-NY/AEEI request that utilities be 


directed to define these values. ACE-NY/AEEI argues that a 


shared savings mechanism provides utilities with the necessary 


incentives to implement energy efficiency efforts as cost-


effectively as possible, increase the scale of energy efficiency 


deployment, and encourage innovation by rewarding approaches 


that reduce cost or increase scale, all of which align with 


state policy goals.  


 


American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy 


The American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy 


(ACEEE) express support for NE:NY. 


ACEEE recommends the establishment of interim energy 


efficiency goals for the assessment and potential correction of 


progress towards the 2025 target. ACEEE cites its own review of 
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successful energy efficiency program increases in other states 


in recommending increases to the full 3% per year of incremental 


electricity savings over five years, with Btu savings increasing 


over a similar or slightly longer period.  


ACEEE also urges the legislation of state product and 


appliance standards by the New York State legislative bodies, 


with authority granted to the New York State Department of State 


or NYSERDA to set and enforce additional standards based on 


criteria defined by legislation. Furthermore, ACEEE recommends a 


statewide code in 2022 and recommends that NYSERDA develop a new 


stretch code to increase performance so that most new building 


are achieving net-zero energy performance by 2031. ACEEE favors 


statewide benchmark requirements for large commercial buildings 


enacted by the state legislature, based on recommendations by 


DPS and NYSERDA, perhaps preceded by one or more municipal pilot 


programs. A study by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 


and the University of Pennsylvania cited by ACEEE indicates that 


this could achieve energy savings up to 14% in New York City. 


ACEEE also urged New York State to implement a gradual program 


of deep energy efficiency retrofits to most of its existing 


state-owned buildings, beginning with pilot projects. ACEEE 


states multifamily residential buildings also represent an 


opportunity for energy efficiency savings, and ACEEE recommends 


expansion of the NYSERDA Multifamily Performance Program to 


include other multifamily programs. 


ACEEE also recommends expanding energy efficiency financing 


and market transformation. In particular, ACEEE recommends 


strategies relying on intelligent efficiency (i.e., sensors, 


controls, and “big data”) to identify building and process 


systems suitable for energy efficiency improvements.  
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ACEEE strongly recommends continuing rate base cost 


recovery for utility EE programs while also expanding earnings 


adjustment mechanisms (EAMs). ACEEE recommends the Commission 


issue guidance on the treatment of EAMs and rate base cost 


recovery. ACEEE also recommends more projects like Con Edison’s 


Brooklyn-Queens Demand Management (BQDM) to maximize grid value.  


ACEEE also encourages heat pump adoption, especially by 


targeting residential customer currently using non-regulated 


fossil fuels for heat. ACEEE suggests new residential 


construction offers opportunities for heat pump installations. 


ACEEE also favors excluding increased electrical consumption by 


heat pumps if top-down approaches are used based on actual 


electricity sales. 


 Finally, ACEEE is also an advocate for strong workforce 


development in energy efficiency industries.  


 


Association for Energy Affordability 


The Association for Energy Affordability, Inc. (AEA) notes 


its support for separate comments filed by Energy Efficiency for 


All New York, the Residential Building Efficiency Industry, the 


Environmental Parties Coalition, and the Alliance for Clean 


Energy New York/Advanced Economy Institute. It also identifies 


several priority areas for consideration, including a need for 


interim energy efficiency targets, the need for clear funding 


mechanisms for annual target increases, more guidance on energy 


efficiency value for accurate reporting of captured value by 


utilities, and the need to address the issues of unregulated 


fossil fuels and beneficial electrification.  


AEA also makes several recommendations of its own. It 


encourages strong financing programs for energy efficiency in 


multifamily residential buildings, and calls for increased 
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funding dedicated to LMI programs according to recommendations 


of the CEAC Low Income Working Group. AEA recommends steep 


increases in utility procurement of energy efficiency, with 


appropriate cost recovery and incentives to create momentum and 


market transformation. AEA also notes its support for 


significant workforce development policies, including training 


and certification standards, opportunities for disadvantaged and 


local workers, and on-the-job training. Lastly, AEA calls for 


transparency in tracking and reporting of energy efficiency, and 


for coordination rather than competition between NYSERDA and 


investor-owned utilities.   


 


Association for Energy Affordability et al. (New York 


Residential Building Industry Coalition) 


The New York Residential Building Industry Coalition 


(NYRBIC) provides recommendations on targets and funding, 


including the adoption of a “no regrets” strategy to authorize 


increased ETIP spending, direction on the valuation of energy 


efficiency markets to support necessary investment in the 


residential sector, guidance on annual energy efficiency target 


increases, coordination of funding, and the continuation of 


established incentives and programs. On the subjects of fuel 


neutrality and beneficial electrification, NYRBIC stresses 


coordination between NYSERDA and utilities, the development of 


fuel-neutral approaches for customers using unregulated fossil 


fuels for heating, and support for strategic electrification. 


NYRBIC favors the use of open data protocols and source code, 


and transparent and accessible statewide progress reporting.  


NYRBIC urges the State to establish a timeline for key 


actions to ensure expeditious implementation of energy 


efficiency strategies, including reforms of the Technical 
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Reference Manual and the BCA Framework to incorporate REV and 


NE:NY energy efficiency goals. Regarding utility procurement, 


NYRBIC favors the establishment of utility-specific targets and 


funding authorization, cost recovery mechanisms for returns on 


energy efficiency investments to properly align business actions 


with state energy goals, and allocation of at least 20% of new 


energy efficiency funds for the LMI market.  


 


Building Performance Contractors’ Association of New York 


State/Efficiency First New York 


The Building Performance Contractors’ Association (BPCA) 


and the New York chapter of Energy first expressed strong 


support for the NE:NY proposal and reforms, with a particular 


emphasis on workforce development and fostering market demand 


for energy efficiency. 


To bolster the marketplace for residential and multifamily 


energy efficiency with policy certainty, BPCA advises offering 


energy assessments through utility marketplace venues and public 


information campaigns to encourage homeowner understanding of 


energy efficiency and home performance to increase market 


demand.  


BPCA also recommends training and interim hiring subsidies 


to stimulate the energy efficiency industry workforce, including 


providing orientation and resources for secondary education 


guidance counselors. BPCA also calls on NYSERDA to reanimate the 


significant infrastructure that was created under the System 


Benefits Charge, the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, and 


Green Jobs Green New York to train workers in the building 


performance trades and advises that this effort should be 


continued to maintain a sustainable market for job creation.  
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BPCA also notes significant potential of using market 


forces to increase residential energy efficiency efforts. BPCA 


suggests that data-driven quality assurance and the 


quantification of energy efficiency achieved are among the 


products and services currently offered by competitive market 


actors that can improve utility program performance. BPCA also 


urges NYSERDA to consider reforming its current pay-for-


performance model, alleging that it currently benefits larger 


players, encourages market actors to focus on readily-available 


gains rather than more significant energy efficiency 


improvements, and fails to engage customers in energy 


consumption reductions. Lastly, BPCA recommends improvements to 


the cost-effectiveness assessment of ratepayer-funded energy 


efficiency efforts according to the recommendations of the 


National Efficiency Screening Project Resource Value Framework 


and the National Standard Practice Manual.  


BPCA supports the adoption of a 2018 – 2019 timeline for 


utility energy efficiency programs, recommending aggressive 


action. BPCA also recommends a 3% energy savings target for 


individual utilities that would require each utility to develop 


an annual target necessary to contribute to the 2025 target.  


 


Centsible House 


Centsible House notes several deficiencies in NE:NY, 


particularly the lack of a clear timeline and pathway for 


necessary energy efficiency expansion and discussion of 


appropriate compensation for investments by energy efficiency 


customers. It requests that these issues be addressed by January 


2019 at the latest. Centsible House also requests that New York 


release more information on the healthy home pilot and provide 


an emphasis on STEM for workforce development.  
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Centsible House also supports the Pay-for-Performance 


approach but expresses concerns about the valuation of home 


energy efficiency efforts and possible misalignment between 


energy efficiency investments and the savings and performance 


compensation timeline. To counter these effects, Centsible House 


recommends that the adoption of recurring compensation of energy 


efficiency value, as in the VDER program.  


Centsible House expresses general support for LMI energy 


efficiency programs, and requests more information on the 


progress of the Healthy Home pilot, including essential metrics 


of successful implementation to guide the market. It also 


encourages the use of upfront monetary incentives to the 


residential and LMI markets.  


Finally, Centsible House expresses concerns that the 


existing energy efficiency workforce is insufficient in number 


and skills to meet the 2025 energy efficiency goals and supports 


a workforce development program that emphasizes training in 


science, technology, engineering, and mathematics. 


 


Citizens Environmental Coalition (non-party) 


Citizens Environmental Coalition (CEC) recommends the 


adoption of the most aggressive energy efficiency and 


conservation program possible, including a binding, long-term 


energy efficiency resource standard as adopted in several 


leading energy efficiency states.  


CEC requests an explanation of the implementation of 


revenue decoupling in New York, particularly when NE:NY has 


advanced several other forms of compensation for utility energy 


efficiency results. CEC also requests clarification of several 


of what it characterizes as incorrect or inconsistent 


calculations in NE:NY.  
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City of New York 


The City of New York is strongly supportive of the 


significant emphasis on energy efficiency initiatives by the 


State of New York. However, it makes several suggestions for 


improvements to NE:NY to further advance the State energy 


efficiency goal. First, the City of New York recommends energy 


master planning be carried out on an agency-wide level, with 


master plans to examine the energy usage of all the agency’s 


facilities, compared on an equal or equivalent basis but 


adjusted for differing types and levels of use, which is more 


consistent with the State goal based on use rather than cost. 


The City recommends modifying the recommendation for agencies to 


conduct master planning for bills of $300,000 or more, noting 


that energy prices vary by location and performing master 


planning on bill amount will not achieve greatest energy 


savings. 


The City of New York also recommends the adoption of 


stretch codes in both new and existing buildings and advocates 


additional education and support for building professionals on 


these regulations by expanding NYSERDA Energy Code Training and 


Support Services. The City of New York suggests that NYSERDA and 


the Commission should provide funding for code enforcement 


officers and training.  


The City of New York also advises care that energy 


efficiency policies do not inadvertently curtail the adoption of 


beneficial electrification measures, particularly as the target 


is set on an “all-fuels basis.” The City of New York notes that 


it is not inherently opposed to this approach but recommends 


energy consumption and reductions be recorded by fuel type. The 


City of New York predicts an increase in electrical consumption 
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due to the use of electric vehicles (EVs) and heat pumps and 


recommends enhancing incentives for retrofitted beneficial 


electrification measures.  


The City of New York also calls for a revision of the 


Commission’s data access policy, alleging that current access 


data standards could constitute a barrier to greater energy 


efficiency deployment. It strongly urges the Commission to 


review its data access policies from an energy efficiency 


standpoint to ensure that stakeholders – including the City of 


New York and other municipalities – are able to access the data 


required for benchmarking, as well as targeting areas and 


buildings for energy efficiency improvements. Additionally, the 


City recommends that the Commission and NYSERDA partner with the 


City, municipalities, and other stakeholders to advance 


statewide and local efforts to track energy efficiency progress.  


Finally, the City of New York states that certain statutory 


changes would aid and facilitate the achievement of the 2025 


energy efficiency goal described by NE:NY. Specifically, the 


City recommends consideration of rent-stabilized housing unit 


for deep energy efficiency improvements, changes to the Major 


Capital Improvements (MCI) framework needed to reduce the 


burdens imposed on tenants and ensure that there is fair and 


equitable sharing between landlords and tenants of the costs and 


benefits of energy efficiency investments, and integration of 


design and construction considerations in the public project 


planning process. The City also recommends that the energy 


efficiency exemption for historic buildings should be modified, 


stating that while it respects and supports the preservation of 


historic structures, a complete and total exemption from 


compliance is unwarranted and unnecessary.  
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The City of New York – Mayor’s Office of Recovery and Resiliency 


The City of New York provides additional comments through 


the Mayor’s Office of Recovery and Resiliency (MORR). It argues 


for considerations establishing an appropriate set of guidelines 


for a cost-effective and rational energy efficiency portfolio, 


with a stated preference for cost-effective energy efficiency 


portfolios, rather than a balance of cost-effective and market-


responsive programs. A portfolio with a component of short-term 


measures will allow the achievement of savings targets prior to 


complete market transformation, which may occur well after the 


2025 NE:NY target. MORR also recommends flexible and adaptive 


deadlines necessary due to the planning, procurement, and 


complexity required of many energy efficiency initiatives, 


especially when coordinating in urban areas with multifamily 


housing and extensive infrastructure.  


  Citing lagging statewide achievements, MORR suggests 


reversing the order of proceeding. It recommends targeted 


program and incentive development in long-term energy plans, 


citing the advantages of obligatory long-term energy plans prior 


to energy efficiency installations in large buildings. MORR also 


supports alternative incentive structures, advocating 


considerations of long-term, delayed, or installment incentive 


structures – in addition to conventional upfront payments – to 


defray costs and encourage customer participation energy 


efficiency programs. MORR notes this might be especially 


beneficial in encouraging heat pump installations. It is also in 


favor of increased partnership and collaborations, noting that a 


great number of entities involved in energy efficiency 


activities can lower acquisition costs.  


The City recommends that energy efficiency targets for each 


utility should be set on a load share ratio basis and the 
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allocations should be adjusted for beneficial activities, citing 


a disparity between Con Ed customer contributions to energy 


efficiency programs and program spending in this service 


territory (which covers most of the City of New York). The City 


also argues for a geographically-equitable distribution of state 


targets and costs, with separate allocations for each fuel type, 


and consumption and reductions recorded by fuel type to curtail 


high-emitting fuel use and encourage beneficial electrification.  


Finally, the City urges that earnings adjustment mechanisms 


should be directly linked to actions taken by regulated 


utilities. It urges reconsideration of outcome-based EAMs that 


potentially burden ratepayers with increased energy costs and 


recommends development of EAMs for partnerships between 


utilities and private entities for the development of new energy 


efficiency technologies. These EAMs could hypothetically be 


based on a percentage of bill reductions or a monetized value of 


energy savings achieved or based on a sharing of savings 


achieved over a set period of time. The City predicts an 


increase in third-party market interactions with the adoption of 


such EAMs. 


 


Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc./Orange & Rockland 


Utilities, Inc. 


Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc. and Orange & 


Rockland Utilities, Inc. (the Companies) express support for the 


ambitious energy efficiency goals of NE:NY, noting that energy 


efficiency is the most cost-effective means of achieving state 


environmental and energy policy goals. The Companies recommend 


continuation of the regulatory asset method of cost recovery for 


energy efficiency investments, which they argue mitigates 


current bill impacts and matches costs to the benefit period, as 
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well as provides utilities with economic incentives that align 


investments with other utility business investments. The 


Companies also note that the most just and reasonable cost 


recovery method is amortization in base rates over the average 


life of energy efficiency investments, providing an appropriate 


signal for utilities to pursue such investments. The Companies 


add that long-term incentives are more likely to support long-


term clean energy policies and innovation.   


 


Energy Efficiency Advocates 


Energy Efficiency Advocates (EEA) support the ambitious 


energy efficiency policies of NE:NY, but note that it lacks a 


detailed timeline for annual energy efficiency increases through 


2025 and funding mechanisms. They endorse the proposal to set 


clearly defined targets for each utility and recommend that, in 


aggregate, those targets achieve at least 86 TBtu of cumulative 


annual savings by 2025. But EEA recommends further clarity in 


target inclusion, utility-specific targets, annual savings 


targets, and strongly supports an annual utility energy 


efficiency target of 3% by 2025.  


EEA urges the Commission to adopt guidelines on cost 


recovery and performance incentives, with general guidance on 


energy efficiency budgets and rate case proceedings that make 


energy efficiency investments as attractive as Transmission and 


Distribution investments. They also argue that EAMs should not 


substitute for clearly-defined cost recovery mechanisms.  


EEA note that the Commission must overcome investment 


uncertainty by establishing a sustainable investment environment 


with available revenue. They also recommend a combined approach 


to expedite energy efficiency policies, merging private sector 


investment with utility-administered programs to avoid 
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underperformance due to potential market transformation delays. 


EEA are also strongly supportive of market transformation 


efforts to encourage clean heating and cooling technologies and 


recommend a reassessment of programs that encourage conversion 


from non-regulated fossil fuel heating to natural gas, rather 


than heat pumps. Heat pump adoption could be encouraged with 


ambitious targets and EAMs.  


EEA support implementing building energy benchmarking for 


larger buildings, including whole building data and the creation 


of a centralized benchmarking database. EEA argue that capturing 


savings from strong building codes and appliance standards could 


serve as a backstop against backsliding at the federal level.  


EEA also express strong support for dedicated LMI program 


funding and request greater clarity from the Commission on 


funding and coordination with NYSERDA in this sector. EEA 


advocates establishing funding mechanisms and financing 


solutions for multifamily energy efficiency measures using NY 


Green Bank funds and propose that LMI funding should exceed the 


proposed 20 percent allocation in NE:NY.  


More generally, EEA recommends coordinated communication 


between energy efficiency stakeholders, state agencies, and 


utilities, preferably with a centralized third-party assessment 


entity and state support of local jurisdictions in adopting 


energy efficiency measures.  


 


Energy Efficiency for All New York 


Energy Efficiency for All New York (EEFA) focuses its 


comments on energy efficiency in low-income and multifamily 


housing. It makes recommendations on financing energy efficiency 


through NY Green Bank loans and improving program design with a 


fuel-neutral approach, support for beneficial electrification, 
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encouraging whole-building, master plan, and portfolio 


approaches to implementing energy efficiency measures, and 


consideration of increased incentives for buildings with large 


LMI populations. EEFA is also supportive of workforce 


development and training, calling for the integration of these 


actions in program development and implementation, with on-the-


job training and hiring from the communities served.  


EEFA also encourages interagency coordination between 


housing agencies and energy efficiency interests to support 


state policies in this sector, as well as the creation of a low-


income interagency task force to address deep energy retrofits 


in LMI housing. EEFA recommends that New York look to other 


states that have successfully coordinated housing and energy 


programs in service of low-income residents.  


Finally, EEFA proposes that New York should consider 


establishing a strong energy efficiency advisory group or 


management council to coordinate statewide efforts.  


 


Enervee 


 Enervee expresses its support for increasing energy 


efficiency efforts by using data-driven utility marketplaces, 


expanding opportunities for the LMI sector with instant 


incentives, adoption of “stretch” codes to product and appliance 


standards, and the inclusion of motor fuel efficiency in the 


State’s energy efficiency strategy.  


 


Geothermal Exchange Organization 


The Geothermal Exchange Organization supports the 


significant advances in statewide energy efficiency targets 


outlined in NE:NY and notes its agreement with comments filed by 


the New York Geothermal Organization (NY-GEO).  
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Home Performance Coalition 


The Home Performance Coalition (HPC) focuses its comments 


on data standards and cost effectiveness testing. HPC recommends 


NYSERDA expand its use of HPXML data standards to LMI 


residential programs and supports its use by program partners to 


increase the value of data generated by home performance 


contactors. HPC also favors the continued streamlining of 


program reporting to ensure data collected by contractors is 


valid for savings calculations, particularly the standardization 


of measure validation design so that programs are more closely 


aligned. HPC recommends investments in data infrastructure to 


advance large-scale home energy labeling. Finally, HPC 


encourages further refinements to cost-effectiveness testing by 


reviewing guidance by the National Efficiency Screening Project 


(NESP), which may be useful in establishing BCA handbook 


standards.  


 


Multiple Intervenors  


Multiple Intervenors (MI) supports the intentions of the 


NE:NY but argues against several components of its proposed 


implementation. Firstly, MI view the cost recovery of energy 


efficiency programs as inequitable, by placing a 


disproportionate burden on large, high load-factor, non-


residential customers. MI is also opposed to the inclusion of 


new utility incentives in the form of earnings adjustment 


mechanisms (EAMs) paid for by ratepayers. MI contends that NE:NY 


lacks justification for the proposed 2025 goals, including 


adequate consideration and analysis of customer costs, which are 


already a significant source of energy efficiency funding. MI 


alleges that these costs constitute obligatory financial 


commitments by captive customer classes for which the Commission 
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provides inadequate explanation and examination. MI requests 


further development, review, and stakeholder input relating to 


customer costs, taking into context all customer-funded energy 


efficiency programs.  


 Furthermore, MI contends that the application of 


discretionary costs on large-scale customers is harmful to 


economic development. MI notes that NE:NY omits discussion of 


these potential economic harms, including higher costs for all 


New York State energy customers due to administrative costs of 


energy efficiency programs. MI suggests the accumulation of 


customer-funded programs is unsustainable and may cause some 


commercial customers to cease New York State operations, 


resulting in the unintended consequence of even lower energy 


efficiency program contributions by these customers.  


 MI recommends market-based, nonsubsidized approaches to 


energy efficiency programs and maintains that NE:NY fails to 


adequately address cost allocation and cost recovery of energy 


efficiency programs. According to MI, large commercial customers 


pay more in costs and receive fewer benefits from utility energy 


efficiency programs due to inequitable volumetric cost 


allocation. MI suggests a more fair approach would be to 


allocate costs by participating customer sector, as well as 


addressing geographic equity between service territories. MI 


also argues that the fuel-neutral approach proposed by NE:NY is 


unfair to large commercial customers, with emissions reductions 


from all fuels funded by electricity and gas customers 


representing a subsidy for consumer of non-regulated fossil 


fuels.  


 Finally, MI finds the proposed reliance on more stringent 


building codes and appliance standards reasonable, resulting in 


a more equitable approach to increasing energy efficiency 
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achievement without increasing electricity and gas costs and 


rates.  


 


Municipal Utilities 


 The Independent Energy Efficiency Program, Inc. (IEEP), 


Municipal Electric Utilities Association (MEUA), and New York 


Municipal Power Agency (NYMPA) (together, Municipal Utilities) 


express support for NE:NY, noting that programs recommended by 


the whitepaper integrate perfectly with current Municipal 


Utilities programs and ask that they be allowed to continue 


these programs in concert with new initiatives.  


 


National Fuel Gas Distribution Corporation 


National Fuel Gas Distribution Company expresses support 


for the State’s energy efficiency goals but notes the omission 


of a statewide goal allocation to utilities and annual targets 


in NE:NY. NFG also anticipates possible discrepancies in energy 


efficiency performance between combination utilities and gas- or 


electricity-only companies, and between larger and smaller 


utilities. NFG requests that NYSERDA should increase its energy 


efficiency efforts along with the utilities.  


NFG favors flexibility in cost recovery to meet the needs 


and circumstances of each utility and cited the ability of 


surcharge mechanisms to provide immediate changes, rather than 


waiting for rate case cycles. However, NFG believes EAMs 


increase unit costs, are exempt from BCA requirements, and offer 


utilities little control over outcomes. NFG cites the potential 


of “kickers” to complement program design, account for various 


discrepancies between service territories, and provide 


flexibility between energy efficiency approaches to natural gas 


and electricity.  
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NFG notes that unit costs for energy efficiency are likely 


to increase in the near future, rather than decrease, citing 


data sharing and analysis expense, “kickers”, EAMs, and the 


increase in costly LMI programs. NFG also views inflation and 


increasing wages as inputs in increasing unit costs and requests 


that the policy objectives of decreasing costs be rejected or 


reevaluated by the Commission. 


More generally, NFG states its support for NE:NY LMI 


initiatives (noting its own performance in this sector), 


inclusion of transportation initiatives in utility portfolios 


and in wider policy discussions, the completion of Case 16-M-


0395 to allow NYPA customer to opt in to clean energy programs, 


increased data protections for customers, and participation by 


all customers in energy efficiency programs.  


 


Natural Resources Defense Council et al.  


 Natural Resource Defense Council (NRDC) submits comments on 


behalf of Energy Efficiency Advocates. NRDC notes that it is 


critical that utilities are able to develop and implement 


effective energy efficiency programs in a timely manner, and 


requests clarity and guidance from the Commission on annual 


timelines and targets for achievement and the requirements for 


meeting these goals, and funding mechanisms for utility 


programs, including cost recovery and reasonable returns on 


utility investments.  


 


New York Energy Democracy Alliance 


 New York Energy Democracy Alliance (NYEDA) supports and 


expresses its desire to participate in a six-part public 


engagement series targeted to LMI communities hosted by NYSERDA 


and DPS and gives full support to comments filed by members of 
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Governor Cuomo’s Environmental Justice and Just Transition 


Working Group.  


 


New York City Environmental Justice Alliance 


The New York City Environmental Justice Alliance (NYCEJA) 


recommends that statewide energy efficiency targets address 


burdens and barriers to environmental and climate justice and 


the energy problems of low-income communities. Specifically, 


they request policies that result in fewer utility service 


terminations, fewer energy-related health problems, and living 


wage job opportunities for workers in disadvantaged communities. 


It also recommends several priority areas in support of LMI 


energy consumers, including the development of equity screening 


to target at least 40% of NYSERDA investments in disadvantaged 


communities, more inclusive financing programs for LMI 


customers, adoption of rent eviction protections, split 


incentives in multifamily housing, and the inclusion of non-


energy benefits in benefit-cost analyses. NYCEJA is also in 


favor of other socially beneficial efforts like coupling energy 


efficiency measures with healthy home improvements, coordinated 


community-based program delivery to offer energy efficiency 


along with other social and community services, public 


accountability in the form of accessible data, and local job 


creation and procurement in energy efficiency programs.  


 


New York Geothermal Organization 


The New York Geothermal Organization (NY-GEO) focused its 


comments on the application of heat pump technologies, with a 


list of several recommendations. It argues for holding utilities 


harmless for added beneficial electrification load and for 


counting energy efficiency effects of beneficial electrification 
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toward the 2025 185 TBtu target. NY-GEO recommends the 


preparation and adoption of a glide path for energy and carbon 


reduction in the heating and cooling sector that includes 


distinct annual targets for ground source and air source heat 


pump penetration in New York State. NY-GEO emphasizes the 


importance of an effective glide path that can give customers 


and program administrators a realistic picture of heating sector 


contributions to “40 by 30”/”80 by 50” goal. NY-GEO expresses 


satisfaction with the October 3, 2018 heat pump forum, but 


states that more rigorous and well-defined work is required.  


NY-GEO also calls for the integration of the likely impact 


of projected heat waves on demand for air conditioning and 


development of a plan to minimize the impact of increased AC 


demand on peak summer electricity demand and the health of LMI 


New Yorkers. Specifically, it questions what it perceives as the 


proceeding’s lack of focus on assessing future effects of 


anticipated increases in air conditioning use as the climate 


warms, the subsequent necessity of disrupting economic barriers 


to cooling technology, and addressing system problems resulting 


from increases in peak demand. As an example for consideration, 


NY-GEO cites a potential future winter scenario in which peak 


electricity demand may be increased by inefficient heat pump use 


displacing fossil fuel heating.  


NY-GEO requests reconsideration of timeframe and leakage 


rate for methane for important accuracy in measurement of New 


York State’s contribution to climate change, arguing that the 


State should use the correct time frame for measuring global 


warming potential of methane, as well as an accurate estimate of 


the amount of methane that leaks in the process of delivering 


heat to a building. It calls for the Commission to establish a 
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public and accessible process for debating and resolving methane 


accounting questions.  


NY-GEO also recommends the adoption of a rate structure for 


heat pump customers that eliminates the current subsidy they pay 


in the form of excessive volumetric delivery rates. 


It states its approval of NYSERDA work presented at October 


3, 2018 heat pump forum defining grid value of heat pumps, 


particularly in recognizing excessive charges to heat pump 


owners. However, it requests that the Commission provide a 


statement to utility rate case parties that temporary solutions 


to beneficial electrification customer overpayments must be 


developed in each case, to be replaced when a statewide solution 


is determined,  and a clear statement of VDER’s purpose relative 


to beneficial electrification issues, with a definite timetable 


for establishing beneficial electrification rates that cover 


grid benefits that are appropriate to credit through rates. 


NY-GEO supports the formation and execution of a plan to 


integrate the initiatives adopted under 18-M-0084 in current 


rate cases, as well in adopted rate cases through a reopening 


mechanism.  NY-GEO also calls for the identification and 


execution of the tasks necessary to institute residential PACE 


financing in New York State, including consumer protection 


guidelines for R-PACE financing. NY-GEO argues that PACE should 


be implemented at the widest possible level, ideally in all New 


York State counties.  


NY-GEO is in support of developing worker training programs 


that include IGSHPA training, education for building 


professionals, and wage supplementation for on the job training. 


Furthermore, it recommends the adoption of substantial support 


subsequent to the current NYSERDA rebate program for addressing 


upfront costs for GSHP installations, including strong 
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incentives, third-party ownership, and ways to bring 


installations to the LMI market. NY-GEO states that it can 


provide any necessary information to NYSERDA or DPS to develop 


an effective successor to the ground source heat pump rebate 


program.  


NY-GEO supports the development of a detailed glide path to 


a net zero carbon emission building code for New York State, as 


well as the development of a statewide online pre-screening tool 


so building owners can easily retrieve data on the geothermal 


potential of their properties. This should borrow the best 


aspects of the New York City’s Local Law 6 and the NYPA/NYSERDA 


Geothermal Clean Energy Challenge summary report to be combined 


in a statewide, property-specific database.  


NY-GEO also expresses support for the adoption of kWh as 


opposed to Btus as the unified Energy Efficiency unit of 


measurement to bring New York State in line with the rest of the 


world, as well as with a post-electrification future dominated 


by electrical energy use as opposed to fossil fuel burning.  


Finally, NY-GEO favors the adoption of a process to prepare 


for decapitalization of the natural gas utility industry that 


minimizes the exposure of ratepayers; and the adoption of an 


incentive structure that balances the importance of locational 


and other granular factors with the importance of encouraging 


market penetration by virtue of being easy for property owners 


to understand. It urges the Commission to balance the importance 


of location and other factors that might make for a regionally 


variable program with the importance of providing a consistent, 


easily and widely understood incentive arrangement that can be 


easily understood and communicated on a statewide scale. 
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New York State Electric & Gas Corporation/Rochester Gas and 


Electric Corporation 


New York State Electric & Gas Corporation (NYSEG) and 


Rochester Gas and Electric Corporation (RG&E) (together, the 


Companies) express general support for NE:NY and cites alignment 


of their energy efficiency efforts with state policies, as well 


as stating their intention to continue working with DPS, 


NYSERDA, and other New York State utilities in achieving these 


policy goals.  


 


New York State Energy Coalition 


New York State Energy Coalition endorses a fuel-neutral 


approach to energy efficiency policy in New York State, but 


suggests that the Commission acknowledges the offering of 


programs by non-regulated fossil fuel marketers to achieve 


greater energy efficiency among heating oil customers.  


 


Northeast Energy Efficiency Partnership 


Northeast Energy Efficiency Partnership (NEEP) cites energy 


efficiency successes in Rhode Island and Massachusetts in 


recommending two three-year statewide energy efficiency plans 


with interim targets to create market development, certainty, 


and flexibility. NEEP also suggests alignment with the NEEP 


Regional Cold Climate Air Source Heat Pumps (ASHP) Market 


Transformation Strategy, which offers technical specifications, 


collaboration, and best practices for the northeast region.  


 NEEP stressed the need to bring comprehensive, home and 


building energy rating and benchmarking to the forefront of 


energy conservation strategy by distinguishing between efficient 


and inefficient buildings in the marketplace. It recommends that 


building energy rating should form a part of utilities energy 
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efficiency programs and be made available to residential 


building markets, allowing homebuyers to make better, more 


informed decisions about the energy efficiency of their real 


estate purchases.  


 NEEP is also an advocate for the health benefits of energy 


efficiency and is encouraged by the use of Medicaid to fund 


healthy homes. It recommends considering the expansion of this 


program to all residential customers, not only LMI customers. 


NEEP also proposes that New York State develop and implement 


zero energy stretch codes, using best practices employed in 


Rhode Island and Washington, D.C. as a model for adopting the 


United States Department of Energy zero energy ready homes 


program as a residential stretch code. Finally, NEEP recommends 


aligning cost-effectiveness with public policy goals by using 


the National Standard Practice to ensure that testing can be 


assess relative to the scope and evolution of jurisdiction-


specific policy goals. It cites a similar process used by Rhode 


Island in opening stakeholder processes to develop a cost-


effectiveness test specific to state policies and goals.  


 


New York Utilities 


Central Hudson Gas & Electric, Corporation; Consolidated 


Edison Company of New York, Inc.; Keyspan Gas East Corp. d/b/a/ 


National Grid; New York State Electric & Gas Corporation; 


Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation; Orange and Rockland Utilities, 


Inc.; Rochester Gas and Electric Corporation; and The Brooklyn 


Union Gas Company d/b/a National Grid NY (NY Utilities) are 


supportive of NE:NY but express concern for increasing costs in 


achieving more aggressive energy efficiency targets, citing 


market saturation and baseline revisions. They note that 


achievement of greater energy efficiency targets statewide will 
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require sufficient funding and earnings opportunities for 


investor-owned utilities due to higher unit-costs as programs 


expand beyond lower cost measures. The NY Utilities stated 


support to continue cooperation with DPS and NYSERDA to 


apportion energy efficiency targets and stressed the importance 


of ongoing and completed potential studies in establishing ramp 


rates and targets. However, the NY Utilities note potential 


uncertainty of consistent energy efficiency penetration between 


utilities due to differences in service territory potentials. To 


counter these effects, the NY Utilities recommend energy 


efficiency portfolio flexibility to account for variations in 


service territory characteristics and conditions.  


 The NY Utilities reject the NE:NY forecast of program cost 


reductions through 2025, stating that annual costs are 


unreliable in forecasting and energy efficiency programs in New 


York State are constrained by rate case budgets and incentive 


caps. They also cite lighting baseline revisions, higher energy 


efficiency targets, market saturation, changes in code 


baselines, and the 20% funding for LMI customer requirements as 


additional factors in increasing unit costs.  


 The NY Utilities support the continued use of the 


Locational System Relief Value (LSRV) tariff and reject NE:NY 


recommendations to adopt a “kickers” approach. They contend that 


this concept is too technology-specific, potentially 


inflationary, and that it compensates resources focused on 


system peak coincidence.  


 Lastly, the NY Utilities state their support for regulatory 


flexibility in budgets, incentives, and use of funds for energy 


efficiency programs, citing a need to react to changing market 


conditions. They also support broad and aligned energy 
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efficiency incentives that will be immune to minor program 


revisions in the future.  


 


Pace Energy and Climate Center 


Pace Energy and Climate Center (Pace) notes its support for 


the 185 trillion British thermal unit (BTU) by 2025 target and 


actions by the PSC, NYSERDA, and utilities to meet that goal. 


Pace argues for setting targets across utilities, with 


aggressive short-term utility acquisition targets to ensure an 


achievable trajectory towards 2025. Pace also recommends that 


each utility should have aggressive targets that are not 


backloaded, arguing that market transformation takes much longer 


than direct utility programs and the results are harder to 


measure and verify, emphasizing the importance of aggressive 


short-term targets to prevent backsliding. Pace also argues 


against earning adjustment mechanism (EAM) incentives for 


backloaded goals but allows that metrics in specific areas like 


beneficial electrification should continue to be provided by 


this method. Pace recommends that utilities should be able to 


recover costs for programs intended to meet targets, while 


incentive payments should be limited to achievement above each 


utilities new EE target.  


Pace also recommends that the Commission should order 


utilities to implement a process and system for inter-utility 


and inter-zonal crediting for energy efficiency efforts to 


create specific market growth opportunities while reducing costs 


Pace outlines several recommendations for LMI energy 


efficiency programs. It supports the allocation of 20% of new 


funding to LMI programs, and recommends that it be strengthened 


to a minimum requirement for each utility in addition to all 


public funds aggregate 
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Finally, Pace recommended several requirements for LMI 


utility programs. Pace argues that energy efficiency efforts 


should be valued, prioritized and incentivized based on 


household energy burden, with a locational system resource value 


valuation approach expanded to include value of energy 


efficiency in disadvantaged communities. The value of energy 


efficiency investments realized by customers should include 


heating fuel costs, grid value, avoided generation costs, 


transportation costs and health benefits. LSRV should be on a 


spectrum from average locational system value to NWA eligible 


conditions. 


 


Polyisocyanurate Insulation Manufacturers Association  


The Polyisocyanurate Insulation Manufacturers Association 


(PIMA) expressed support for the emphasis on buildings and 


building energy codes in policies that address environmental and 


economic problems of inefficient energy use. PIMA supports 


several NE:NY statements, including improvements to stretch 


codes and local government adoption through technical support, 


with a goal of mandatory stretch codes by 2022. PIMA also 


supports consideration of zero-net energy building requirements 


by 2028 or 2030 and argues for additional resources for building 


energy code training and enforcement.  


 


Renewable Heat Now  


Comments on behalf of Renewable Heat Now were submitted by 


Jessica Azulay, executive director for the Alliance for a Green 


Economy. Renewable Heat Now appreciates the increased 


consideration of heat pumps in achieving New York State climate 


goals represented in NE:NY.  
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Renewable Heat Now calls on New York State to offer rebates 


and incentives for heat pump installations, particularly 


favoring a performance-based $/kW “kicker” to improve market 


adoption of energy efficient HVAC measures. Renewable Heat Now 


also recommends additional incentives for low-income households 


to ensure equity and social benefits to all economic 


demographics. According to Renewable Heat now, the Commission 


should send clear signals to utilities that heat pumps and other 


energy efficient measures are high priorities that require rate 


case inclusion.  


Renewable Heat Now also calls for a reversal of the ongoing 


expansion of utility gas programs and recommends the elimination 


of fossil-fuel heating in new construction by way of building 


codes by 2021. Renewable Heat Now also supports basing 


benchmarks and assessments of greenhouse gas reductions on the 


most recent and accurate greenhouse gas inventories, including 


lifecycle methane emissions in state guidance.  


 


The Nature Conservancy 


The Nature Conservancy notes its support for comments 


submitted by Energy Efficiency Advocates and offered suggestions 


of its own with a narrow focus on opportunities to improve 


NYSERDA’s Small Business Financing Program. The Nature 


Conservancy recommends focusing efforts on financially-


disadvantaged businesses, modifying loan underwriting criteria 


to support financially-disadvantaged businesses, and modifying 


loan payment process to support direct payments to contractors 


rather than consumers.  
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Town of Woodstock 


The Town of Woodstock notes that the investments required 


for energy efficiency improvements are often not cost-effective 


for smaller municipalities in New York State. To overcome this 


barrier, the Town of Woodstock recommends reinstatement of 2015 


regulations that allowed Central Hudson to replace failing 


streetlights with LEDs over a five-year period at no cost to the 


customer. The Town of Woodstock also recommends that 


municipalities be allowed to opt out of utility streetlighting 


replacement programs. Lastly, the Town of Woodstock is in favor 


of terminating the current NYSERDA streetlight program, arguing 


that municipal ownership, maintenance, and repair of 


streetlights is unfeasible for many smaller towns, cities, and 


villages. The Town of Woodstock argues that utilities should be 


responsible for replacing conventional streetlighting with LED 


luminaires.  


 


Utilities Intervention Unit (New York State Department of State) 


The New York State Department of State Utilities 


Intervention Unit (UIU) suggests that the Commission develop 


criteria for the definition of “beneficial” electrification 


technology in the context of heat pump adoption. The UIU also 


recommends the development of screening protocols for the 


assessment of electrification technology benefits to avoid 


incentivizing nonbeneficial technologies to consumers. Finally, 


the UIU recommends the development of consistent methods for 


identifying and recording beneficial electrification adoption 


rates and potential increases in monetary costs associated with 


their incorporation into the electrical system. UIU notes that 


this information will become increasing importantly as earnings 
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adjustment mechanisms are more frequently employed as a means of 


compensating utility business actions.  


 


WE ACT for Environmental Justice 


WE ACT for Environmental Justice (WE ACT) views the 


allocation of 20% of NE:NY funding to LMI as encouraging, but 


calls for a more proportionate share of funding for this 


customer segment, noting that approximately 48% of New York 


State residents are included in this category. WE ACT also 


supports efforts by the Green Bank that investigate investment 


security or credit enhancements for LMI energy efficiency 


projects and recommends community engagement efforts to LMI 


customers that overcome barriers to citizen participation.  


WE ACT also urges that NYSERDA develop metrics that capture 


more completely the social benefits of energy efficiency 


programs, recommending a more complete set of environmental and 


societal indicators that go beyond the cost of carbon. These 


include metrics related to health, safety, and prosperity, and 


include non-energy benefits like reductions in asthma rates, 


weather-related illnesses, and customer bill costs. 


We Act also commends the State’s commitment to energy-


related job training and placement and urges NYSERDA and the 


Governor’s Office to prioritize funding for community-based 


organizations that serve disadvantaged communities of low-income 


households, women, and people of color.  


 


Bob Wyman 


Bob Wyman (Wyman) covers a variety of subjects in his 


comments on NE:NY. Firstly, he suggests replacing BTUs with more 


commonly understood units (i.e., watts and watt-hours) to 
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advance greater public understanding of quantities of energy 


mentioned in NE:NY and other discussions of state energy policy.  


Wyman points out that reductions in fuel combustion are 


particularly important to planning for infrastructure 


development by gas utilities as poor planning resulting in 


unnecessary expansion of gas programs will be a future burden to 


both ratepayers and taxpayers. However, Wyman characterizes the 


potential impacts of state carbon reduction and energy 


efficiency goals lacking the necessary specificity to motivate 


fuel providers to prepare long-term plans that anticipate 


decreased demand for these products. Wyman recommends clarity on 


state expectations and extended goals to included guidance on 


anticipated declines in fossil fuel demands in the near term.  


Wyman advocates for the standardization and requirement of 


environmentally-beneficial earnings adjustment mechanisms 


(EAMs), arguing that these are a reasonable and useful tool for 


motivating and rewarding utility support for the expansion of 


beneficial electrification. Wyman also suggests the development 


of electric resistance removal EAMs to eliminate the use of 


inefficient electric resistance measures to provide heat. Once 


eliminated, generation and distribution capacity could be 


dedicated to more beneficial and efficient HVAC measures such as 


heat pumps. Wyman argues that utilities should be encouraged to 


remove these energy-inefficient heating systems by replacing 


lost revenues associated with their use with new revenue from 


the adoption of beneficial electrification technologies. 


Wyman argues that the third-party ownership (TPO) financing 


model largely responsible for the dramatic growth of the solar 


rooftop market should also be applied to the installation of 


geothermal heat pumps. This shared financing model would allow 


customers to more easily pay for and install these measures, 
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which generally require substantial upfront investments. Wyman 


also argues that TPO financing of heat pumps could possibly 


allow the State to reduce rebates and other state subsidies for 


these installations. Wyman argues that on-bill payments should 


be made available third-party owners for cost recovery. 


Wyman supports policies to charge fair rates for beneficial 


electrification, to eliminate cost shifts to ensure heat pump 


adopters are not burdened with additional energy costs incurred 


by fossil fuel consumption. Wyman strongly objects to energy 


efficiency portfolio designs that allow the continued free-


ridership of fossil fuel customers subsidized by energy payments 


by heat pump adopters. Wyman suggests that heat pump customers 


be allowed to voluntarily accept three-part, demand-based rates 


similar to those recently proposed by the Coalition for 


Sustainable Distributed Clean Energy in the VDER Rate Design 


Proceeding.  


Wyman also supports NE:NY recommendation that utilities 


consider heat pumps “along with other energy efficiency 


technologies as eligible strategies in value-sharing models such 


as Non-Pipe/Non-Wires Alternatives.” However, he criticizes the 


utilities in limiting their uses of these alternatives to 


address capacity problems, rather than expanding their use to 


address carbon emissions or increasing energy efficiency. Wyman 


suggests that NYSERDA or DPS provide clarifying definitions and 


guidance to inform future discussion of additional applications 


for these measures.  


Wyman addressed the use of sufficient and accurate data by 


both energy efficiency professionals and customers in predict 


and compare residential energy consumption, carbon emissions, 


and societal costs generated by various approaches to energy 


consumption. To achieve these results, Wyman recommends 
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synthesizing residential benchmarks by combining utility data 


with property tax data. First, he proposes that the Utility 


Energy Registry (UER) should be expanded to provide detailed 


benchmark data for a wide variety of residential properties. 


Such benchmarks could be developed by combining utility data 


with demographic data, such as that provided in property tax 


records. Wyman also recommends deriving and aggregating relevant 


home energy information from NYS tax data sources to provide 


energy efficiency information to utilities and residential 


customers, using common physical traits (building age, 


architectural style, etc.) to extrapolate benchmark energy use 


data. Wyman also recommends regular reporting of hourly average 


and marginal emissions rates (MER) by NYISO for each of its load 


zones, as close to real-time as possible. This would allow 


customers to quantify potential benefits of energy efficiency 


alternatives. Finally, Wyman recommends that NYSERDA, with DEC 


and others, should develop detailed estimates of the technically 


achievable health and environmental impacts of the beneficial 


electrification of transportation and heating (using tools such 


as BenMap).  


Wyman’s discussion of access to data continues with 


recommendations on in-building access to meter data. Wyman 


argues that the Commission should encourage or require that 


utility-installed electric and gas meters allow direct, real-


time, and continuous reading of their data by devices under the 


control of those customers whose use is measured by the meter. 


Additionally, he suggests that NYSERDA should require that 


monitoring data is made available to it, when feasible, by those 


who receive grants, rebates, or other support for energy 


efficiency or carbon reduction equipment. 
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Public Comments 


Iris Marie Bloom notes her involvement with several 


nonprofit organizations as an advocate for environmental issues. 


She urges a doubling of the current Assisted Home Performance 


incentive and for allowing homeowners to use it more than once. 


She also recommends making this program available to small 


commercial and nonprofit customers. Lastly, she recommends the 


definition of performance incentives based on energy efficiency 


standards for customers, including building codes, BPI, net zero 


energy ready homes, and passive house design.  


Katherine M. Burns cites the 2018 United Nations 


Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change report in reminding 


policymakers of the urgency of addressing climate change within 


the next eleven years. She argues for full implementation and 


increases in statewide energy efficiency and conservation 


programs, and also argues for immediate availability of these 


programs to LMI customers.  


Melissa Carlson supports energy codes for buildings and 


policies and standards that are beneficial and accessible to 


low-income customers, and accountable to community and state 


groups.  


Richard P. Fennelly noted that poor maintenance of heating, 


ventilation, and air conditioning is a significant source of 


electrical energy waste in New York State.  He estimates that 


clogged refrigeration condenser coils contribute about 280 kWh 


annually per unit in New York State. Proper maintenance of this 


equipment would not only increase energy efficiency but create a 


significant number of jobs. 


David Kapell expresses satisfaction that New York State is 


addressing energy efficiency but desires a more ambitious 


approach, comparable to Massachusetts, Vermont, and Rhode 
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Island. He also recommends program availability to LMI income 


customers.  


Linda Reik submitted comments with a specific focus on 


addressing the concerns of LMI ratepayers. She argues for forty 


percent of energy efficiency spending to go to LMI customers, 


accessibility of energy efficiency programs to LMI households 


regardless of FICO scores, bill payment history, or upfront 


capital, transparency, equitable, and accountable partnerships 


in energy efficiency implementation, and a holistic healthy 


homes approach that addresses health stresses of inadequate 


residential insulation. She also cautions against allow energy 


efficiency investments to drive further displacement of LMI 


customers and argues for compliance incentives for landlords and 


utilities. 


Sue Hughes-Smith expresses support for new energy 


efficiency standards and contends that these should be 


equitable, transparent in implementation, accessible to LMI 


customers, and accountable to communities they serve. 


James Underberg supports the NE:NY proposals to advance 


energy efficiency procurement through utility supply and 


distribution rates and to fund utility incentives through 


shared-savings. He argues that these proposals would align 


utility incentives with customer interests by rewarding them for 


saving ratepayer money though energy efficiency, rather than 


rewarding capital spending.
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State Environmental Quality Review Act


FINDINGS STATEMENT 


December 13, 2018 


Prepared in accordance with Article 8 – State Environmental 


Quality Review Act (SEQRA) of the Environmental Conservation Law 


and 6 NYCRR Part 617, the New York State Public Service 


Commission (Commission), as Lead Agency, makes the following 


findings. 


 


Name of Action: Comprehensive Energy Efficiency 


Initiative (Case 15-M-0252) Order 


Adopting Accelerated Energy Efficiency 


Targets 


 


SEQRA Classification: Unlisted Action 


 


Location: New York State/Statewide 


 


Date of Final  


Generic Environmental  


Impact Statement: February 6, 2015 


 


FGEIS available at: http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/


MatterManagement/CaseMaster.aspx?


MatterCaseNo=14-m-0101 


 


I. Purpose and Description of Action 


In the attached order, the Commission adopts overall 


targets for energy efficiency in New York State through 2025 and 


establishes policies associated with achievement of those 


targets.  It also authorizes annual budgets and targets for 


utility-run energy efficiency programs for 2019-2020.  This is a 


continuation of enhanced energy efficiency activities that 


started with the February 26, 2015 Order Adopting Regulatory 


Policy Framework and Implementation Plan (REV Framework Order) 


in the Reforming the Energy Vision (REV) proceeding, which 


directed the electric utilities to plan and implement energy 



http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/MatterManagement/CaseMaster.aspx?MatterCaseNo=14-m-0101

http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/MatterManagement/CaseMaster.aspx?MatterCaseNo=14-m-0101
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efficiency programs, and the June 19, 2015 Order Authorizing 


Utility-Administered Gas Energy Efficiency Portfolios for 


Implementation Beginning January 1, 2016, which directed the gas 


utilities to also plan and implement such programs.  These 


activities continued with the January 22, 2016 Order Authorizing 


Utility-Administered Energy Efficiency Portfolio Budgets and 


Targets for 2016 – 2018 and the March 15, 2018 Order Authorizing 


Utility-Administered Energy Efficiency Portfolio Budgets and 


Targets for 2019 – 2020.  As such, these programs are part of 


the overall REV policy. 


II. Facts and Conclusions in the EIS Relied Upon to 


Support the Decision 


In developing this findings statement, the Commission has 


reviewed and considered the “Final Generic Environmental Impact 


Statement in Case 14-M-0101 - Reforming the Energy Vision and 


Case 14-M-0094 - Clean Energy Fund” prepared for the Reforming 


the Energy Vision (REV) and Clean Energy Fund (CEF) proceedings 


and issued on February 6, 2015 (FGEIS). The following findings 


are based on the facts and conclusions set forth in the FGEIS. 


A. Public Needs and Benefits 


Chapter 1 of the FGEIS describes the need for and expected 


benefits of REV and the CEF as a whole.  These programs will 


address challenges facing New York’s energy system, including 


the need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, dependence on 


natural gas for electricity generation, and market failures in 


the clean energy sector [FGEIS 1-12].  By supporting energy 


efficiency technologies and spurring private investments, energy 


efficiency programs, including utility energy efficiency 


programs, will create public benefits including reduction in 


carbon and other pollutant emissions, increased penetration of 


clean distributed generation, reduced fossil fuel dependence, 


and increased customer choice and opportunity [FGEIS 1-18]. 
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B. Potential Impacts 


Chapter 5 of the FGEIS describes the expected environmental 


impacts of the proposed REV and CEF as a whole.  Areas of 


analysis relevant to energy efficiency programs include Demand 


Management, Distributed Energy Resources, Energy Efficiency, and 


Low-Carbon and Carbon-Free Energy Resources.  Therefore, a 


primary impact of this action will be greenhouse gas reductions 


[FGEIS 5-21, 5-48].  As more fully described in the FGEIS, 


individual energy efficiency projects may have local impacts 


including construction impacts, land use, and the generation of 


hazardous materials during construction [FGEIS 5-5, 5-22]. 


C. Mitigation 


Chapters 5 and 6 of the FGEIS identify mitigation measures 


that could address the potential adverse impacts of the proposed 


REV and CEF as a whole.  As more fully described therein, 


existing and applicable federal, state, and local regulations 


will serve to mitigate a number of potential impacts [FGEIS 6-


1].  In addition, particular project assessments regarding 


proposed distributed energy resource installations can consider 


local impacts [FGEIS 5-8].  In the REV proceeding, the 


Commission directed Staff to cooperate with the New York State 


Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) to develop rules 


that avoid or mitigate the potential for harmful local 


emissions.  To the extent that any specific utility energy 


efficiency program proposals present the potential for harmful 


local emissions, those rules will also apply and mitigate the 


impacts of those proposals [FGEIS 5-7, 5-8]. 


D. Cumulative Impacts and Climate Change 


The FGEIS describes in detail the harmful environmental 


impacts of greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide [FGEIS 3-14; 


3-15].  The clean energy technologies and resources promoted by 
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REV and the CEF as a whole, and the energy efficiency programs 


in particular, create a long-term reduction in the use of energy 


generated from fossil fuels [FGEIS 4-5].  The environmental 


impact of a reduction in the use of fossil-fuel based energy 


generation on the human environment is generally positive, but 


will occur over a long time horizon [FGEIS 5-48]. 


III. Conclusion 


The energy efficiency programs are anticipated to yield 


overall positive environmental impacts, primarily by reducing 


the State’s use of, and dependence on, fossil fuels, among other 


benefits. In conjunction with other State and Federal policies 


and initiatives, particularly REV and the CEF, the energy 


efficiency programs are designed to reduce the adverse economic, 


social, and environmental impacts of fossil fuel energy 


resources by increasing the use of clean energy resources and 


technologies [FGEIS ES-10].  Ordinary construction-related 


impacts are expected [FGEIS 5-5, 5-22] but do not outweigh the 


overall positive environmental impact. 
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Notice 
This report was prepared by the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority (hereafter 


“NYSERDA”) and its contractors. The opinions expressed in this report do not necessarily reflect those  


of NYSERDA or the State of New York, and reference to any specific product, service, process, or 


method does not constitute an implied or expressed recommendation or endorsement of it. Furthermore, 


NYSERDA, the State of New York, and the contractor make no warranties or representations, expressed 


or implied, as to the fitness for particular purpose or merchantability of any product, apparatus, or service, 


or the usefulness, completeness, or accuracy of any processes, methods, or other information contained, 


described, disclosed, or referred to in this report. NYSERDA, the State of New York, and the contractor 


make no representation that the use of any product, apparatus, process, method, or other information will 


not infringe privately owned rights and will assume no liability for any loss, injury, or damage resulting 


from, or occurring in connection with, the use of information contained, described, disclosed, or referred 


to in this report. 


NYSERDA makes every effort to provide accurate information about copyright owners and related 


matters in the reports we publish. Contractors are responsible for determining and satisfying copyright  


or other use restrictions regarding the content of reports that they write, in compliance with NYSERDA’s 


policies and federal law. Please email print@nyserda.ny.gov if you are the copyright owner and believe  


a NYSERDA report has not properly attributed your work or has used it without permission.  


Information contained in this document, such as web page addresses, are current at the time  


of publication. 


Abstract 
This Report describes NYSERDA’s analysis of the costs, benefits, and adoption opportunities for  


small-scale residential heat pumps in New York State over the period to 2025. The Report concludes that, 


based on a conservative application of constraint assumptions, heat pumps could serve approximately  


half of the thermal energy load in the small residential sector, with potential to increase this estimate as 


barriers such as landlord-tenant constraints or availability of hydronic heat pump systems are overcome. 


Achievable adoption potential for small-scale residential heat pumps is assessed to be around 7.5 TBtu  


of incremental site energy savings from oil and resistance heating replacements by 2025. 
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S-1 


Summary 
This Report describes NYSERDA’s analysis of the costs, benefits, and adoption opportunities for  


small-scale residential heat pumps in New York State over a span of six years, from 2019 to 2025. This 


analysis was used to underpin the heat pump scenario included in the New Efficiency: New York White 


Paper published in April 2018, which considered the opportunity for adoption of over 100,000 residential 


heat pump installations by 2025, delivering 8 trillion British thermal units (TBtu) of site energy savings  


as a contribution towards New York State’s energy efficiency target of realizing 185 TBtu of site energy 


savings by 2025 (relative to forecasted energy consumption). Key findings from this analysis were 


presented by NYSERDA staff at a public forum discussion organized as part of the New Efficiency:  


New York proceeding on October 3, 2018. 


Following on the New Efficiency: New York White Paper, the Public Service Commission issued its 


Order Adopting Accelerated Energy Efficiency Targets on December 13, 2018, setting out a minimum 


target of 5 TBtu of site energy savings from heat pumps for New York State’s jurisdictional utilities as 


part of the overall 2025 energy efficiency goal. This Report is intended to support development of 


program proposals (and implementation thereof) to deliver this level of heat pump deployment. 


While early adoption of heat pumps is expected to focus on the small-scale residential sector, a significant 


part of thermal energy use in buildings occurs across larger buildings, in the multifamily, commercial,  


and public sectors. The analysis in this Report covers single-family and small multifamily installations. 


NYSERDA’s analysis of heat pump potential and barriers in the larger-scale multifamily and 


nonresidential sectors is under ongoing development.  


The analysis examines a wide range of market segments, reflective of different heat pump technology 


options as well as site characteristics. The heat pump technologies covered in this Report are cold  


climate central air source heat pumps, ductless minisplits, and ground source heat pumps. Installation 


opportunities for these technologies are assessed for single-family and small multifamily sites across the 


various geographies within New York State, with further consideration given to differences arising from 


other factors, such as the conventional heating fuel being replaced by heat pumps. Key outputs include 


quantification of the technical, economic, and achievable potential.  
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The technical potential—expressed as the portion of New York State’s space heating and cooling energy 


load that could be served by heat pumps—is determined by quantifying the number of sites in each of the 


market segments, multiplied by the thermal load per site that could be served by each heat pump option. 


The technical potential is expressed as the adoption that could occur; it does not consider either cost or 


speed of adoption. However, it does apply a range of site suitability constraints, with adjustments for 


vacant sites, technological limitations (such as insufficient space for ground source heat pump drilling) 


and adoption barriers related to landlord-tenant situations. Some of these barriers may be addressable 


within the period under consideration in this Report. For instance, the current analysis assumes that  


heat pumps will not be installed in homes with hydronic distribution systems (radiators), but heat pump 


systems serving such sites may become widely available in the near term. 


Based on a conservative application of constraints in this analysis, it is estimated that heat pumps at  


small residential sites could serve approximately half of statewide load within the small residential  


sector, which equates to almost a quarter of all statewide space heating and cooling load. 


Table S-1. Potential Statewide Thermal Load Served by Small-Scale Residential Heat Pumps 
(Existing and New Buildings to 2025) 


Technology 


Statewide Space 
Heating & Cooling 


Load (TBtu) 


Space Heating & Cooling 
Load Addressable by 


Heat Pumps 


Technical Potential as % 
of Statewide Load 


Small 
Residential 


All 
Sectors 


Thermal 
Load 
(TBtu) 


Non-
Duplicative 
Total (TBtu) 


Small 
Residential 


All 
Sectors 


ASHP 


382 833 


184  


190 50% 23% Minisplit 118  


GSHP 185  


 
Economic aspects are first considered in the form of an all-fuels Societal Cost Test (SCT), which provides 


an indicator of the relative attractiveness to pursue heat pump adoption in each relevant market sector 


from the perspective of society as a whole. On the basis of this test, the analysis concludes that heat 


pumps present the most attractive proposition in heating oil and electric resistance heating replacement 


situations. Residential gas heating replacement situations do not at present succeed under this test. 
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Second, cost effectiveness is calculated as the return on investment that an individual customer perceives 


when purchasing a heat pump solution. Where such adoption—in the absence of State support policies— 


is assessed to be uneconomic from the customer’s point of view, the analysis provides a “missing money” 


output indicator that quantifies the estimated additional payment that would need to be made available in 


order to deliver an adequate return to a heat pump customer.  


The analysis also assesses opportunities where the cost of incentive payments to customers would be 


outweighed by the value or benefit society and ratepayers would derive from heat pump adoption. It 


concludes that heat pumps can deliver significant value in the form of reductions to the systemwide 


summer-peak electricity demand as well the value of avoided carbon emissions. The analysis also 


identifies an inverse cost shift effect where heat pump customers could significantly overpay on their 


electricity bills under prevailing residential electric rate structures.  


Table 2 summarizes both the missing money estimates and quantification of value and cost shift for 


illustrative single-family, residential heat pump installations. Continued declines in heat pump costs 


throughout the period assessed in this Report are expected to further improve the balance between 


missing money needed to make heat pumps economic and the amount of value and benefit they deliver. 


Table 2 illustrates these developments by presenting both the initial estimates for 2019 and the projection 


of average figures through 2025. 


Table S-2. Upfront Missing Money, Carbon and Peak Reduction Value, and Inverse Cost Shift 


Single-family retrofit, Hudson Valley, heating oil replacements — 2019 projection and average  
2019–2025. 


Technology Projection Missing 
Money 


Carbon 
Value 


Peak 
Value 


Inverse 
Cost Shift  


Total 
Value and 


Inverse 
Cost Shift 


ASHP 
2019 $3,901 $2,644 $202 $7,696 $10,541 


2019-2025 $2,268 $2,873 $240 $8,382 $11,495 


Minisplit 
2019 $1,838 $1,041 $117 $2,948 $4,106 


2019-2025 $1,154 $1,131 $139 $3,211 $4,481 


GSHP 
2019 $5,514 $4,358 $692 $7,260 $12,310 


2019-2025 $4,324 $4,641 $799 $7,866 $13,306 
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The analysis presents an achievable adoption projection indicating that by 2025 more than 100,000  


new small-scale residential heat pump installations could be installed, contributing around 7.5 TBtu  


of incremental site energy savings to the statewide 2025 energy efficiency goal—if the missing money 


hurdles identified in this analysis as well as non-financial barriers are addressed. When expressed  


for the jurisdictional utilities in New York State (excluding Long Island), the projected figure is  


5 TBtu of net site energy savings, matching the target stipulated by the Public Service Commission’s 


December 13 Order.
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1 Introduction  
Around one-third of New York State’s greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions originates from space and water 


heating and cooling. Reducing these emissions will be central to achieving the State’s GHG reduction 


targets of 40% by 2030 and 80% by 2050. 


In April 2018, the New Efficiency: New York White Paper1 launched a process to significantly accelerate 


the State’s efforts in this area, by setting out a new energy efficiency target of 185 TBtu of site energy 


savings to be achieved by 2025 relative to forecasted energy consumption. The White Paper identified 


heat pumps as having the potential to make an important contribution to the energy efficiency target, and, 


in turn, aid in the decarbonization of thermal energy use in buildings. It considered a scenario whereby 


residential heat pumps alone could provide nearly 8 TBtu of onsite energy savings in over 100,000 


households by 2025. Although a range of NYSERDA and utility programs aimed at heat pumps are 


currently in place,2 they are not set up with a time horizon consistent with the White Paper’s 2025  


energy efficiency goal. 


Following on the White Paper, the Public Service Commission (PSC) issued its Order, Adopting 


Accelerated Energy Efficiency Targets on December 13, 2018,3 setting out a minimum target of  


5 TBtu of site energy savings from heat pumps for New York State’s jurisdictional electric utility 


portfolios, as part of the overall energy efficiency target.  


This Report provides an assessment of the resource potential, economics, and potential adoption levels  


of heat pumps from 2019 to 2025. In doing so, it provides analytical detail underpinning the heat pump 


scenario that was presented in the White Paper. The analysis can also serve to support development of 


heat pump program proposals (and implementation thereof) as instructed in the Order.  


An earlier version of a similar heat pump analysis was published in NYSERDA’s 2017 Renewable 


Heating and Cooling Policy Framework (2017 Framework).4 Key findings from the analysis in its current 


state were furthermore presented by NYSERDA staff at a public forum discussion organized as part of  


the New Efficiency: New York proceeding on October 3, 2018. 
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The analysis in this Report focuses on small-scale residential heat pump installations. It is noted that  


the heat pump scenario presented in the White Paper also included (larger) multifamily heat pump 


installations. Potential for heat pump adoption in the nonresidential sector is significant, yet subject  


to ongoing NYSERDA analyses and, therefore, not addressed in this Report. 


NYSERDA acknowledges the contributions of The Cadmus Group, LLC and Energy and  


Environmental Economics, Inc for their primary analytical role in the development of the analysis. 
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2 Overview and Scope 
The analysis described in this Report aims to assess small-scale residential heat pumps in New York  


State regarding their available resource potential, cost effectiveness (both from a societal and customer’s 


perspective) and potential adoption from 2019 to 2025. The analysis consists of the following main 


components, discussed in more detail in the subsequent sections of the Report: 


• Section 3: Segmentation. The market is segmented into a number of “reference sites” that 
differ from each other in one or more relevant aspects (e.g., capital cost, energy bill savings). 


• Section 4: Technical potential. For each market segment, an estimate is produced as to the 
number of sites and thermal energy that could be served by heat pumps. 


• Section 5: Installation costs and cost reductions and Section 6: Energy bill and operational 
savings. An assessment of the economics of heat pumps depends primarily on the payback from 
energy bill savings on the upfront investment. These components of the analysis are discussed 
in Sections 5 and 6. 


• Section 7: Economic potential. This section describes how a Societal Cost Test (SCT) is 
applied in order to help identify the market segments where heat pumps can be considered 
sufficiently cost effective to warrant policy action. 


• Section 8: Customer cost effectiveness. Even heat pump potential that meets the SCT in  
many cases does not meet customers’ payback requirements. Section 8 quantifies the  
additional payments that would be needed to make installation of heat pumps cost effective  
for residential customers. 


• Section 9: Value and cost shift opportunities. A number of value components including 
carbon reduction value and peak reduction value can justify policy action to address the 
payment gaps identified in the preceding section. In addition, so-called “cost shift” effects  
offer an opportunity to improve the payback for heat pump installations without creating 
additional burdens to ratepayers. 


• Section 10: Achievable potential. This section projects the amount of residential heat  
pump adoption that could occur from 2019 to 2025 if market segments that qualify under  
the SCT receive sufficient policy support to satisfy customers’ payback requirements. 


The analysis presented in this Report covers single-family and small multifamily (two-four units) 


residential installations. Heat pump opportunities in large multifamily and commercial/nonresidential 


sites are subject to ongoing further analysis.  
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The heat pump technologies covered in this Report are ducted cold climate air source heat pumps 


(ASHP), ductless cold climate minisplits (minisplit) and vertical ground source heat pumps (GSHP).  


See also Section 3. 


This analysis covers space heating and cooling, not hot water heating, which is a market warranting 


separate consideration. Adoption projections are presented for the period 2019 to 2025, matching the 


White Paper target period. 
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3 Market Segmentation 
Key outputs of the analysis—in particular, cost effectiveness and other outputs based on cost 


effectiveness such as adoption projections—differ between market segments. The analysis attempts  


to reflect these differences by assessing a range of market segments. Market segmentation is applied  


by means of a number of “differentiating factors,” listed below. The analysis assesses each of the 


permutations of these differentiating factors. 


Table 3-1. Segmentation 


Differentiating factor Permutations 


Heat pump technology 
Cold climate central air source heat pumps (ASHP), cold climate ducted 
minisplit air source heat pumps (minisplit); vertical ground source heat 


pumps (GSHP). 


Counterfactual heating fuel5 Electric resistance heating; fuel oil; natural gas. 


Building sector Single-family residential; small multifamily residential. 


Building subsector Single-family residential: owned or rented; small multifamily: market rate or 
publicly-owned housing. 


Geography Long Island, New York City, Hudson Valley and Upstate/Western New York. 
Parts of the analysis are applied by utility territory instead. 


Vintage Existing buildings (retrofit replacements of fossil heating systems by heat 
pumps); new construction. 


More than 500 market segments result from the combination of these factors. The analysis treats each one 


as a reference site for which outputs are generated. Components of the analysis focusing on electricity 


costs are calculated by individual utility rather than geography. Other parts of the analysis assume a 


representative utility for each of the four geographies considered, as shown in Table 3.2. 


Table 3-2. Representative Utilities by Geography 


Geography Representative Utility 


Long Island PSEG 


New York City ConEdison 


Hudson Valley Central Hudson 


Upstate/ Western New York National Grid 
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4 Technical Potential 
The analysis assesses the resource potential for heat pumps as follows: 


• A quantification of sites suitable for heat pump installation is derived from estimates of  
the number of sites in each market segment and assumptions on relevant constraints. 


• The thermal load per site (energy needed to serve site space heating and cooling demand)  
is estimated for each type of site. 


• The estimate for statewide thermal load that can be served by heat pumps depends on the 
proportion of site heating and cooling needs each type of heat pump is expected to serve.  


4.1 Suitable Sites  


As a first step in establishing total available resource potential by reference site, the total number  


of statewide residential buildings was allocated across all potential combinations of counterfactual  


heating fuel, building sector and subsector, geographic region, and building age. 


Data from the U.S. Census Bureau’s American Community Survey (ACS) (five-year estimates,  


2010–2014) were used to identify a total statewide number of roughly 4.3 million single-family and  


small (two to four unit) multifamily buildings as well as to separately identify rented and owned  


single-family buildings. Multifamily buildings were differentiated between publicly-owned and  


privately-owned housing using statistics available from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 


Development (HUD) Picture of Subsidized Households database, which indicates that roughly  


5% of statewide multifamily units are publicly owned. 


Additionally, average annual construction rates over the last fifteen years were established for residential 


buildings (from ACS data) and allocated across reference installations. Roughly 24,000 single-family  


and small multifamily buildings are projected to be constructed in New York State each year. Over the 


seven-year (2019–2025) study period, this equates to nearly 170,000 new residential buildings within 


scope of this Report. 


Residential installation sites were allocated across the four geographic regions based on ACS data,  


which is available at a geographically granular level, and separately by building size category. To  


capture differences between new and existing buildings, new construction sites were also allocated by 


geography using ACS data, but only the subset of data was applied from buildings constructed in the  


last fifteen years. 
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Finally, sites were allocated across counterfactual fuel categories—either the main heating fuel currently 


in use or the heating fuel that would be expected to be used in new construction in the absence of heat 


pumps. ACS data was used to allocate residential buildings across the three counterfactual fuel categories 


(heating oil, natural gas, and electricity), separately for each building sector and region. Data relating to 


mid-Atlantic regional distribution of commercial counterfactual fuels is available from the Commercial 


Buildings Energy Consumption Survey (CBECS), and this regional distribution was adjusted to account 


for the relative prevalence of different fuels among residential buildings in each geographic region. 


Counterfactual propane use sites were merged into the counterfactual heating oil resource. This combined 


resource is referred to as having counterfactual fuel oil throughout this analysis, although an estimated 


13% of these households are served by propane. A small number of buildings (roughly 4.7%) in New 


York State have a primary heating fuel (such as wood) that is not included in the model, and these 


buildings were not included in the study. 


The counterfactual fuel mix for new construction was based on that of existing buildings, but it was 


assumed that (1) no new buildings would use electricity as a counterfactual fuel, (2) the share of oil  


heat in new buildings would be half that of existing buildings, and (3) all new construction in New  


York City would have natural gas as the counterfactual fuel. 


In all, about 4.3 million buildings are included in this analysis. An overview by building sector, 


counterfactual fuel, geographic region, and vintage (current building or new construction) is provided in 


Tables 4.1 and 4.2. 
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Table 4-1. Number of Buildings, Single-Family  


Counterfactual 
Heating Fuel Geography Subsector 2018 


Buildings 
2019-2025 
New Build 


Total by 
2025 


Natural Gas 


Long Island 
Owned 328,121 15,725 343,846 


Rented 43,254 2,073 45,327 


NYC 
Owned 391,922 13,659 405,581 


Rented 51,665 1,801 53,466 


Hudson Valley 
Owned 222,107 18,281 240,388 


Rented 29,279 2,410 31,689 


Upstate/Western New 
York 


Owned 1,096,784 65,086 1,161,870 


Rented 144,583 8,580 153,163 


Fuel Oil 


Long Island 
Owned 388,673 5,489 394,161 


Rented 51,237 724 51,960 


NYC 
Owned 67,732 0 67,732 


Rented 8,929 0 8,929 


Hudson Valley 
Owned 213,592 5,187 218,778 


Rented 28,157 684 28,840 


Upstate/Western New 
York 


Owned 333,510 7,268 340,778 


Rented 43,965 958 44,923 


Electricity 


Long Island 
Owned 26,282 0 26,282 


Rented 3,465 0 3,465 


NYC 
Owned 18,877 0 18,877 


Rented 2,488 0 2,488 


Hudson Valley 
Owned 31,329 0 31,329 


Rented 4,130 0 4,130 


Upstate/Western New 
York 


Owned 102,203 0 102,203 


Rented 13,473 0 13,473 


Total 3,645,757 147,922 3,793,679 
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Table 4-2. Number of Buildings, Small Multifamily 


Counterfactual 
Heating Fuel Geography Subsector 2018 


Buildings 
2019-2025 
New Build 


Total by 
2025 


Natural Gas 


Long Island 
Market rate 15,801 1,045 16,846 


Publicly owned 817 54 871 


NYC 
Market rate 221,962 13,480 235,442 


Publicly owned 11,471 697 12,167 


Hudson Valley 
Market rate 23,276 1,503 24,779 


Publicly owned 1,203 78 1,281 


Upstate/Western New 
York 


Market rate 117,500 2,953 120,453 


Publicly owned 6,072 153 6,225 


Fuel Oil 


Long Island 
Market rate 7,959 177 8,136 


Publicly owned 411 9 420 


NYC 
Market rate 36,625 0 36,625 


Publicly owned 1,893 0 1,893 


Hudson Valley 
Market rate 13,596 272 13,868 


Publicly owned 703 14 717 


Upstate/Western New 
York 


Market rate 11,009 108 11,117 


Publicly owned 569 6 574 


Electricity 


Long Island 
Market rate 3,496 0 3,496 


Publicly owned 181 0 181 


NYC 
Market rate 15,004 0 15,004 


Publicly owned 775 0 775 


Hudson Valley 
Market rate 7,027 0 7,027 


Publicly owned 363 0 363 


Upstate/Western New 
York 


Market rate 26,000 0 26,000 


Publicly owned 1,344 0 1,344 


Total 525,056 20,546 545,601 


For the purpose of the potential forecast in this analysis, an adjustment to the number of sites was applied. 


The annual heating and cooling load per site as determined in this analysis reflects stakeholder input on 


reasonable “typical” installation sizes (e.g., a 4-ton, single-family GSHP installation), but may not match 


the average statewide load per site. In order to correct for this, the analysis adjusts the site count, such that 


the total statewide space heating and cooling load implied by the analysis (namely the modeled load per 


site, as discussed in Section 4.2, multiplied by the adjusted site count) equals NYSERDA’s estimate of 


the statewide space heating and cooling load from other data sources (see Table 4.3). This resulted in an 
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adjustment factor of around +24% on the site count, indicating that the installation sizes modeled in this 


analysis tend to be smaller than average. 


Table 4-3. 2018 Statewide Residential and Commercial Thermal Load (Space Heating and Cooling)  


End Use 


Statewide 
Residential & 


Commercial Load 
(TBtu) 


Space Heating 557 


Space Cooling 221 


Total 778 
 
Note:  Based on an estimate of the portion of building primary energy use associated with thermal end uses  


(derived from RECS and CBECS), applied to an estimate of primary energy consumption for residential  
and commercial buildings available from NYSERDA’s Patterns and Trends report (2014 data). Excludes  
hot water heating and process heating. Excludes new build after 2018. 


Not every building is a suitable site for some or all of the heat pump technologies examined in this 


analysis. The analysis captures this by applying a series of percentage reductions to the raw site count 


totals to arrive at numbers of suitable sites for each heat pump option. Specific reductions include: 


• A vacant building constraint, which applies a reduction of between 9% and 14% to residential 
buildings (based on geography) using data from ACS to account for buildings that are not 
occupied year-round for a variety of reasons (including vacancy, seasonal homes, etc.). 


• A technology incompatibility constraint, reflecting that some technologies require certain  
site characteristics, which limits their potential in geographic regions with more limited land 
availability. Specifically, a 20% reduction was applied to GSHP potential in New York City. 


• A building control constraint, reducing the single-family rental market and market-rate 
multifamily resource by 75%, reflecting market conditions where renters and multifamily 
residents often do not have decision-making authority over whole-building heating systems,  
and that for the foreseeable future (over the period to 2025), so-called split incentives can  
be expected to present continued substantial barriers to the growth of heat pumps in these 
market segments. 


• A thermal distribution system constraint, which assumes that in single-family and small 
multifamily homes the potential for central (ducted) ASHPs and GSHPs would be restricted  
to homes with existing forced-air ductwork. Currently available heat pump technology  
focuses on such distribution systems, and it was assumed that the cost of a distribution  
system conversion would be prohibitive. A resulting resource reduction of 40% was applied  
to single-family and small multifamily sites to reflect homes with hydronic distribution  
systems, based on EIA Residential Energy Consumption Survey (RECS) data. 
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Not all of these constraints to the technical potential are absolute. For instance, heat pumps suitable  


for use with hydronic distribution systems are expected to become more prevalent, at which point the 


reduction assumption in this respect could be revised or removed. Equally, ongoing efforts, including 


through NYSERDA policies, are being directed at issues around “split incentives” and similar barriers 


constraining investment decisions in landlord-tenant situations. As such barriers are reduced over time, 


the technical potential for heat pumps would be expected to increase further above the levels estimated  


in this analysis. 


The adoption analysis presented in this Report applies the assumption that the opportunity to install a heat 


pump retrofit in an existing building only arises when the current heating system reaches (or approaches) 


the end of its life. Based on RECS data, as adjusted based on stakeholder feedback, it was assumed that 


building space heating equipment is replaced every 20 years. This value was used to determine the 


number of existing buildings across New York State that are expected to replace space heating  


equipment in each year (and that therefore could be targeted for heat pump system installation). 


Table 4.4 shows the resulting numbers of suitable sites, in total (including the existing building stock  


as of 2018 and new build over the period to 2025) as well as the number of sites that become available  


for replacement based on the 20-year lifecycle assumption. These numbers are presented prior to the  


24% site count adjustment described previously. 


Table 4-4. Heat Pump Suitable Sites (Existing and New Buildings by 2025) 


Sector Technology Sites before 
constraints 


Site 
Suitability 


Adjusted 
Sites 


Annual End-of-Life 
or New Build Sites 


Single-Family 


ASHP 


3,941,601 


52% 2,033,097 107,441 


Minisplit 81% 3,207,237 166,148 


GSHP 50% 1,973,544 104,342 


Small 
Multifamily 


ASHP 


566,147 


16% 92,446 4,875 


Minisplit 26% 146,161 7,561 


GSHP 14% 81,818 4,309 
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4.2 Thermal Load of Suitable Sites and Site Reference Size 


Section 4.1 identifies heat pump technical potential expressed as the number of suitable sites in each 


relevant market segment. In order to determine the contribution heat pumps can provide in terms of  


the amount of thermal energy or energy savings, the thermal load per site needs to be determined.  


In this analysis, “thermal load” refers to the amount of space heating or cooling energy demand of a  


site, as opposed to the input energy, which is the energy content of the fuel (e.g., gas for a gas furnace  


or electricity for a heat pump) used to deliver such load. The thermal load per site is derived from the 


assumed size of the site and hourly heating and cooling load shapes describing heating and cooling  


usage for the site in question throughout the year. 


Site size is expressed as the assumed size of a GSHP that serves full-site space heating and cooling  


needs without oversizing. This site reference size is set at 4 tons (48,000 btu/h) of thermal capacity for 


single-family residential sites and 6 tons (72,000 btu/h) for small multifamily. Although these tonnages 


are used as an indication of the size of a particular site, system size assumptions for some technologies 


(mostly ASHP and minisplit) are assumed to differ from the site reference size in some situations 


depending on the characteristics of such technologies and the extent to which they are assumed to  


serve full heating and cooling load. For instance, minisplits are not assumed to serve full heating  


and cooling load and are thus assumed to be sized smaller than the reference tonnage of a particular  


site. Assumed system sizes for each of the technology options are discussed in Section 4.3. 


The analysis calculates the annual site thermal load using available hourly load profile data. Hourly  


load data is taken from the OpenEI6 dataset from the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) which contains 


8760 hourly residential electric and natural gas load profiles for all TMY37 weather locations in the 


United States. The OpenEI dataset contains simulated energy usage for a residential dwelling using 


TMY3 weather data and a set of building characteristics including square footage, insulation efficiency, 


window efficiency, occupancy, HVAC efficiency, and more. Hourly energy usage is reported by  


end-use category, which has been aggregated into the following categories in this analysis: 


• Non-thermal electricity usage 
• Space heating 
• Space cooling 
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The dataset contains energy usage for each residential dwelling simulated under low, base, and high 


conditions. High-energy usage represents larger, less efficient, higher occupancy homes and vice versa  


for low-energy usage. For the current analysis, load profiles for the four model geographies were selected 


as shown in Table 4.5. This table also provides an indication concerning the relative annual heating and 


cooling usage in the form of load factors. Heating load factor is defined as the average hourly thermal 


heating demand across the year divided by thermal heating demand during the peak hour. Cooling load 


factor is defined equivalently for cooling loads.  


Table 4-5. Heating and Cooling Load Profile Sources and Load Factors 


NYSERDA segmentation OpenEI 


Sector Geography Building Type TMY37 


Location 


Space 
Cooling 


Load 
Factor 


Space 
Heating 


Load 
Factor 


Single-Family and 
Small Multifamily 


NYC/Long Island/ 
Hudson Valley Residential Base JFK 6% 16% 


Upstate/Western Residential High Albany 4% 21% 


The OpenEI hourly load profiles contain electricity and natural gas consumption as measured at the 


customer meter. To determine the underlying thermal heating and cooling site load of the residential 


dwelling, these hourly electricity and natural gas consumption values were multiplied by the 


corresponding heating and cooling device efficiencies embedded in the EIA data.  


The following graph displays the 8,760 hourly site energy loads for one illustrative reference installation, 


showing non-thermal electric load, space heating load, and space cooling load. 
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Figure 4-1. Illustrative Hourly Site Energy Load: Single-Family Homes in NYC 


The resulting site heating and cooling hourly demand profiles (after adjustment for device efficiency) 


were then scaled as necessary so they matched the reference site size assumption. This was done by 


comparing the site reference system size (expressed as its output capacity) to the maximum hourly 


heating or cooling load of the OpenEI hourly load profile. Any difference between the two resulted in  


a scaling factor that was applied to scale up or down all 8760 hourly loads of the three end-use hourly 


profile categories (non-thermal, space heating, and cooling). For example, if the maximum hourly thermal 


load in the EIA profile was 5 tons (or the kW equivalent), comparison with the site size of a 4-ton single 


family system in the analysis would yield a scaling factor of 1.25, and all hourly loads in the EIA profile 


would be divided by this factor. The resulting scaled 8,760 hourly loads added together yield the  


annual site load. 


Table 4.6 shows the resulting site space heating and cooling thermal load after scaling for each sector and 


geography. The figures shown are used as both new construction and existing building assumptions. 
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Table 4-6. Scaled Annual Site Thermal Load 


  Annual 


Non-Thermal 
Electricity 


(kWh) 


Space Heating 
Thermal Load 


(kWh) 


Space Heating 
Thermal Load 


(MMBtu) 


Space Cooling 
Thermal Load 


(kWh) 


Space Cooling 
Thermal Load 


(MMBtu) 


Si
ng


le
- 


Fa
m


ily
  NYC/ 


LI/HV 11,282  20,058  68  4,095  14  


Upstate 7,875  25,505  87  2,339  8  


Sm
al


l 
M


ul
tif


am
ily


 NYC/ 
LI/HV 16,923  30,087  103  6,142  21  


Upstate 11,812  38,257  130  3,508  12  


4.3 Thermal Site Load Served by Heat Pumps and Heat Pump 
System Size 


A number of adjustments were made to the annual site thermal load to derive the amount of site  


load that could be served by each of the heat pump measures under investigation. This was done to  


reflect assumptions that not all types of heat pumps serve the full site heating and cooling load in  


all circumstances. 


• ASHPs were assumed to be sized to serve full cooling demand in both retrofit and new 
construction situations; however, for existing buildings it was assumed that the conventional 
heating system (oil, gas, or electric resistance heating) would remain in place to serve peak 
heating loads in the winter that would exceed the capacity of the heat pump. Accordingly, such 
ASHP systems were assumed to be installed at a somewhat smaller system capacity of 3 tons 
for single-family and 5 tons for small multifamily (compared to the reference site size of 4 tons 
and 6 tons, respectively) to reflect their sizing to meet summer cooling load rather than the 
higher winter peak load. By contrast, ASHP installations in single-family and small multifamily 
new construction settings were assumed to be sized somewhat bigger than the reference size  
(at 5 tons for single family and 8 tons for small multifamily) to enable such ASHP systems to 
meet the peak heating demand despite their expected lower performance levels during the 
coldest hours of the years. 


• It was assumed that minisplits would be installed to serve a proportion of the building, with  
the remainder continuing to be served by the conventional heating system. These systems  
were assumed to be sized at 1.5 tons (single-family) and 3 tons (small multifamily) and the  
load served by these systems is quantified as the proportion of the minisplit size relative to  
the site reference size discussed in Section 4.2 (e.g., 1.5 divided by 4 for single-family). 


• GSHPs were assumed to serve full space heating and cooling site load, thus their system size 
was assumed to match the site reference size. The analysis assumes that GSHP units would use 
vertical, rather than horizontal, loop fields, and that installations would not include a 
desuperheater that provides supplemental water heat. 
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Table 4.7 compares full-site loads to the loads served by each heat pump option and provides the load 


factors expressing the resulting annual usage levels (as explained in Section 4.2). 


Table 4-7. Site and System Tonnage: Thermal Load Served 


Sector Technology Vintage Geo- 
graphy 


Site  
Reference 
Size (Tons) 


Heat 
Pump 
Size 


(Tons) 


Full Site 
Load 


(MMBtu) 


Load 
Served 


(MMBtu) 
Load Factor 


Heat Cool Heat Cool Heat Cool 


Si
ng


le
 F


am
ily


 


ASHP Existing 
Building 


NYC/LI/ 
HV 4 3 68 14 66 14 21% 4% 


Upstate/ 
Western  


4 3 87 8 82 8 26% 3% 


ASHP New 
Constr. 


NYC/LI/ 
HV 4 5 68 14 68 14 13% 3% 


Upstate/ 
Western 4 5 87 8 87 8 17% 2% 


Minisplit 


Existing 
Building 
& New 
Constr. 


NYC/LI/ 
HV 4 1.5 68 14 26 5 16% 3% 


Upstate/ 
Western 4 1.5 87 8 33 3 21% 2% 


GSHP 


Existing 
Building 
& New 
Constr. 


NYC/LI/ 
HV 4 4 68 14 68 14 16% 3% 


Upstate/ 
Western 4 4 87 8 87 8 21% 2% 


Sm
al


l M
ul


tif
am


ily
 


ASHP Existing 
Building 


NYC/LI/ 
HV 6 5 103 21 101 21 19% 4% 


Upstate/ 
Western 6 5 131 12 128 12 24% 2% 


ASHP New 
Constr. 


NYC/LI/ 
HV 6 8 103 21 103 21 12% 2% 


Upstate/ 
Western 6 8 131 12 131 12 16% 1% 


Minisplit 


Existing 
Building 
& New 
Constr. 


NYC/LI/ 
HV 6 3 103 21 51 10 16% 3% 


Upstate/ 
Western 6 3 131 12 65 6 21% 2% 


GSHP 


Existing 
Building 
& New 
Constr. 


NYC/LI 
HV 6 6 103 21 103 21 16% 3% 


Upstate
/ 


Wester
n 


6 6 131 12 131 12 21% 2% 
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4.4 Technical Potential 


Based on the suitable site count discussed in Section 4.1 and the thermal load served by heat pumps per 


site discussed in Section 4.3, Table 4.8 below summarizes the space heating and cooling load that could 


be served by heat pumps across current sites and new construction added over the period 2019–2025. 


Technical potential is also expressed as a percentage of total space heating and cooling load, both 


compared to the statewide heating and cooling load of the small residential sector and the statewide  


all-sectors load (including load of large multifamily and commercial buildings outside the scope of this 


analysis). 


Table 4-8. Potential Thermal Load Served by Small-Scale Residential Heat Pumps, Existing and 
New Building to 2025, Summary 


Geography Technology 


Total Market Segment 
Space Heating & Cooling 


Load (TBtu) 


Space Heating  
& Cooling Load 
Addressable by  


Heat Pumps 


Technical Potential as 
% of Statewide Load 


Small 
Residential All Sectors 


Thermal 
Load 
(TBtu) 


Non-
Duplicative 
Total (TBtu) 


Small 
Residential 


All 
Sectors 


Long Island 


ASHP 


69 87 


36 


37  54% 43% Minisplit 23 


GSHP 37 


NYC 


ASHP 


76 423 


29 


29  38% 7% Minisplit 19 


GSHP 24 


Hudson 
Valley 


ASHP 


51 83 


26 


27  52% 32% Minisplit 16 


GSHP 27 


Upstate/ 
Western New 


York 


ASHP 


186 240 


92 


97  52% 40% Minisplit 59 


GSHP 97 


Total 


ASHP 


382 833 


184 


190 50% 23% Minisplit 118 


GSHP 185 


Note: most of the heat pump technologies could serve most of the same sites. Their potential is largely duplicative, and as a 
result, the total potential shown across all heat pump technologies does not significantly exceed the potential of any single 
technology. Results for individual market segments are shown in Table 4.9. 
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Table 4-9. Potential Annual Thermal Load Served by Small-Scale Residential Heat Pumps, Existing 
and New Buildings to 2025, Detail (TBtu) 


Counter- 
factual 


Fuel 
Geography Sector 


ASHP Minisplit GSHP 


Existing 
Building 


New 
Constr. 


Existing 
Building 


New 
Constr. 


Existing 
Building 


New 
Constr. 


Natural 
Gas 


Long Island 
Single Family 14.5  1.3  9.3  0.5  15.0  1.3  


Small MF 0.5  0.0  0.3  0.0  0.5  0.0  


NYC 
Single Family 17.4  1.1  11.2  0.4  14.4  0.9  


Small MF 0.6  0.0  0.4  0.0  0.5  0.0  


Hudson 
Valley 


Single Family 10.6  1.7  6.8  0.6  10.9  1.7  


Small MF 0.3  0.1  0.2  0.0  0.4  0.1  


Upstate/ 
Western 


Single Family 56.0  6.8  36.9  2.5  59.0  6.8  


Small MF 1.8  0.2  1.2  0.1  1.9  0.2  


Fuel Oil 


Long Island 
Single Family 17.2  0.5  11.1  0.2  17.7  0.5  


Small MF 0.6  0.0  0.4  0.0  0.6  0.0  


NYC 
Single Family 3.0  N/A 1.9  N/A 2.5  N/A 


Small MF 0.1  N/A 0.1  N/A 0.1  N/A 


Hudson 
Valley 


Single Family 10.1  0.5  6.5  0.2  10.5  0.5  


Small MF 0.3  0.0  0.2  0.0  0.3  0.0  


Upstate/ 
Western 


Single Family 17.0  0.8  11.2  0.3  17.9  0.8  


Small MF 0.6  0.0  0.4  0.0  0.6  0.0  


Electricity 


Long Island 
Single Family 1.2  N/A 0.7  N/A 1.2  N/A 


Small MF 0.0  N/A 0.0  N/A 0.0  N/A 


NYC 
Single Family 0.8  N/A 0.5  N/A 0.7  N/A 


Small MF 0.0  N/A 0.0  N/A 0.0  N/A 


Hudson 
Valley 


Single Family 1.5  N/A 1.0  N/A 1.5  N/A 


Small MF 0.0  N/A 0.0  N/A 0.1  N/A 


Upstate/ 
Western 


Single Family 5.2  N/A 3.4  N/A 5.5  N/A 


Small MF 0.2  N/A 0.1  N/A 0.2  N/A 
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5 Installation Costs and Cost Reductions 
In order to advance from technical potential to an assessment of the economics and the economic 


potential of heat pumps, the analysis needs to consider the equipment installation costs (discussed in  


this section) and energy bill savings (discussed in Section 6). 


Equipment installation costs vary by building sector, geographic region, and building age. The range of 


installed cost assumptions is displayed in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. The analysis takes into account both the cost 


of the heat pump measure under consideration as well as any avoided cost of the conventional heating and 


cooling measures that would have been installed. 


To arrive at these inputs, preliminary cost data was originally compiled for the 2017 Framework  


analysis based on regional rebate databases and a review of prior reports, as vetted and adjusted  


through stakeholder conversations. Inputs were developed for the Hudson Valley and Upstate/ 


Western NY regions; these were translated to cost figures applicable to NYC and Long Island using  


cost adjustment factors available through the RSMeans construction cost data service.8 Since the 2017 


Framework publication, capital cost assumptions were updated regularly based on ongoing stakeholder 


conversations and data from NYSERDA’s heat pump rebate programs; the data shown thus reflects  


2018 figures.  


Based on industry feedback about increased public-sector contracting costs, both heat pump and 


counterfactual capex figures for publicly-owned multifamily buildings were assumed at 40% above  


the following figures listed. 
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Table 5-1. Heat Pump Capital Cost per Installation, 2018 


Sector Geography Age 
ASHP Minisplit GSHP 


Tonnage Capex Tonnage Capex Tonnage Capex 


Single- 
Family 


Long Island 
Existing 3 $12,784 2 $5,682 4 $35,660 


New 5 $18,111 2 $5,682 4 $35,660 


NYC 
Existing 3 $13,740 2 $6,107 4 $38,327 


New 5 $19,465 2 $6,107 4 $38,327 


Hudson Valley/  
Upstate/Western 


Existing 3 $12,368 2 $5,497 4 $34,500 


New 5 $17,522 2 $5,497 4 $34,500 


Small 
MF 


Long Island 
Existing 5 $21,307 3 $11,364 6 $53,489 


New 8 $28,977 3 $11,364 6 $53,489 


NYC 
Existing 5 $22,900 3 $12,214 6 $57,490 


New 8 $31,144 3 $12,214 6 $57,490 


Hudson Valley/  
Upstate/Western 


Existing 5 $20,614 3 $10,994 6 $51,750 


New 8 $28,035 3 $10,994 6 $51,750 


Table 5-2. Counterfactual Capital Cost per Installation, 2018 


Sector Geography Natural Gas 
Heating 


Fuel Oil 
Heating 


Central 
A/C 


Window 
A/C 


Single 
Family 


Long Island $4,651 $6,977 $3,514 $615 


NYC $4,999 $7,499 $3,777 $661 


HV/Upstate/Western $4,500 $6,750 $3,400 $595 


Small 
MF 


Long Island $5,582 $8,372 $4,685 $1,230 


NYC $5,999 $8,998 $5,036 $1,322 


HV/Upstate/Western $5,400 $8,100 $4,533 $1,190 
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Concerning the avoided counterfactual equipment cost, the following assumptions were made: 


• In single-family and small multifamily buildings, the assumed counterfactual heating equipment 
is either a gas or oil furnace or electric resistance heat, with forced air distribution. It is assumed 
that no distribution system upgrade costs are incurred.  


• In the case of GSHP and ASHP installations, the counterfactual cooling equipment is assumed 
to be central air conditioning; in the case of minisplit installations, the analysis assumes that the 
counterfactual air conditioning unit would be a window air conditioner (A/C), with a lower 
coefficient of performance (COP) than central A/C. 


• The cost of counterfactual cooling equipment is counted as an avoided cost in new construction 
buildings. Regarding retrofits in existing buildings, from the point of view of the customer, no 
correlation between the timing of the heat pump installation and the remaining useful life of the 
existing cooling system is assumed, and thus no air conditioning capital cost is accounted as an 
avoided cost. However, for the purpose of the SCT (explained in Section 7), these costs are 
counted as an avoided cost since the need for a counterfactual new cooling system is assumed  
to occur at some point during the heat pump lifetime if not at the time the heat pump investment 
decision is made. 


• Counterfactual heating equipment is accounted as follows: 


o GSHPs are assumed to be installed at the end of the life of the current heating system and 
serve full space heating needs, so the cost of a counterfactual new heating system is counted 
as an avoided cost (i.e., effectively reduces the cost of the heat pump system).  


o ASHPs, like GSHPs, are assumed to be installed at the end of the life of the current heating 
system. In new construction buildings, ASHP are assumed to serve full space heating needs, 
so the counterfactual heating equipment cost is counted as an avoided cost as in the case of 
GSHP. Regarding retrofit heat pumps in existing buildings, it is assumed that a new 
conventional heating system will still be needed to provide heating during peak winter hours. 
Accordingly, no avoided heating capital cost is counted for ASHP retrofit installations. 


o Minisplits are assumed to only deliver part of the heating needs, so no avoided heating 
system capex is accounted for.  


o In reference installations with electric resistance heat systems (only relevant for existing 
buildings, as it is assumed that no new buildings will use electric resistance heat), the 
counterfactual setting would be continued use of the existing heating system, and so no 
avoided heating system cost is counted. 


The cost in particular of residential GSHPs has come down considerably in New York State over the  


past two years, confirming the expectation as stated in the 2017 Framework that significant cost 


reductions can be expected as the market scales and as a State policy framework provides the enabling 


foundation for such scaling. This analysis assumes that with a continued supportive policy environment 


and market growth in line with projections described in this Report, further year-on-year cost reductions 


as summarized in Table 5.3 should be possible. 
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Table 5-3. Assumed Nominal Cumulative Change in Capex by Year (as % of 2018 Values) 


Year ASHP Minisplit GSHP Counter-factual HVAC 


2019 -1% -1% -5% 2% 


2020 -2% -2% -11% 4% 


2021 -3% -3% -16% 6% 


2022 -4% -4% -20% 9% 


2023 -5% -5% -22% 11% 


2024 -6% -6% -23% 13% 


2025 -7% -7% -25% 16% 


A number of factors are expected to contribute to such cost reductions, described in greater detail in  


the 2017 Framework, including (1) device cost reductions (“hard” equipment costs), (2) installation 


economies of scale and other soft cost efficiencies and learning effects, and (3) improvements over  


time in heat pump efficiency factors. At the same time, it must be recognized that there is limited data  


to underpin any forecast of future heat pump hard or soft cost reductions. Accordingly, the cost reduction 


assumptions set out in the following paragraphs should also be seen as a guideline to the heat pump 


market, indicating the level of cost reduction that NYSERDA would expect the market to deliver over 


time within the context of a supportive policy framework. 


Assumed cost reductions for GSHPs over the period to 2022 were linked to the phase-out of federal 


investment tax credits (ITC) for GSHPs during this period. In order to enable a sustainable GSHP market 


after the expiry of the tax credits, it was assumed that the GSHP market would be able to deliver cost 


efficiencies at least equal to the value of such tax credits. The ITC is available on a declining basis by 


installation year, separately for residential and nonresidential systems. As residential systems are defined 


for the purposes of the ITC as those installed in owner-occupied housing, the nonresidential tax credit is 


applied both for single-family residential rental units and for all small multifamily systems. Table 5.4 


reflects the value of these tax credit (as a percentage of GSHP capex).  


The analysis assumes no cost reductions in counterfactual HVAC devices, keeping their costs constant in 


real terms (i.e., costs are escalated to account for inflation). 


Table 5-4. GSHP Federal Tax Credit Percentage  


Customer Segment 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 


Residential Single-Family 
Owner-Occupied 


30% 26% 22% 0% 0% 0% 0% 


Residential Single-Family Rental; Small Multifamily 10% 10% 10% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
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6 Energy Bill and Operational Savings 
In order to calculate a customer’s energy bill savings from a heat pump installation, the thermal load 


served in each installation (as discussed in Section 4.3) is converted to the amount of input fuel (oil,  


gas and/or electricity) consumed both in the counterfactual situation and in the case of each type of heat 


pump installation. Using inputs on retail prices for each fuel type, the customer’s bills are calculated for 


these amounts of fuel consumption, which allows net bill savings to be derived. 


6.1 System Efficiency and Fuel Consumption 


Space heating and cooling fuel use of each type (gas or oil regarding counterfactual conventional heating, 


electricity for counterfactual resistance heating, air conditioning, as well as the various heat pump 


measures) was determined by multiplying the thermal load served by the efficiency factor of each  


device type. Table 6.1 shows the efficiency factors, and Tables 6.2 to 6.3 indicate the resulting annual  


fuel consumption. 


Heat pump system efficiency assumptions were sourced from available rebate databases in New York  


and neighboring states, revised based on stakeholder feedback. Efficiency factors reflect annual average 


system efficiencies (e.g., including distribution losses). 


Counterfactual performance efficiencies were collected from a literature review (primarily DOE 


Technical Reference documents) with stakeholder feedback. The type of counterfactual space  


heating and cooling equipment varied based on counterfactual heating fuel and building sector.  


Table 6-1. Equipment Efficiency 


Technology Vintage 


Heat Pump Efficiency Counterfactual Efficiency 


Heat 
COP 


Cool 
COP 


Cooling 
SEER 


Nat 
Gas 
Heat 
COP 


Fuel 
Oil 


Heat 
COP 


Electric 
Heat 
COP 


Cooling 
COP 


Cooling 
SEER 


ASHP Existing Building 300% 469% 16 76% 66% 100% 381% 13 


ASHP New Constr. 250% 469% 16 76% 66% 100% 381% 13 


Minisplit Existing Building 
& New Constr. 


300% 469% 16 76% 66% 100% 381% 13 


GSHP 415% 674% 23 76% 66% 100% 381% 13 
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This analysis does not explicitly model potential efficiency factor improvements over time, though such 


performance improvements are indirectly reflected as part of the assumed cost reductions over time set 


out in Section 5. 


Applying these efficiency factors to the hourly heating and cooling demand of each residential dwelling 


type yields the counterfactual and heat pump fuel usage. Table 6.2 shows thermal electricity use. 


• For minisplit installations, both the counterfactual and heat pump case show only electricity  
for heating or cooling use associated with the portion of site load served by the minisplit. 


• Note that non-thermal electric use is discussed further in Table 4.6. 


Table 6-2. Thermal Electricity Usage per Installation 


 


    
Annual 


kWh 


CF Elec. 
Resistance 


Heating9 


Counter
-factual 
Cooling 


Heat 
Pump 


Heating10 


Heat 
Pump 


Cooling 


kWh 
Change 
(CF Oil 
or Gas) 


kWh 
Change  


(CF Elec. 
Resistance) 


Si
ng


le
-F


am
ily


 AS
H


P 


New 
Construction 


NYC/LI/HV 20,058 1,075 8,023 873 7,822 -12,236 


Upstate 25,505 614 10,202 499 10,087 -15,418 


Existing 
Building 


NYC/LI/HV 20,058 1,075 6,429 873 6,228 -13,830 


Upstate 25,505 614 8,033 499 7,918 -17,587 


M
in


is
p.


 


Existing Build. 
& New Constr. 


NYC/LI/HV 7,522 444 2,507 327 2,391 -5,131 


Upstate 9,564 254 3,188 187 3,122 -6,443 


G
SH


P Existing Build. 
& New Constr. 


NYC/LI/HV 20,058 1,075 4,833 607 4,366 -15,692 


Upstate 25,505 614 6,146 347 5,879 -19,626 


Sm
al


l M
ul


tif
am


ily
 


AS
H


P 


New 
Construction 


NYC/LI/HV 30,087 1,612 12,035 1,310 11,733 -18,354 


Upstate 38,257 921 15,303 748 15,130 -23,127 


Existing 
Building 


NYC/LI/HV 30,087 1,612 9,894 1,310 9,592 -20,495 


Upstate 38,257 921 12,536 748 12,363 -25,894 


M
in


is
p.


 


Existing Build. 
& New Constr. 


NYC/LI/HV 15,043 888 5,014 655 4,781 -10,262 


Upstate 19,129 507 6,376 374 6,243 -12,886 


G
SH


P Existing Build. 
& New Constr. 


NYC/LI/HV 30,087 1,612 7,250 911 6,549 -23,538 


Upstate 38,257 921 9,219 520 8,818 -29,439 


Based on a similar calculation of site thermal load divided by device efficiency factor, annual 


counterfactual oil and gas usage for space heating is as shown in Table 6.3. Only fuel use associated with 


site load to be served by the heat pump option is shown, that is, in the case of a minisplit this regards the  
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oil or gas usage displaced in the part of the building served by the minisplit. In the case of an ASHP in an 


existing building this excludes the small amount of oil or gas usage still assumed to be used by the backup 


conventional heating system during peak winter heating hours. 


Table 6-3. Counterfactual Oil and Gas Space Heating Usage per Installation 


Sector Technology Vintage Geography 
Natural Gas Fuel Oil 


Cubic feet MMBtu Gallons MMBtu 


Si
ng


le
 F


am
ily


 


ASHP  


Existing 
Building 


NYC/LI/HV          84,232                87             725             100  


Upstate        105,248             108             906             125  


New 
Construction 


NYC/LI/HV          87,597                90             754             104  


Upstate        111,385             115             959             132  


Minisplit 
Existing Build. 


& New 
Constr. 


NYC/LI/HV          32,849                34             283                39  


Upstate          41,769                43             360                49  


GSHP 
Existing Build. 


& New 
Constr. 


NYC/LI/HV          87,597                90             754             104  


Upstate        111,385             115             959             132  


Sm
al


l M
ul


tif
am


ily
 ASHP  


Existing 
Building 


NYC/LI/HV        129,628             133          1,116             153  


Upstate        164,236             169          1,414             194  


New 
Construction 


NYC/LI/HV        131,395             135          1,131             156  


Upstate        167,077             172          1,438             198  


Minisplit 
Existing Build. 


& New 
Constr. 


NYC/LI/HV          65,698                68             566                78  


Upstate          83,538                86             719                99  


GSHP 
Existing Build. 


& New 
Constr. 


NYC/LI/HV        131,395             135          1,131             156  


Upstate        167,077             172          1,438             198  


6.2 Site Energy Savings 


Heat pumps will reduce overall energy consumption. However, heat pumps used for heating and cooling 


will typically not save electricity on an annual basis, and although they reduce summer electricity use for 


cooling compared to conventional air conditioning, the additional electricity consumed for winter heating 


tends to outweigh these savings. This is only different where a heat pump replaces electric resistance 


heating, in which case the heat pump will save very significant amounts of electricity due to the much 


higher heating efficiency factor. 
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In terms of replacing oil or gas heating, heat pumps save substantial amounts of energy overall when  


the net balance of the electricity consumption and the displacement of oil and gas usage is considered. 


Consistent with the White Paper, this approach is the basis for quantification of heat pump energy  


savings in this analysis. As part of this quantification, electricity is accounted as the kilowatt-hour (kWh) 


of electricity consumed on site (as opposed to the energy consumed during electricity generation). The 


resulting approach is referred to as “net all-fuels site energy savings.” Site energy savings are generally 


reported as Btu. 


Based on the change in electricity usage and reduction in oil or gas usage as identified in Section 6.1, 


Table 6.4 summarizes the resulting annual site energy savings per installation. 


Table 6-4. Annual Net All-Fuels Site Energy Savings per Installation (MMBtu) 


Sector Technology Vintage Geography CF Gas 
Heat 


CF Oil 
Heat 


CF 
Electric 


Heat 


Si
ng


le
-F


am
ily


 


ASHP  


Existing 
Building 


NYC/LI/HV 65 78 45 


Upstate 81 98 55 


New 
Construction 


NYC/LI/HV 63 77 42 


Upstate 80 97 53 


Minisplit Existing Build. 
& New Constr. 


NYC/LI/HV 26 31 18 


Upstate 32 39 22 


GSHP Existing Build. 
& New Constr. 


NYC/LI/HV 75 89 54 


Upstate 94 112 67 


Sm
al


l M
ul


tif
am


ily
 ASHP  


Existing 
Building 


NYC/LI/HV 101 121 69 


Upstate 127 152 86 


New 
Construction 


NYC/LI/HV 95 116 63 


Upstate 120 146 79 


Minisplit Existing Build. 
& New Constr. 


NYC/LI/HV 51 61 35 


Upstate 65 78 44 


GSHP Existing Build. 
& New Constr. 


NYC/LI/HV 113 133 80 


Upstate 142 168 100 
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6.3 Electricity Bills 


To calculate customer electricity bills before and after the installation of a heat pump device, actual rate 


schedules for each New York State utility were used. The analysis includes volumetric charges, fixed 


charges, and, where applicable, demand charges. Where appropriate, these charges are further segmented 


by season or time of day. All single-family residential and small multifamily bills were calculated using 


Service Class 1 (SC-1) default residential rate. Long Island bills were calculated using the residential  


Rate 180. The rate schedules assessed in this analysis are shown in Table 6.5. 


Table 6-5. Utility Electric Rates  


   Energy Fixed 


  $2017 $/kWh $/mo 


Geography Utility Rate Summer  
(Jun-Sep) 


Winter  
(Oct-May) All 


Long Island PSEG LI Rate 180  $        0.183   $        0.183   $          4.320  


Hudson Valley Central Hudson SC -1  $        0.128   $        0.128   $        24.000  


Upstate/Western 
New York National Grid SC1  $        0.094   $        0.094   $        17.000  


NYC Consolidated 
Edison SC1 - Rate I  $        0.235   $        0.221   $        15.760  


Hudson Valley Orange & 
Rockland SC -1  $        0.180   $        0.166   $        20.000  


Upstate/Western 
New York NYSEG 1 Residential 


Regular  $        0.140   $        0.140   $        15.110  


Upstate/Western 
New York 


Rochester Gas 
and Electric SC1 - Residential  $        0.098   $        0.098   $        21.380  
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The rates were researched in late 2016. 


The analysis employs separate approaches to escalation of the supply charge and distribution charge 


portions of overall energy bills for the relevant time period. 


• The supply charge is escalated proportionally to the NY CARIS11 energy price forecast and  
the New York Independent System Operator (NYISO) base case capacity price forecast;12 
energy is assumed to comprise 75% of the market supply charge (MSC) and capacity is 
assumed to comprise 25%. See Section 7 for more information on energy and capacity  
price forecasts. 


• The distribution charge portion of energy bills is escalated using standard EIA retail rate 
escalators which vary by utility and customer class. 13  


Applying these rates, as escalated, to the hourly electricity profiles for both the counterfactual and heat 


pump cases electricity usage yields the projected site electric bills as shown in Tables 6.6 and 6.7 for  


the year 2019—the first year considered in the analysis.  


The bill amounts include all electricity usage (thermal and non-thermal), with the exception of minisplit 


cases, in which any electricity associated with heating or cooling the part of the building not served by the 


minisplit is ignored (in both the counterfactual and heat pump case electricity bills). 
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Table 6-6. Annual Electricity Bills and Savings per Installation (2019)—Single Family  


 
 Base Case Electric Bill Heat Pump Case  


Electric Bill Change in Electric Bill 


  


Annual Bill 
($2019) 


Fuel Oil/ 
Natural Gas 
Customers 


Electric 
Heating 


Customers 


Replacing 
Fuel Oil/ 
Natural 


Gas  


Replacing 
Electric 
Heating  


Fuel Oil/ 
Natural Gas 
Customers 


Electric 
Heating 


Customers 


ASHP 
(New 


Construc-
tion) 


PSEG LI $2,522  N/A  $4,031  $4,031  $1,510  N/A 


ConEdison $3,207  N/A $5,061  $5,061  $1,855  N/A 


Central 
Hudson $1,921  N/A $2,950  $2,950  $1,029  N/A 


Nat Grid $1,081  N/A $2,103  $2,103  $1,023  N/A 


RG&E $1,163  N/A $2,219  $2,219  $1,056  N/A 


NYSEG $1,478  N/A $3,003  $3,003  $1,524  N/A 


ORU $2,428  N/A $3,763  $3,763  $1,335  N/A 


ASHP 
(Existing 
Building) 


PSEG LI $2,522  $6,393  $3,724  $3,873  $1,202  ($2,521) 


ConEdison $3,207  $7,970  $4,683  $4,866  $1,476  ($3,105) 


Central 
Hudson $1,921  $4,559  $2,740  $2,841  $819  ($1,717) 


Nat Grid $1,081  $3,666  $1,883  $2,026  $803  ($1,640) 


RG&E $1,163  $3,833  $1,992  $2,219  $829  ($1,614) 


NYSEG $1,478  $5,332  $2,675  $2,887  $1,196  ($2,445) 


ORU $2,428  $5,860  $3,491  $3,763  $1,062  ($2,096) 


Minisplit 


PSEG LI $2,400  $3,852  $2,861  $2,861  $461  ($990) 


ConEdison $3,047  $4,834  $3,613  $3,613  $566  ($1,220) 


Central 
Hudson $1,838  $2,827  $2,152  $2,152  $314  ($675) 


Nat Grid $1,044  $2,014  $1,361  $1,361  $316  ($653) 


RG&E $1,125  $2,126  $1,452  $1,452  $327  ($675) 


NYSEG $1,424  $2,869  $1,896  $1,896  $472  ($974) 


ORU $2,311  $3,598  $2,718  $2,718  $407  ($879) 


GSHP 


PSEG LI $2,522  $6,393  $3,364  $3,364  $843  ($3,029) 


ConEdison $3,207  $7,970  $4,237  $4,237  $1,030  ($3,734) 


Central 
Hudson $1,921  $4,559  $2,495  $2,495  $574  ($2,064) 


Nat Grid $1,081  $3,666  $1,677  $1,677  $596  ($1,990) 


RG&E $1,163  $3,833  $1,778  $1,778  $616  ($2,055) 


NYSEG $1,478  $5,332  $2,367  $2,367  $888  ($2,966) 


ORU $2,428  $5,860  $3,168  $3,168  $740  ($2,691) 
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Table 6-7. Annual Electricity Bills and Savings per Installation (2019)—Small Multifamily  


  


Base Case Electric 
Bill 


Heat Pump Case  
Electric Bill  Change in Electric Bill 


  
Annual Bill 


($2019) 


Fuel Oil/ 
Natural Gas 
Customers 


Electric 
Heating 


Cus-
tomers 


Replacing 
Fuel Oil/ 
Natural 


Gas  


Replacing 
Electric 
Heating  


Fuel Oil/ 
Natural Gas 
Customers 


Electric 
Heating 


Customers 


ASHP (New 
Construc-


tion) 


PSEG LI $3,714  N/A $5,979  $5,979  $2,265  N/A 


ConEdison $4,708  N/A $7,490  $7,490  $2,782  N/A 


Central Hudson $2,733  N/A $4,276  $4,276  $1,543  N/A 


Nat Grid $1,511  N/A $3,045  $3,045  $1,534  N/A 


RG&E $1,607  N/A $3,191  $3,191  $1,584  N/A 


NYSEG $2,120  N/A $4,406  $4,406  $2,286  N/A 


ORU $3,518  N/A $5,521  $5,521  $2,003  N/A 


ASHP 
(Existing 
Building) 


PSEG LI $3,714  $9,522  $5,566  $5,644  $1,851  ($3,878) 


ConEdison $4,708  $11,854  $6,982  $7,078  $2,273  ($4,776) 


Central Hudson $2,733  $6,690  $3,995  $4,048  $1,261  ($2,642) 


Nat Grid $1,511  $5,389  $2,764  $2,830  $1,253  ($2,559) 


RG&E $1,607  $5,613  $2,902  $3,191  $1,294  ($2,421) 


NYSEG $2,120  $7,900  $3,988  $4,086  $1,868  ($3,814) 


ORU $3,518  $8,665  $5,155  $5,521  $1,636  ($3,144) 


Minisplit 


PSEG LI $3,574  $6,478  $4,497  $4,497  $923  ($1,981) 


ConEdison $4,525  $8,098  $5,657  $5,657  $1,132  ($2,441) 


Central Hudson $2,638  $4,616  $3,267  $3,267  $629  ($1,349) 


Nat Grid $1,469  $3,408  $2,102  $2,102  $633  ($1,306) 


RG&E $1,564  $3,567  $2,218  $2,218  $654  ($1,349) 


NYSEG $2,057  $4,948  $3,001  $3,001  $943  ($1,947) 


ORU $3,384  $5,957  $4,198  $4,198  $815  ($1,759) 


GSHP 


PSEG LI $3,714  $9,522  $4,978  $4,978  $1,264  ($4,543) 


ConEdison $4,708  $11,854  $6,253  $6,253  $1,545  ($5,601) 


Central Hudson $2,733  $6,690  $3,595  $3,595  $861  ($3,095) 


Nat Grid $1,511  $5,389  $2,405  $2,405  $894  ($2,984) 


RG&E $1,607  $5,613  $2,530  $2,530  $923  ($3,082) 


NYSEG $2,120  $7,900  $3,452  $3,452  $1,332  ($4,448) 


ORU $3,518  $8,665  $4,628  $4,628  $1,110  ($4,037) 
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6.4 Natural Gas and Fuel Oil Bills 


Residential natural gas and fuel oil retail prices were input on an annual basis, separately for each region. 


Natural gas prices derive from 2015 EIA data on natural gas utility revenues, sales, and customer counts, 


and the current level of fixed charge bill components levied by New York State gas utilities. Fixed-price 


revenue was estimated for each utility, and nonfixed-price revenue was divided by natural gas sales to 


derive a per-unit variable price for use in this study. Residential fuel oil prices derive from monthly  


home heating oil data were collected at the regional level by NYSERDA, with annual values derived  


by weighting monthly prices by the monthly statewide fuel oil sales reported by EIA. The base annual 


natural gas and fuel oil prices (for 2015) used in this analysis are shown in Table 6.8.  


Table 6-8. Residential Natural Gas and Fuel Oil Retail Prices (2015) 


Sector Region 


Physical Units Per MMBtu 


Natural Gas 
($/Mcf) 


Fuel Oil 
($/gallon) 


Natural 
Gas Fuel Oil 


Single Family 
and Small 
Multifamily 


Long Island $14.04 $2.86 $13.66 $20.79 


NYC $12.44 $2.86 $12.10 $20.77 


Hudson Valley $13.02 $2.71 $12.67 $19.67 


Upstate/Western New York $8.93 $2.69 $8.68 $19.57 


 


Fuel prices are escalated according to the EIA mid-Atlantic price forecasts, illustrated in Figure 6.1.  


Figure 6-1. Natural Gas and Fuel Oil Retail Price Projection, Nominal Percentage Change  
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Avoided customer annual energy bills are derived by multiplying the prices by the amount of natural gas 


or fuel oil consumption necessary to serve the heating loads that would be displaced by an installed heat 


pump system, as shown in Section 6.1. Where reference installations are assumed to still use some portion 


of conventional heating after installation of the heat pump option (i.e., minisplits and ASHP in existing 


buildings), the analysis only accounts for the avoided quantity of oil or gas. Resulting avoided gas and oil 


customer heating bills for 2019 are shown in Table 6.9. 


Table 6-9. Annual Avoided Natural Gas and Fuel Oil Bills per Installation (2019)  


Counter-
factual Fuel Sector Region 


ASHP Central System 


Minisplit GSHP  Existing 
Building 


New 
Construction 


Natural Gas 


Single- 
Family 


Long Island $1,211  $1,259  $472  $1,259  


NYC $1,073  $1,116  $419  $1,116  


Hudson Valley $1,123  $1,168  $438  $1,168  


Upstate/Western NY $962  $1,018  $382  $1,018  


Small 
Multifamily 


Long Island $1,864  $1,889  $945  $1,889  


NYC $1,652  $1,674  $837  $1,674  


Hudson Valley $1,728  $1,752  $876  $1,752  


Upstate/Western NY $1,501  $1,527  $764  $1,527  


Fuel Oil 


Single- 
Family 


Long Island $2,447  $2,545  $954  $2,545  


NYC $2,445  $2,543  $954  $2,543  


Hudson Valley $2,316  $2,409  $903  $2,409  


Upstate/Western NY $2,879  $3,047  $1,143  $3,047  


Small 
Multifamily 


Long Island $3,766  $3,818  $1,909  $3,818  


NYC $3,763  $3,814  $1,907  $3,814  


Hudson Valley $3,565  $3,613  $1,807  $3,613  


Upstate/Western NY $4,493  $4,571  $2,285  $4,571  


6.5 Net Energy Bill Savings 


Net customer bill savings are calculated in each year as the total of the customer’s electric bill and  


(where applicable) oil or gas bill in the counterfactual situation (where no heat pump would have been 


installed), minus the customer’s electric bill in the heat pump situation. As noted previously, in both  


cases bill calculation excludes any load that is not or would not be served by the heat pump.14 
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Table 6-10. Heat Pump Annual Net Energy Bill Savings per Installation (2019) 


Sector Technology Vintage Geography 
CF 


Natural 
Gas 


CF 
Fuel 
Oil 


CF Electric 
Resistance 


Single- 
Family 


ASHP 


Existing 
Building 


Long Island $9  $1,245  $2,521  


NYC ($403) $969  $3,105  


Hudson Valley $304  $1,497  $1,717  


Upstate/Western New York $159  $2,077  $1,640  


New 
Construction 


Long Island ($250) $1,035  $2,362  


NYC ($738) $688  $2,909  


Hudson Valley $139  $1,380  $1,609  


Upstate/Western New York ($4) $2,025  $1,563  


Minisplit 
Existing 


Build. & New 
Constr. 


Long Island $11  $493  $990  


NYC ($147) $388  $1,220  


Hudson Valley $124  $589  $675  


Upstate/Western New York $65  $826  $653  


GSHP 
Existing 


Build. & New 
Constr. 


Long Island $417  $1,702  $3,029  


NYC $86  $1,513  $3,734  


Hudson Valley $594  $1,835  $2,064  


Upstate/Western New York $422  $2,451  $1,990  


Small 
Multi-
family 


ASHP 


Existing 
Building 


Long Island $12  $1,915  $3,878  


NYC ($622) $1,489  $4,776  


Hudson Valley $467  $2,303  $2,642  


Upstate/Western New York $248  $3,240  $2,559  


New 
Construction 


Long Island ($376) $1,553  $3,543  


NYC ($1,108) $1,032  $4,364  


Hudson Valley $209  $2,070  $2,414  


Upstate/Western New York ($7) $3,037  $2,345  


Minisplit 
Existing 


Build. & New 
Constr. 


Long Island $22  $986  $1,981  


NYC ($295) $775  $2,441  


Hudson Valley $247  $1,178  $1,349  


Upstate/Western New York $131  $1,653  $1,306  


GSHP 
Existing 


Build. & New 
Constr. 


Long Island $625  $2,553  $4,543  


NYC $129  $2,269  $5,601  


Hudson Valley $891  $2,752  $3,095  


Upstate/Western New York $633  $3,677  $2,984  
Note:  Electricity bills reflected based on representative utilities as noted in Section 3. 
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For the purpose of calculating the customer’s payback or return, the customer’s calculated energy bill 


savings are held flat at the level of the year in which a heat pump installation is installed. In other words, 


although escalation of electric, oil, and gas bills (as discussed in Sections 6.3 and 6.4) is applied to each 


consecutive vintage of new installations, the analysis assumes that customers do no attach any value to 


any potential increase in their future energy bill savings over the lifetime of the installation. By contrast, 


for the purpose of the Societal Cost Test (explained in Section 7) energy bill escalation factors are also 


applied throughout the lifetime of each vintage, reflecting the different perspective of this test. 


6.6 Operation and Maintenance Costs 


The analysis incorporates modest annual operation and maintenance (O&M) cost assumptions for  


single-family residential installations, depending on the technology as follows: 


• $0 for window air conditioning 
• $50 for a minisplit  
• $100 for ASHP, GSHP, or central air conditioning 
• $143 for gas or oil heating 


These amounts are scaled by system size for small multifamily units. Amounts (shown for 2018) are 


escalated over time with inflation. The total O&M cost for each use case also depends on the assumptions 


regarding avoided equipment, as discussed in Section 5. For example, a single-family GSHP unit which 


fully replaces both a central A/C and a gas heating unit would benefit from annual O&M savings of  


$150 for gas heating plus $100 for air conditioning, minus $100 for the heat pump, or a net savings of 


$150 per year. On the other hand, an ASHP which replaces central air conditioning but only partially 


displaces conventional heating would see no net impact on O&M costs. 
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7 Economic Potential 
Section 10 discusses the residential heat pump uptake projections provided by this analysis. Such 


adoption projections depend on an assessment of heat pump economics from the customer’s perspective. 


If payback (or rate of return) from the customer’s perspective is insufficient, policies and programs  


would likely be needed to ensure that sufficient levels of compensation are made available to customers  


to enable adoption to occur. This analysis applies a Societal Cost Test (SCT) as an indicator to identify 


the likely market sectors where heat pump installations merit the introduction of such policies and 


programs to provide additional compensation because of the societal benefits that such installations  


would provide. Heat pump market segments that qualify under such SCT are regarded as constituting  


the economic heat pump potential. 


The analysis uses an amended version of the SCT prescribed by the New York Public Service 


Commission’s (PSC) Benefit Cost Analysis Framework (BCA) for projects and investments considered  


in course of the Reforming the Energy Vision proceeding and related proceedings.15 The BCA specifies  


a set of factors to be treated as costs and benefits and indicates appropriate approaches to valuing those 


factors, including applicable discount rates. The BCA factors include various costs—potentially incurred 


or avoided—to the grid (and thus ratepayers), such as generation capacity, transmission and distribution 


capacity, line losses, and others. They also include quantifiable “external benefits,” such as avoided 


carbon emissions. Considering these factors from the perspective of society as a whole provides the  


PSC, utilities, and stakeholders with an important point of reference. 


In order to recognize the full benefits of heat pumps, the SCT applied in this analysis accounts for  


both the costs and carbon savings of all fuels (oil, gas, and electricity). 


The SCT is defined for this analysis as the total net present value of the following components: 


• Net reduction or increase in bulk electricity, capacity, and distribution cost 
• Value of avoided costs of natural gas or heating oil 
• Value of net carbon savings from all fuels, using the Social Cost of Carbon 
• The value or cost of a net reduction or increase of on-site O&M 
• Net cost of installation capital expenses (calculated as the cost of the heat pump minus  


avoided counterfactual capital expenses and, where applicable, federal tax credits for GSHP)  


A 7% nominal discount rate is used, consistent with the BCA.16 
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Full detail on the capital expenses and operation and maintenance expenses assumed in this analysis is 


provided in Sections 5 and 6.6. The other components of the calculation are discussed in more detail in 


the following sections. Section 7.5 concludes this section by summarizing the economic potential based 


on the Societal Cost Test calculation. 


7.1 Bulk Electricity Cost  


Customers who install a heat pump technology to replace conventional oil or gas combustion heating and 


air conditioning increase electricity usage during the winter heating season and decrease electricity usage 


during the summer cooling season. This change in usage pattern results in corresponding additional or 


reduced expenditure by the utility to procure this energy on the wholesale market. 


Projections of annual wholesale energy prices by NYISO load zone were taken from the 2017 CARIS17 


forecast (which extends to 2026, see Figure 7.1) and escalated at 2% inflation from 2027. The value  


of transmission congestion between different NYISO zones is reflected through the different zonal  


price forecasts.  


Figure 7-1. CARIS Energy Price Forecast by Load Zone 


These annual $/MWh price forecasts were shaped into an 8760 hourly profile using zonal NYISO 


wholesale day-ahead hourly energy prices on a load-weighted basis for each utility from a representative 


year. For illustration, the normalized hourly energy price profile for ConEdison is shown in Figure 7-2. 
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Figure 7-2. Illustrative Hourly Wholesale Energy Prices (ConEdison) 


Each kWh saved at the customer meter translates to additional savings to the utility at the wholesale  


level due to the avoided transmission and distribution losses associated with not having to deliver that 


kWh. Conversely, each additional kWh consumed requires additional generation equal to the loss factor. 


The following transmission and distribution loss factors were applied to each utility in the analysis. 


Table 7-1. Utility Loss Factors 


Utility Loss Factor 


Central Hudson 6.73% 


Con Edison 6.46% 


National Grid 7.67% 


NYSEG 7.28% 


Orange & Rockland 4.64% 


RG&E 6.93% 


PSEG LI 6.84% 


The CARIS wholesale price forecast includes the value of monetized carbon emissions resulting from the 


Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI).18  


The resulting change in bulk electricity costs incurred by utilities is as shown in Tables 7.2 and 7.3 for 


each reference installation. Each of the components—bulk electricity cost, losses, and the carbon value 
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component of CARIS wholesale prices—is shown separately. The table indicates that the utility’s cost  


of procuring electricity increases where a heat pump replaces oil or gas heating (reflecting the overall 


increase in annual electricity consumption primarily associated with the heat pump electricity usage for 


heating) and conversely reduces where a heat pump replaces electric resistance heating (reflecting the 


substantially lower amount of electricity needed by a heat pump to deliver the same amount of heating). 


Tables 7.2 to 7.3 and other output tables throughout Section 7 show figures for existing building retrofits 


and thus ignore the small additional heat pump electricity use in the case of ASHP installation in new 


construction (reflecting the assumption that for ASHP in existing buildings a conventional heating system 


serves winter peak hours). 


Table 7-2. Change in Wholesale Electricity Cost, per Installation—Single-Family Retrofit (2019) 


    


Fuel Oil/Natural Gas 
Counterfactual Electric Resistance Counterfactual 


  
$2019 Energy Losses Carbon Energy Losses Carbon 


ASHP 


PSEG LI $261  $19  $16  ($553) ($41) ($34) 


ConEdison $255  $18  $16  ($537) ($37) ($34) 


Central Hudson $248  $18  $16  ($521) ($38) ($34) 


Nat Grid $229  $19  $21  ($470) ($39) ($42) 


RG&E $198  $15  $21  ($406) ($30) ($42) 


NYSEG $219  $17  $21  ($449) ($35) ($42) 


ORU $248  $12  $16  ($521) ($25) ($34) 


Mini-
split 


PSEG LI $101  $7  $6  ($219) ($16) ($13) 


ConEdison $99  $7  $6  ($212) ($15) ($13) 


Central Hudson $96  $7  $6  ($206) ($15) ($13) 


Nat Grid $91  $8  $8  ($188) ($16) ($17) 


RG&E $78  $6  $8  ($162) ($12) ($17) 


NYSEG $87  $7  $8  ($179) ($14) ($17) 


ORU $96  $5  $6  ($206) ($10) ($13) 


GSHP 


PSEG LI $181  $13  $11  ($671) ($49) ($41) 


ConEdison $179  $12  $11  ($649) ($45) ($41) 


Central Hudson $175  $13  $11  ($629) ($45) ($41) 


Nat Grid $170  $14  $15  ($572) ($48) ($51) 


RG&E $147  $11  $15  ($494) ($37) ($51) 


NYSEG $162  $13  $15  ($547) ($43) ($51) 


ORU $175  $9  $11  ($630) ($31) ($41) 
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Table 7-3. Change in Wholesale Electricity Cost per Installation—Small Multifamily Retrofit (2019) 


    


Fuel Oil/Natural Gas 
Counterfactual Electric Resistance Counterfactual 


  
$2019 Energy Losses Carbon Energy Losses Carbon 


ASHP 


PSEG LI $404  $30  $25  ($855) ($63) ($52) 


ConEdison $395  $27  $25  ($830) ($57) ($52) 


Central Hudson $384  $28  $25  ($805) ($58) ($52) 


Nat Grid $359  $30  $32  ($734) ($61) ($66) 


RG&E $310  $23  $32  ($634) ($47) ($66) 


NYSEG $343  $27  $32  ($702) ($55) ($66) 


ORU $385  $19  $25  ($806) ($39) ($52) 


Mini-
split 


PSEG LI $201  $15  $12  ($438) ($32) ($27) 


ConEdison $197  $14  $12  ($424) ($29) ($27) 


Central Hudson $192  $14  $12  ($412) ($30) ($27) 


Nat Grid $181  $15  $16  ($375) ($31) ($33) 


RG&E $156  $12  $16  ($324) ($24) ($33) 


NYSEG $173  $14  $16  ($359) ($28) ($33) 


ORU $192  $9  $12  ($412) ($20) ($27) 


GSHP 


PSEG LI $272  $20  $17  ($1,006) ($74) ($61) 


ConEdison $269  $19  $17  ($973) ($67) ($61) 


Central Hudson $262  $19  $17  ($944) ($68) ($61) 


Nat Grid $255  $21  $23  ($858) ($71) ($76) 


RG&E $220  $16  $23  ($741) ($55) ($76) 


NYSEG $244  $19  $23  ($820) ($64) ($76) 


ORU $262  $13  $17  ($946) ($46) ($61) 


7.2 Capacity and Distribution Value 


To the extent that heat pump technologies reduce electricity consumption during peak grid hours, utilities 


can avoid or defer investments necessary to meet peak loads and maintain reliable service. This value is 


counted in the Societal Cost Test. 
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The analysis quantifies this value by first establishing the value per kilowatt of system peak reduction. In 


order to reduce the system peak and realize the value thereof, a heat pump would have to be operational 


during the system peak hour, reducing the amount of electricity used compared to the counterfactual 


equipment. It is recognized that there will necessarily be uncertainty as to (1) when during the year the 


system peak hour will occur, and (2) the level of coincidence of a typical heat pump’s operation with this 


peak hour. In order to manage the uncertainty, the analysis examines the profile of historic systemwide 


demand across the year and establishes a weighting system that reflects the top hours.  


The analysis considers the value separately at three levels: 


• Generation capacity 
• Sub-transmission capacity 
• Distribution capacity 


As noted earlier, transmission capacity cost is addressed through the bulk electricity price forecast. 


Each of these systems is sized to serve its respective peak load.  


7.2.1 Generation Capacity 


The value of avoiding generation capacity is derived from Department of Public Service (DPS) 2017 


projections19 for each of the four NYISO generation capacity zones. The following table shows the  


annual value of generating capacity per kW in 2017. These values are grossed up to reflect transmission 


and distribution losses. 


Table 7-4. Generation Capacity Values 


Zone $/kW-yr ($2017) 


New York City (NYC) $104.60 


Long Island (LI) $104.60 


Lower Hudson Valley (LHV) $79.24 


Rest of State (ROS) $27.64 


The projection of these values is shown in Figure 7.3; escalation is assumed at 2% nominal per year 


beyond 2038. 
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Figure 7-3. ICAP Price Forecast (Nominal) 


These four generation capacity zones were mapped to each utility as shown in the Table 7.5. 


Table 7-5. Mapping Utility to Generation Capacity Zone 


Utility Generation Capacity Zone 


Central Hudson LHV 


Con Edison 87% NYC/13% LHV 


National Grid ROS 


NYSEG ROS 


Orange & Rockland LHV 


RG&E ROS 


PSEG LI LI 
 


The value shown in Table 7.4 constitutes the value of reducing the system peak. As mentioned, a 


weighting approach is used to establish coincidence between the system peak and heat pump operation. 


First, the $/kW-yr values were allocated to the statewide top 100 NYISO-system load hours of 2014 as a 


representative year. These “allocators” (which in aggregate sum to one) were determined by assigning a 


fraction to each of the 100 hours based on the load in that hour minus the load in the 100th largest hour. 


The generation capacity allocators are shown in the chart below. The generation capacity peak reduction 


value of a given heat pump technology was then determined by taking the product of these allocators and 


the heat pump kW reduction in each of the top 100 hours (according to its hourly load profile as described 


in Section 4.2), and then summing across all hours of the year.  
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Figure 7-4. Generation Capacity Allocators in Top 100 Load Hours of Year 


7.2.2 Sub-transmission and Distribution Capacity 


Sub-transmission and distribution values are derived from the 2017 ETIP filings.20 These values are 


shown in Table 7.6. 


Table 7-6. Sub-transmission and Distribution Capacity Values (2017) 


$/kW-yr ($2017) 
Distribution 


Sub-
transmission 


Central Hudson $0 $0 


Con Edison $216.49 $10.29 


National Grid $72.08 $23.00 


NYSEG $31.46 $4.26 


Orange & Rockland $48.78 $20.82 


RG&E $32.21 $3.32 


PSEG LI $86.29 $61.67 


The sub-transmission and distribution capacity values used in this analysis are system average values.  


In practice, the value of reducing peak load at any particular location within a particular utility service 


territory may be higher or lower but would be expected to equal the values used in this analysis on 


average across the utility territory. The forecast values for both distribution and sub-transmission are 


shown in the Figures 7-5 and 7-6. Escalation beyond the available forecast period is applied at 2% 


nominal per year. 
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Figure 7-5. Distribution Capacity Value Forecasts (Nominal) 


Figure 7-6. Sub-transmission Capacity Value Forecasts (Nominal) 


A similar weighting approach as described previously for generation capacity was followed to  


establish coincident peak reduction value. Instead of the top 100 hours, the top 10 load hours were  


used as provided by each utility for the VDER proceeding—see Table 7.7—for the distribution and  


sub-transmission allocators.21 
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Table 7-7. Distribution/Sub-transmission Allocators Top 10 Load Hours of the Year 


    Top 10 Distribution & Sub-Transmission Hours 


    1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 


Central 
Hudson 


Hour 
Weight 10.2% 10.2% 10.0% 10.0% 10.0% 10.0% 9.9% 9.9% 9.9% 9.9% 


Day 20-Jul 20-Jul 13-Jun 19-Jul 19-Jul 20-Jul 20-Jul 21-Jul 19-Jul 21-Jul 


Hour 4:00 
PM 


3:00 
PM 


4:00 
PM 


5:00 
PM 


4:00 
PM 


5:00 
PM 


2:00 
PM 


4:00 
PM 


6:00 
PM 


5:00 
PM 


National 
Grid 


Hour 
Weight 10.2% 10.2% 10.0% 10.0% 10.0% 10.0% 9.9% 9.9% 9.9% 9.9% 


Day 25-Sep 25-Sep 25-Sep 26-Sep 26-Sep 26-Sep 25-Sep 3-Aug 25-Sep 25-Sep 


Hour 4:00 
PM 


5:00 
PM 


3:00 
PM 


4:00 
PM 


3:00 
PM 


5:00 
PM 


2:00 
PM 


4:00 
PM 


6:00 
PM 


7:00 
PM 


NYSEG 


Hour 
Weight 10.1% 10.1% 10.1% 10.0% 10.0% 10.0% 10.0% 9.9% 9.9% 9.9% 


Day 13-Dec 13-Dec 13-Dec 19-Jul 21-Jul 21-Jul 19-Jul 19-Jul 21-Jul 22-Aug 


Hour 6:00 
PM 


7:00 
PM 


5:00 
PM 


5:00 
PM 


3:00 
PM 


4:00 
PM 


4:00 
PM 


6:00 
PM 


2:00 
PM 


2:00 
PM 


RGE 


Hour 
Weight 10.1% 10.1% 10.1% 10.0% 10.0% 10.0% 9.9% 9.9% 9.9% 9.9% 


Day 25-Sep 25-Sep 12-Jun 12-Jun 26-Sep 27-Sep 26-Sep 25-Sep 19-Jul 2-Aug 


Hour 4:00 
PM 


3:00 
PM 


4:00 
PM 


3:00 
PM 


4:00 
PM 


2:00 
PM 


3:00 
PM 


2:00 
PM 


4:00 
PM 


4:00 
PM 


PSEG 
Long Island 


Hour 
Weight 20.0% 13.9% 11.5% 11.2% 10.1% 10.1% 8.2% 6.2% 5.2% 3.5% 


Day 11-Aug 10-Aug 11-Aug 11-Aug 10-Aug 10-Aug 11-Aug 12-Aug 12-Aug 12-Aug 


Hour 5:00 
PM 


5:00 
PM 


6:00 
PM 


4:00 
PM 


4:00 
PM 


6:00 
PM 


3:00 
PM 


4:00 
PM 


5:00 
PM 


6:00 
PM 


Orange & 
Rockland 


Hour 
Weight 10.3% 10.2% 10.1% 10.1% 10.1% 9.9% 9.8% 9.8% 9.8% 9.8% 


Day 13-Jun 13-Jun 20-Jul 13-Jun 20-Jul 13-Jun 20-Jul 17-Jun 19-Jul 17-Jun 


Hour 4:00 
PM 


4:00 
PM 


4:00 
PM 


3:00 
PM 


3:00 
PM 


6:00 
PM 


5:00 
PM 


2:00 
PM 


5:00 
PM 


5:00 
PM 


Con Edison 


Hour 
Weight 10.1% 10.1% 10.1% 10.1% 10.0% 10.0% 9.9% 9.9% 9.9% 9.9% 


Day 13-Jun 20-Jul 13-Jun 20-Jul 13-Jun 20-Jul 20-Jul 13-Jul 13-Jun 13-Jul 


Hour 4:00 
PM 


4:00 
PM 


5:00 
PM 


3:00 
PM 


3:00 
PM 


2:00 
PM 


1:00 
PM 


2:00 
PM 


2:00 
PM 


1:00 
PM 
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7.2.3 Coincident Generation, Distribution, and Sub-transmission Peak Reduction 


Tables 7.8 and 7.9 set out the resulting estimate of coincident peak load reduction for each heat pump 


reference installation. To contextualize these kW capacity reductions, they are also presented in terms of 


coincidence percentage, where the percentage represents the coincident kW capacity reductions divided 


by the maximum kW reduction (counterfactual kW minus heat pump kW) in any hour of the year. 


The tables include specific figures for counterfactual resistance heat replacements in NYSEG territory. As 


indicated in Table 7.7, NYSEG has a winter peak component in its top 10 hours for sub-transmission and 


distribution. For this utility, results are thus different depending whether the heat pump replaces oil/gas or 


electric heating. For all other utilities the results apply regardless of the counterfactual winter heating fuel. 
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Table 7-8. Coincident Peak Reduction per Installation, Single-Family Retrofit 


      Generation Capacity Sub-transmission 
Capacity Distribution Capacity 


    
Heat Pump 


System 
Size (tons) 


Coincident 
kW 


Reduction 


% 
Coincidence 


Coincident 
kW 


Reduction 


% 
Coincidence 


Coincident 
kW 


Reduction 


% 
Coincidence 


AS
H


P 
 


PSEG LI 3  0.19  49% 0.21  54% 0.21  54% 


ConEdison 3  0.19  49% 0.16  41% 0.16  41% 


Central Hudson 3  0.19  49% 0.21  54% 0.21  54% 


Nat Grid 3  0.14  49% 0.03  12% 0.03  12% 


RG&E 3  0.14  49% 0.02  6% 0.02  6% 


NYSEG CF 
Oil/Gas 3  0.14  49% (0.44) N/A (0.44) N/A 


NYSEG CF 
Electric 3  0.14  2% 1.28  18% 1.28  18% 


ORU 3  0.19  49% 0.13  33% 0.13  33% 


M
in


is
pl


it 


PSEG LI 1.5  0.11  49% 0.12  54% 0.12  54% 


ConEdison 1.5  0.11  49% 0.09  41% 0.09  41% 


Central Hudson 1.5  0.11  49% 0.12  54% 0.12  54% 


Nat Grid 1.5  0.08  49% 0.02  12% 0.02  12% 


RG&E 1.5  0.08  49% 0.02  11% 0.02  11% 


NYSEG CF 
Oil/Gas 1.5  0.08  49% (0.14) N/A (0.14) N/A 


NYSEG CF 
Electric 1.5  0.08  2% 0.51  14% 0.51  14% 


ORU 1.5  0.11  49% 0.07  33% 0.07  33% 


G
SH


P 


PSEG LI 4  0.45  49% 0.49  54% 0.49  54% 


ConEdison 4  0.45  49% 0.37  41% 0.37  41% 


Central Hudson 4  0.45  49% 0.49  54% 0.49  54% 


Nat Grid 4  0.34  49% 0.08  12% 0.08  12% 


RG&E 4  0.45  49% 0.30  33% 0.30  33% 


NYSEG CF 
Oil/Gas 4  0.34  49% (0.10) N/A (0.10) N/A 


NYSEG CF 
Electric 4  0.34  3% 1.61  15% 1.61  15% 


ORU 4  0.45  49% 0.30  33% 0.30  33% 
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Table 7-9. Coincident Peak Reduction per Installation, Small Multifamily Retrofit 


      Generation Capacity Sub-transmission 
Capacity Distribution Capacity 


    
Heat Pump 


System 
Size (tons) 


Coincident 
kW 


Reduction 


% 
Coincidence 


Coincident 
kW 


Reduction 


% 
Coincidence 


Coincident 
kW 


Reduction 


% 
Coincidence 


AS
H


P 
 


PSEG LI 5  0.29  49% 0.32  54% 0.32  54% 


ConEdison 5  0.29  49% 0.24  41% 0.24  41% 


Central Hudson 5  0.29  49% 0.32  54% 0.32  54% 


Nat Grid 5  0.22  49% 0.05  12% 0.05  12% 


RG&E 5  0.22  49% 0.03  6% 0.03  6% 


NYSEG CF 
Oil/Gas 5  0.22  49% (0.65) N/A (0.65) N/A 


NYSEG CF 
Electric 5  0.22  2% 1.91  16% 1.91  16% 


ORU 5  0.29  49% 0.19  33% 0.19  33% 


M
in


is
pl


it 


PSEG LI 3  0.22  49% 0.24  54% 0.24  54% 


ConEdison 3  0.22  49% 0.18  41% 0.18  41% 


Central Hudson 3  0.22  49% 0.25  54% 0.25  54% 


Nat Grid 3  0.17  49% 0.04  12% 0.04  12% 


RG&E 3  0.17  49% 0.04  11% 0.04  11% 


NYSEG CF 
Oil/Gas 3  0.17  49% (0.27) N/A (0.27) N/A 


NYSEG CF 
Electric 3  0.17  2% 1.01  14% 1.01  14% 


ORU 3  0.22  49% 0.15  33% 0.15  33% 


G
SH


P 


PSEG LI 6  0.67  49% 0.73  54% 0.73  54% 


ConEdison 6  0.67  49% 0.55  41% 0.55  41% 


Central Hudson 6  0.67  49% 0.74  54% 0.74  54% 


Nat Grid 6  0.50  49% 0.12  12% 0.12  12% 


RG&E 6  0.50  49% 0.17  16% 0.17  16% 


NYSEG CF 
Oil/Gas 6  0.50  49% (0.15) N/A (0.15) N/A 


NYSEG CF 
Electric 6  0.50  3% 2.42  15% 2.42  15% 


ORU 6  0.67  49% 0.45  33% 0.45  33% 


 
Multiplying the value of deferred/avoided capacity per kW times the quantity of coincident kW peak 


reduction (grossed up for losses) yields the following value totals by category. 
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Table 7-10. Coincident Peak Reduction Value per Installation per Year, Single-Family  
Retrofit (2019) 


  $2019 Generation Sub-
transmission Distribution Total 


ASHP 


PSEG LI $21  $15  $20  $56  


ConEdison $20  $0  $41  $62  


Central Hudson $15  $0  $0  $15  


Nat Grid $6  $1  $3  $10  


RG&E $6  $0  $1  $7  


NYSEG CF 
Oil/Gas $6  ($2) ($15) ($11) 


NYSEG CF 
Electric $6  $6  $45  $57  


ORU $14  $5  $7  $26  


Minisplit 


PSEG LI $12  $8  $12  $32  


ConEdison $12  $0  $24  $36  


Central Hudson $8  $0  $0  $8  


Nat Grid $4  $1  $2  $6  


RG&E $4  $0  $1  $4  


NYSEG CF 
Oil/Gas $4  ($1) ($5) ($2) 


NYSEG CF 
Electric $4  $2  $18  $24  


ORU $8  $3  $4  $15  


GSHP 


PSEG LI $49  $34  $47  $130  


ConEdison $47  $1  $95  $143  


Central Hudson $34  $0  $0  $34  


Nat Grid $15  $2  $6  $23  


RG&E $15  $0  $4  $19  


NYSEG CF 
Oil/Gas $15  ($0) ($3) $11  


NYSEG CF 
Electric $15  $8  $57  $79  


ORU $33  $12  $15  $60  
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Table 7-11. Coincident Peak Reduction Value per Installation per Year, Small Multifamily  
Retrofit (2019) 


  $2019 Generation Sub-
transmission Distribution Total 


ASHP 


PSEG LI $32  $22  $30  $84  


ConEdison $30  $1  $62  $93  


Central Hudson $22  $0  $0  $22  


Nat Grid $10  $1  $4  $15  


RG&E $9  $0  $1  $11  


NYSEG CF 
Oil/Gas $9  ($3) ($23) ($17) 


NYSEG CF 
Electric $9  $9  $68  $86  


ORU $21  $8  $10  $39  


Minisplit 


PSEG LI $24  $17  $23  $65  


ConEdison $23  $0  $47  $71  


Central Hudson $17  $0  $0  $17  


Nat Grid $7  $1  $3  $12  


RG&E $7  $0  $1  $9  


NYSEG CF 
Oil/Gas $7  ($1) ($10) ($4) 


NYSEG CF 
Electric $7  $5  $36  $48  


ORU $16  $6  $8  $30  


GSHP 


PSEG LI $74  $51  $70  $194  


ConEdison $70  $1  $143  $215  


Central Hudson $51  $0  $0  $51  


Nat Grid $22  $3  $9  $35  


RG&E $22  $1  $6  $29  


NYSEG CF 
Oil/Gas $22  ($1) ($5) $16  


NYSEG CF 
Electric $22  $12  $85  $119  


ORU $50  $18  $23  $90  
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7.3 Avoided Cost of Natural Gas or Heating Oil 


For the purpose of the SCT calculation, natural gas impacts were valued at the utility avoided cost level 


based on CARIS data available from NYISO. NYISO gas avoided costs are calculated by developing an 


index of regional utility avoided natural gas costs and applying these to a national forecast of delivered 


retail prices available from the EIA’s Annual Energy Outlook. 


This methodology yielded the following price inputs in 2018 (with values escalating according to the 


forecasts for future years). 


Table 7-12. Natural Gas Avoided Costs by Region (2018) 


NYISO 
Load Zones 


Associated Regions 
in Analysis 


2018 
$/MCf 


2018 
$/MMBtu 


A-E Upstate/Western NY $2.98 $2.89 


F-I Hudson Valley $4.16 $4.04 


J-K NYC & Long Island $3.72 $3.62 
 


Fuel oil impacts were valued at the full-retail level, with values used as described in Section 6.4. 


7.4 Carbon Savings 


To calculate the value of avoided carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) emissions, for each reference 


installation the analysis takes the amount of energy consumed of each fuel both in the heat pump  


and counterfactual case. The net reduction or increase in each fuel use (see Section 6.1) is multiplied by 


standard coefficients for the carbon intensity of natural gas, fuel oil, and grid electricity (see Table 7.13). 


Electricity carbon intensity accounts for electric grid line losses and is based on marginal grid emissions. 


Carbon intensity factors are maintained unchanged throughout the assessment period, reflecting a 


conservative approach in respect of expected ongoing carbon intensity reductions in the electricity mix. 


Table 7-13. Carbon Intensity by Fuel Type 


Fuel Physical 
Units 


lbs/ Physical 
Unit 


lbs/ 
MMBtu 


Electricity kWh 1.16 340 


Fuel Oil gallon 22.5 164 


Natural Gas cubic feet 0.12 117 
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Table 7.14 shows the resulting average annual carbon savings (measured in metric tons), as differentiated 


by installation type and the counterfactual heating type. As noted, carbon savings per year are calculated 


as the net savings from the change in electric use (which is an increase in the case of heat pumps 


replacing oil or gas) and the reduction in oil or gas usage (where applicable). 


Lifetime carbon savings per installation can be derived by multiplying these figures with the assumed 


installation lifetime of 15 years for ASHP/minisplit or 25 years for GSHP. As the table shows, installation 


emissions reductions are lowest for installations replacing counterfactual gas heat, and greatest for 


installations replacing counterfactual electric heat. 


Table 7-14. Annual Net Carbon Savings per Installation (Metric Tons CO2e)  


Sector Technology Geography Vintage CF Natural 
Gas Heat 


CF Fuel 
Oil Heat 


CF 
Electric 


Heat 


Single- 
Family 


ASHP 


NYC/LI/HV 
Existing Building 1.3 4.1 6.9 


New Construction 0.7 3.6 6.4 


Upstate 
Existing Building 1.6 5.1 8.5 


New Construction 0.8 4.5 8.1 


Minisplit 
NYC/LI/HV Both 0.5 1.6 2.7 


Upstate Both 0.6 2.0 3.4 


GSHP 
NYC/LI/HV Both 2.5 5.4 8.3 


Upstate Both 3.0 6.7 10.3 


Small 
Multifamily 


ASHP 


NYC/LI/HV 
Existing Building 2.0 6.3 10.6 


New Construction 1.0 5.4 9.7 


Upstate 
Existing Building 2.5 7.9 13.3 


New Construction 1.2 6.7 12.2 


Minisplit 
NYC/LI/HV Both 1.1 3.3 5.4 


Upstate Both 1.3 4.1 6.8 


GSHP 
NYC/LI/HV Both 3.7 8.1 12.4 


Upstate Both 4.5 10.0 15.5 
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The quantity of annual carbon savings of each reference installation, in metric tons of CO2e, is multiplied 


by the “Social Cost of Carbon,” as published by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to derive 


the monetary value of avoided carbon. Figure 7.7 shows the social cost of carbon used in this analysis.22 


This social cost of carbon forecast is consistent with the PSC’s January 21, 2016 Order, “Order 


Establishing the Benefit Cost Analysis Framework,” Note, however, that the specific values used reflect  


a slight modification due to a revision from the EPA. As regards carbon savings from electricity, the  


cost of carbon is limited to the value in excess of the carbon value already included in the wholesale 


electricity price through RGGI, since the RGGI carbon value is already counted as part of bulk  


electricity (see Section 7.1). 


Figure 7-7. Social Cost of Carbon Value per Metric Ton of CO2e (Nominal) 


Table 7.15 provides the resulting annual value of carbon delivered by each reference installation, 


reflecting the product of the tons of carbon savings and the value per ton. 
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Table 7-15. Annual Carbon Value per Installation, 2019 


Sector Technology Geography Vintage CF Natural 
Gas Heat 


CF Fuel 
Oil Heat 


CF Electric 
Heat 


Single Family 


ASHP 


NYC, LI, HV 
Existing Building $82 $222 $311 


New Construction $53 $198 $291 


Upstate 
Existing Building $99 $274 $385 


New Construction $64 $249 $367 


Minisplit 
NYC, LI, HV Both $33 $87 $122 


Upstate Both $40 $109 $153 


GSHP 
NYC, LI, HV Both $135 $281 $374 


Upstate Both $164 $349 $467 


Small 
Multifamily 


ASHP 


NYC, LI, HV 
Existing Building $125 $341 $478 


New Construction $79 $298 $437 


Upstate 
Existing Building $154 $427 $601 


New Construction $96 $374 $551 


Minisplit 
NYC, LI, HV Both $66 $175 $244 


Upstate Both $79 $218 $307 


GSHP 
NYC, LI, HV Both $203 $421 $561 


Upstate Both $246 $524 $701 


7.5 Economic Potential: Societal Cost Test Results 


The annual impacts of the SCT benefit and cost components as described previously are discounted to a 


single net present value. Tables 7.16 and 7.17 provide summary results, reported as the amount of 


technical potential with a positive or negative resulting net present value under the SCT. 


As the various cost and benefit components escalate over the years, the results of the SCT test change. To 


illustrate this, results are shown for the year 2019 as well as the average of the years 2019–2025. 
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Table 7-16. Summary Societal Cost Test Results, Small Residential, 2019 


 
Counter-


factual Fuel 


Technical Potential Passing 
SCT in 2019 23 


Technical Potential Failing 
SCT in 2019 


ASHP Minisplit GSHP ASHP Minisplit GSHP 


TBtu  


Natural Gas 0.0  0.0  0.0  121.6  77.6  121.3  


Fuel Oil 52.1  33.6  53.3  0.0  0.0  0.0  


Electricity 9.9  0.0  6.7  0.2  6.8  3.6  


Percentage 


Natural Gas 0% 0% 0% 100% 100% 100% 


Fuel Oil 100% 100% 100% 0% 0% 0% 


Electricity 98% 0% 65% 2% 100% 35% 
 


Table 7-17. Summary Societal Cost Test Results, Small Residential, 2019–2025 Average  


 
Counter-


factual Fuel 


Technical Potential Passing 
SCT in 2019-2025 (avg)  


Technical Potential Failing 
SCT in 2019-2025 (avg) 


ASHP Minisplit GSHP ASHP Minisplit GSHP 


TBtu  


Natural Gas 0.0  0.0  0.0  121.6  77.6  121.3  


Fuel Oil 52.1  33.6  53.3  0.0  0.0  0.0  


Electricity 10.0  3.3  8.4  0.1  3.5  1.9  


Percentage 


Natural Gas 0% 0% 0% 100% 100% 100% 


Fuel Oil 100% 100% 100% 0% 0% 0% 


Electricity 99% 49% 82% 1% 51% 18% 
 


The most significant differentiating factor impacting the SCT in this analysis is the counterfactual fuel. 


All installations replacing oil heating qualify under the SCT, but gas heating replacement installations  


are not assessed as meeting the SCT test over the analysis period. For installations replacing electric 


resistance heating, it can be observed that in 2019 most but not all reference installations pass the SCT. 


As a result of the cost reduction and other assumptions detailed throughout this Report, when measured  


as an average over the period 2019–2025, almost all electric replacements meet the SCT.  


For the purpose of the uptake projection (“achievable potential”) presented further in this Report, it is 


assumed that heat pump policy interventions aimed at encouraging customer adoption over the period  


to 2025 will focus on oil replacement and resistance heating replacement installations.  
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8 Customer Cost Effectiveness 
The analysis assumes that for a typical customer a critical factor that determines whether a heat pump 


would be chosen instead of another heating/cooling solution is whether a heat pump is cost effective.  


Cost effectiveness is modeled as delivering at least a return on investment to the customer of 16% 


(nominal pre-finance pre-tax project internal rate of return), except for publicly owned multifamily 


housing for which a 10% hurdle rate is applied.24 The return is calculated as the return from energy  


bill and operational savings (Section 6.5) on the incremental net capital cost of the heat pump (the 


installation cost minus value of avoided counterfactual capex and any tax credits, as discussed in  


Section 5), over the assumed useful life. 


Heat pump equipment lifetimes are assumed as 15 years for ASHP and minisplit, and 25 years for  


GSHP, based on conversations with stakeholders and a review of the existing literature (such as the  


New York Technical Reference Manual, ASHRAE equipment standards, and reports from DOE  


National Laboratories).25 Table 8.1 shows the IRR as calculated by the analysis as of 2019 across  


the range of reference installations, without subsidies (other than the federal tax credits for GSHP). 


Outputs are not reported separately for single-family rented accommodation (outputs reflect owner 


occupied) and small multifamily publicly owned buildings (outputs reflect market-rate buildings)  


due to the small amount of resource potential of those segment in the current analysis, see Section 4. 


Generally, installations replacing natural gas have negative IRRs (indicating that customers do not 


experience any payback during the life of the installed equipment). This is in line with the findings in 


Section 7, which concluded that gas replacement installations were as yet not cost-effective under an 


SCT. Accordingly, gas replacement installations are not considered in the remainder of the analysis 


presented in this Report. 


Installations replacing fuel oil and electric heating generally experience positive IRRs, with the  


customer proposition for replacing electric resistance heat offering the greatest value proposition. 


However, and in spite of cost reductions that have occurred since the publication of the 2017  


Framework, Table 8.1 indicates that in most cases these market segments do not yet deliver a  


sufficient rate of return to customers. 
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Table 8-1. Internal Rate of Return, Small Residential (2019) 


Counter-
factual 


Fuel 
Geography Sector 


ASHP Minisplit GSHP 


Existing 
Building 


New 
Constr. 


Existing 
Building 


New 
Constr. 


Existing 
Building 


New 
Constr. 


Natural 
Gas 


Long Island 
Single fam. -34% None None None -2% -1% 


Small MF None None None None -5% -4% 


NYC 
Single fam. None None None None -8% -7% 


Small MF None None None None -10% -10% 


Hudson Valley 
Single fam. -10% -10% -15% -15% 0% 1% 


Small MF -12% -13% -15% -15% -3% -2% 


Upstate/Western 
Single fam. -16% -17% -23% -23% -2% -1% 


Small MF -17% -21% -23% -23% -5% -4% 


Fuel Oil 


Long Island 
Single fam. 5% 10% 4% 4% 10% 12% 


Small MF 4% 5% 4% 4% 5% 6% 


NYC 
Single fam. 1% N/A -1% N/A 8% N/A 


Small MF 0% N/A -1% N/A 4% N/A 


Hudson Valley 
Single fam. 9% 16% 7% 7% 12% 14% 


Small MF 7% 10% 7% 7% 6% 7% 


Upstate/Western 
Single fam. 15% 24% 14% 14% 16% 18% 


Small MF 13% 17% 14% 14% 10% 11% 


Electricity 


Long Island 
Single fam. 18% N/A 17% N/A 12% N/A 


Small MF 16% N/A 17% N/A 9% N/A 


NYC 
Single fam. 22% N/A 20% N/A 14% N/A 


Small MF 19% N/A 20% N/A 10% N/A 


Hudson Valley 
Single fam. 11% N/A 10% N/A 8% N/A 


Small MF 10% N/A 10% N/A 5% N/A 


Upstate/Western 
Single fam. 10% N/A 9% N/A 7% N/A 


Small MF 9% N/A 9% N/A 5% N/A 
Note  “N/A” refers to reference installations with zero resource. “None” indicates cases where no return can be 


calculated (for example, cases where annual energy bill savings are negative). 
 


Table 8.2 shows the corresponding amount of upfront payment that would need to be provided to 


customers in each market segment to allow the rate of return to reach the assumed hurdle rate of  


16% in 2019 – also referred to as “missing money.”26 


Note that this analysis assumes upfront payments. If payments were provided to customers over time, 


customers would likely discount such future payments significantly, in which case higher payment 


amounts would need to be provided to still overcome the missing money hurdle.  
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The amount of missing money roughly corresponds to the IRR values—for instance, the necessary 


amount is less for reference installations that are already close to the 16% investor threshold.  


Table 8-2. Missing Money per Installation, Small Residential (2019) 


Counter-
factual 


Fuel 
Geography Sub 


Sector 


ASHP Minisplit GSHP 


Existing 
Building 


New 
Constr. 


Existing 
Building 


New 
Constr. 


Existing 
Building 


New 
Constr. 


Fuel Oil 


Long Island 
Single Fam. $5,718 $2,218 $2,545 $2,545 $7,390 $4,559 


Small MF $10,583 $7,855 $5,090 $5,090 $22,657 $19,564 


NYC 
Single Fam. $8,205 N/A $3,529 N/A $10,701 N/A 


Small MF $14,545 N/A $7,057 N/A $27,570 N/A 


Hudson Valley 
Single Fam. $3,901 $35 $1,838 $1,838 $5,514 $2,776 


Small MF $7,725 $4,433 $3,675 $3,675 $20,013 $17,020 


Upstate/Western 
Single Fam. $671 $0 $565 $565 $342 $0 


Small MF $2,479 $0 $1,129 $1,129 $13,914 $10,921 


Electricity 


Long Island 
Single Fam. $0 N/A $0 N/A $7,325 N/A 


Small MF $0 N/A $0 N/A $19,901 N/A 


NYC 
Single Fam. $0 N/A $0 N/A $3,707 N/A 


Small MF $0 N/A $0 N/A $16,529 N/A 


Hudson Valley 
Single Fam. $2,674 N/A $1,359 N/A $14,638 N/A 


Small MF $5,837 N/A $2,718 N/A $28,063 N/A 


Upstate/Western 
Single Fam. $3,103 N/A $1,530 N/A $15,281 N/A 


Small MF $6,275 N/A $3,060 N/A $28,796 N/A 


The IRR and missing money figures shown are projected for heat pump installations in 2019. Both 


indicators will change for reference installations that would be installed in subsequent years, as a function 


of the various factors described earlier in this study, in particular projected changes in capital cost and 


energy bill savings. Generally, IRR is projected to increase over time and missing money is projected to 


reduce, as energy prices (and thus net energy bill savings) increase and incremental heat pump capital 


costs reduce. 
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9  Value and Cost Shift Opportunities 
Cost effectiveness as assessed in this analysis from the perspective of the customer reflects the balance  


of on the one hand (typically) increased upfront costs for a heat pump compared to conventional HVAC 


installations and on the other hand the value of energy bill savings. As discussed in Section 8, this value 


often does not deliver a sufficient payback or return to the customer. However, installing a heat pump can 


deliver a number of other “value” streams. These may not currently translate into a monetary payment to 


the customer but may constitute real benefits either for ratepayers or society as a whole. In addition, the 


analysis identifies instances where typical residential electric rate structures may not result in a fair level 


of net bill savings for heat pump customers. A comprehensive analysis should attempt to quantify these 


values and effects in order to allow options to be considered to deliver appropriate greater levels of 


monetization to customers and help overcome “missing money” hurdles. 


While this analysis is not exhaustive in quantifying all potential value and benefit opportunities, it has 


assessed three such factors: 


• The societal value of reducing greenhouse gas emissions (“carbon value”) 
• The value to ratepayers of reducing systemwide peak electric load 
• The so-called “inverse cost shift” effect, which can result in heat pump customers paying for 


more than their fair share of fixed electric grid costs, reducing burdens on other ratepayers 


The analysis on carbon value and peak reduction value has already been discussed in Section 7. 


The “inverse cost shift” refers to the following effect. Customers who install heat pump technology  


to replace conventional oil or gas combustion heating and air conditioning increase electricity usage 


during the winter and decrease electricity usage during the summer. For many customers, the result is  


a net increase in annual electricity usage that results in a net annual bill increase and increased revenues 


for the utility. Because the system is generally less constrained in the winter heating season, the increase 


in cost for the utility to provide the additional electricity in the winter is often less than the increase in 


revenue for the utility. This phenomenon most typically occurs for installations in the residential sector 


and is largely due to the structure of volumetrically based retail rates in the residential sector, which are 


designed to recover both variable costs as well as a portion of fixed-system infrastructure costs through  


a variable rate.  
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For regulated utilities that earn a specified return on invested capital, an increase in utility revenues  


that exceeds the cost to serve additional load cannot be retained as profit but must be returned to utility 


ratepayers. As a result of these dynamics, the installation of a heat pump may lead the customer to start 


paying for a relatively larger fraction of the total systemwide grid infrastructure costs, which in turn, 


translates to a rate decrease for ratepayers as a whole; an “inverse cost shift” from non-heat pump 


ratepayers to the heat pump customer occurs. Rectifying this cost shift could improve the payback  


for customers. 


To quantify the inverse cost shift, this analysis compares the change in customer electricity bills between 


the heat pump and counterfactual case to the change in utility costs of providing the additional electricity; 


to the extent, upon installation of the heat pump, the customer’s electricity bill is calculated to increase  


by more than the underpinning utility cost of procuring the bulk electricity, this is counted as the inverse 


cost shift. 


Both components of this calculation have been discussed; see Section 6.3 for the calculation of the 


customer’s electricity bill and Section 7.1 for the calculation of bulk electricity costs. Combining the 


utility revenue increases (customer bill changes) and utility cost increases yields the total inverse  


cost-shift benefit to non-heat pump customers as shown in Tables 9.1 and 9.2. 


Note that the inverse cost shift analysis is based on standard electric rates available to residential 


customers. The analysis does not consider utility programs or initiatives outside standard electric  


rates that may already monetize part of the cost shift calculation for the benefit of either residential 


customers with high overall winter usage, or more specifically, heat pump customers. For instance,  


PSEG Long Island offers customers with electric heating (including heat pump users) an opt-in rebate of 


$0.03 per kWh during the winter months, which addresses part of the inverse cost shift for Long Island. 
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Table 9-1. Inverse Cost Shift per Installation per Year, Single-Family, Fuel Oil Replacement  
Retrofit (2019) 


  2019 Annual 
Bill Change Utility Cost 


Change 
Inverse Cost 


Shift 


AS
H


P 


PSEG LI $1,202  $296  $906  


ConEdison $1,476  $289  $1,187  


Central Hudson $819  $282  $537  


Nat Grid $803  $269  $534  


RG&E $829  $233  $596  


NYSEG $1,196  $257  $940  


ORU $1,062  $277  $786  


M
in


is
pl


it 


PSEG LI $461  $114  $347  


ConEdison $566  $112  $454  


Central Hudson $314  $109  $205  


Nat Grid $316  $106  $210  


RG&E $327  $92  $235  


NYSEG $472  $101  $370  


ORU $407  $107  $300  


G
SH


P 


PSEG LI $843  $206  $637  


ConEdison $1,030  $203  $827  


Central Hudson $574  $199  $375  


Nat Grid $596  $200  $396  


RG&E $616  $173  $443  


NYSEG $888  $190  $698  


ORU $740  $195  $545  
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Table 9-2. Inverse Cost Shift per Installation per Year, Small Multifamily, Fuel Oil Replacement 
Retrofit (2019) 


  
2019 Annual 


Bill Change Utility Cost 
Change 


Inverse Cost 
Shift 


AS
H


P 


PSEG LI $1,851  $459  $1,392  


ConEdison $2,273  $448  $1,826  


Central Hudson $1,261  $437  $825  


Nat Grid $1,253  $421  $833  


RG&E $1,294  $365  $930  


NYSEG $1,868  $402  $1,466  


ORU $1,636  $428  $1,208  


M
in


is
pl


it 


PSEG LI $923  $228  $695  


ConEdison $1,132  $223  $909  


Central Hudson $629  $218  $411  


Nat Grid $633  $213  $420  


RG&E $654  $184  $470  


NYSEG $943  $203  $740  


ORU $815  $214  $601  


G
SH


P 


PSEG LI $1,264  $309  $955  


ConEdison $1,545  $305  $1,240  


Central Hudson $861  $298  $563  


Nat Grid $894  $300  $594  


RG&E $923  $259  $664  


NYSEG $1,332  $286  $1,047  


ORU $1,110  $292  $818  
 


Inverse cost shift projections for years beyond 2019 will rise as a function of escalation of the 


components of the cost shift calculation, i.e., customer electricity bill and avoided bulk electricity 


generation and distribution costs, as discussed in Sections 6 and 7. 


The inverse cost shift is quantified in this analysis for heat pumps replacing fuel oil only. Current 


resistance heating users are likely to be subject to an inverse cost shift burden greater than heat pump 


users given the very high winter electricity usage resulting from electric resistance heating. When 


switching to a heat pump, the inverse cost shift for such customers would reduce to the levels projected in 


this analysis. In other words, heat pumps replacing resistance heating are unlikely to create a new inverse 


cost shift effect as oil (or gas) replacements do but are likely to reduce an existing inverse cost shift. 
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10 Achievable Potential 
In this analysis, achievable potential describes the projection of customer heat pump adoption that is 


projected to occur depending on the extent to which heat pumps are cost effective from the customer’s 


point of view. Section 8 describes the missing money hurdle that would need to be overcome to achieve 


such cost effectiveness. Section 9 summarizes the value and cost shift opportunities that, if monetized  


for customers, could help to overcome such missing money hurdles without constituting a net burden for 


ratepayers and society. 


Tables 10.1 and 10.2 provide a comparison between the missing money and value/benefit quantification 


for the key reference installations examined in this analysis. Missing money has been quantified as 


upfront amounts (i.e., the portion of installation capex that would need to be provided to customers  


to overcome the missing money hurdle). The tables also provide the carbon value, peak value, and  


inverse cost shift effects expressed as upfront amounts to enable a like-for-like comparison. These  


upfront amounts are calculated as the value/benefit stream over the lifetime of the installation (reflecting 


escalation of each component as discussed throughout this Report), discounted to a net present value 


amount at the societal discount rate of 5.5% (real). 
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Table 10-1. Missing Money and NPV Lifetime Value/Inverse Cost Shift per Installation,  
Single-Family Retrofit, 2019 


Technology CF Fuel Geography Missing 
Money 


Carbon 
Value 


Peak 
Value 


Inverse 
Cost Shift 


ASHP 


Fuel Oil 


Long Island $5,718 $2,644 $661 $10,007 


NYC $8,205 $2,644 $793 $13,962 


Hudson Valley $3,901 $2,644 $202 $7,696 


Upstate/Western $671 $3,266 $91 $6,941 


Electricity 


Long Island $0 $3,527 $661 N/A27 


NYC $0 $3,527 $793 N/A 


Hudson Valley $2,674 $3,527 $202 N/A 


Upstate/Western $3,103 $4,370 $91 N/A 


Minisplit 


Fuel Oil 


Long Island $2,545 $1,041 $382 $3,838 


NYC $3,529 $1,041 $459 $5,347 


Hudson Valley $1,838 $1,041 $117 $2,948 


Upstate/Western $565 $1,302 $53 $2,733 


Electricity 


Long Island $0 $1,386 $382 N/A 


NYC $0 $1,386 $459 N/A 


Hudson Valley $1,359 $1,386 $117 N/A 


Upstate/Western $1,530 $1,740 $53 N/A 


GSHP 


Fuel Oil 


Long Island $7,390 $4,358 $2,106 $9,645 


NYC $10,701 $4,358 $2,526 $13,187 


Hudson Valley $5,514 $4,358 $692 $7,260 


Upstate/Western $342 $5,425 $310 $7,068 


Electricity 


Long Island $7,325 $5,552 $2,106 N/A 


NYC $3,707 $5,552 $2,526 N/A 


Hudson Valley $14,638 $5,552 $692 N/A 


Upstate/Western $15,281 $6,944 $310 N/A 
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Table 10-2. Missing Money and NPV Lifetime Value/Inverse Cost Shift per Installation,  
Single-Family Retrofit, 2019–2025 Average 


Technology CF Fuel Geography Missing 
Money 


Carbon 
Value 


Peak 
Value 


Inverse 
Cost Shift 


ASHP 


Fuel Oil 


Long Island $3,529 $2,873 $732 $10,973 


NYC $6,442 $2,873 $881 $15,172 


Hudson Valley $2,268 $2,873 $240 $8,382 


Upstate/Western $335 $3,550 $105 $7,680 


Electricity 


Long Island $0 $3,803 $732 N/A28 


NYC $0 $3,803 $881 N/A 


Hudson Valley $1,337 $3,803 $240 N/A 


Upstate/Western $1,551 $4,712 $105 N/A 


Minisplit 


Fuel Oil 


Long Island $1,645 $1,131 $423 $4,209 


NYC $2,789 $1,131 $510 $5,811 


Hudson Valley $1,154 $1,131 $139 $3,211 


Upstate/Western $282 $1,415 $61 $3,024 


Electricity 


Long Island $0 $1,494 $423 N/A 


NYC $0 $1,494 $510 N/A 


Hudson Valley $680 $1,494 $139 N/A 


Upstate/Western $765 $1,876 $61 N/A 


GSHP 


Fuel Oil 


Long Island $5,582 $4,641 $2,307 $10,522 


NYC $9,499 $4,641 $2,776 $14,294 


Hudson Valley $4,324 $4,641 $799 $7,866 


Upstate/Western $171 $5,778 $350 $7,751 


Electricity 


Long Island $6,918 $5,884 $2,307 N/A 


NYC $1,853 $5,884 $2,776 N/A 


Hudson Valley $12,543 $5,884 $799 N/A 


Upstate/Western $13,729 $7,360 $350 N/A 
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The comparison in Tables 10.1 and 10.2 indicates there is substantial potential to address the inverse  


cost shift and peak reduction value to the point where oil heating replacement heat pumps could be 


considered cost effective, while still delivering net monetary benefits to ratepayers. The carbon value  


of increased heat pump adoption provides an important further societal benefit resulting from increased 


heat pump adoption. In the case of electric resistance heat replacements where the same inverse cost  


shift does not occur, the combination of carbon value and peak reduction value exceeds the missing 


money in most cases. 


Based on the SCT results discussed in Section 7, the analysis considers a policy scenario where action  


is taken throughout the period of 2019–2025 to overcome adoption hurdles at least for heat pumps 


replacing oil and resistance heating; based on the comparison between missing money levels and 


value/benefits as shown in Tables 10.1 and 10.2, the analysis assumes that across the full range of  


single-family and small multifamily oil and resistance heating replacements, such policy action would 


include sufficient monetization of value or cost shift to enable heat pumps to become cost effective from 


the customer’s perspective. No assumption is made in this analysis as to the type of program or other 


intervention used to deliver such monetization. Designs to optimize cost effectiveness of such programs 


would need to be considered, recognizing that it would likely not be feasible to design programs that 


deliver tailored missing money monetization by individual market segment as modeled in this analysis. 


On this basis, the analysis assumes that within each of the oil and electric replacement heat pump market 


segments, uptake occurs in line with an adoption trajectory as set out in Table 10.3. This trajectory is 


expressed as the percentage of end-of-life replacement retrofits and new-build customers who adopt a 


heat pump solution as their new or replacement technology. The amount of such end-of-life resource 


potential for each market segment as well as the end-of-life replacement cycle are discussed in Section 4. 


It is assumed that—over the period under assessment—each heat pump technology can be considered as a 


separate market, with its own adoption trajectory.  
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Table 10-3. Heat Pump Adoption Trajectory, Percentage of End-of-Life Replacements/New 
Construction 


Year All 
Technologies 


2019 5.0% 


2020 7.5% 


2021 10.0% 


2022 12.5% 


2023 15.0% 


2024 17.5% 


2025 20.0% 


Given the nascent nature of the (cold climate) heat pump market in New York, data availability to support 


adoption trajectory assumptions is limited. As set in the analysis, the adoption trajectory is considered 


aggressive but achievable, assuming a comprehensive supporting policy environment as outlined in the 


2017 Framework publication, including both “missing money” monetization and flanking initiatives 


aimed at overcoming nonfinancial barriers. 


A number of aspects relevant to achievable heat pump penetration levels are outside the scope of the 


current analysis (see also the scoping notes in Section 2). These can be considered to increase the 


confidence level in the projected overall adoption trajectories: 


• Heat pump water heaters replacing conventional hot water heating have not been assessed  
but could be included in a long-term heat pump policy framework. 


• Modeling assumptions of zero uptake in the gas replacement sector and no heat pump  
adoption ahead of the end of life of the old heating equipment are likely conservative. 


• Some of the current technology and site suitability constraints—in particular, the availability  
of heat pump systems suitable for hydronic distribution systems and barriers in landlord-tenant 
situations—will likely be overcome at least to some extent over the period to 2025. 


• The analysis does not make an explicit assessment of adoption—potentially at higher levels 
than assumed in this analysis—that may occur where specific locational value exists; for 
example, value of avoided gas grid infrastructure investments. 
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The resulting adoption projection is shown in Tables 10.4 through 10.8. A summary table with  


year-by-year results for 2019–2025 is followed by detailed cumulative results by reference  


installation, showing: 


• The number of installations projected to be adopted by 2025 
• Space heating and cooling load served by such installations in 2025 
• The net site energy savings delivered by such installation in 2025 
• The lifetime carbon savings delivered by such installations in 2025 


Table 10-4. Achievable Potential—Small Residential Summary by Year 


Year 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 Total 


Installations 
(1000s) 


ASHP 1.9  2.9  3.8  4.8  5.8  6.7  7.7  33.7  
Minisplit 2.9  4.4  6.0  7.8  9.3  10.9  12.4  53.7  


GSHP 1.8  2.8  3.8  4.4  5.6  6.5  7.6  32.5  


Total 6.7  10.1  13.6  17.0  20.7  24.1  27.7  119.9  


Annual TBtu Load 
Served (New 


Installs) 


ASHP 0.2  0.2  0.3  0.4  0.5  0.6  0.7  2.9  


Minisplit 0.1  0.1  0.2  0.3  0.3  0.4  0.4  1.8  


GSHP 0.2  0.2  0.3  0.4  0.5  0.6  0.7  2.9  


Total 0.4  0.6  0.9  1.1  1.3  1.5  1.7  7.5  


Annual TBtu Site 
Energy Savings 
(New Installs) 


ASHP 0.2  0.2  0.3  0.4  0.5  0.5  0.6  2.7  


Minisplit 0.1  0.1  0.2  0.2  0.3  0.3  0.4  1.7  


GSHP 0.2  0.3  0.3  0.4  0.5  0.6  0.7  3.0  


Total 0.4  0.6  0.9  1.1  1.3  1.5  1.7  7.5  


Lifetime Metric 
Tons CO2e 


Avoided (New 
Installs) (1000s) 


ASHP 144  215  287  359  432  503  575  2,514  


Minisplit 85  128  174  236  283  330  378  1,614  


GSHP 295  453  603  680  891  1,040  1,222  5,183  


Total 524  796  1,065  1,274  1,606  1,873  2,174  9,312  
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Table 10-5. Achievable Potential—Small Residential Cumulative Installations in 2025 


Counter-
factual 


Fuel 
Geography Sub- 


sector 


ASHP Minisplit GSHP 
Total 


Existing New Existing New Existing New 


Fuel Oil 


Long Island 
Single Fam. 9,719  723  16,191  723  9,719  723  37,798  


Small MF 57  5  93  5  57  5  222  


NYC 
Single Fam. 1,699  N/A 2,834  N/A 1,363  N/A 5,896  


Small MF 260  N/A 433  N/A 207  N/A 900  


Hudson Valley 
Single Fam. 5,750  738  9,575  738  5,750  738  23,289  


Small MF 105  10  172  10  105  10  412  


Upstate/ 
Western 


Single Fam. 8,532  1,034  14,220  1,034  8,532  1,034  34,386  


Small MF 80  4  133  4  80  4  305  


Electricity 


Long Island 
Single Fam. 657  N/A 1,095  N/A 608  N/A 2,360  


Small MF 25  N/A 42  N/A 16  N/A 83  


NYC 
Single Fam. 474  N/A 790  N/A 272  N/A 1,536  


Small MF 108  N/A 178  N/A 53  N/A 339  


Hudson Valley 
Single Fam. 844  N/A 1,303  N/A 600  N/A 2,747  


Small MF 53  N/A 81  N/A 32  N/A 166  


Upstate/ 
Western 


Single Fam. 2,616  N/A 3,799  N/A 2,418  N/A 8,833  


Small MF 181  N/A 258  N/A 141  N/A 580  


Note “N/A” indicates reference installations with zero resource potential  


Table 10-6. Achievable Potential—Small Residential Cumulative Thermal Load Served,  
Billion British Thermal Units (GBtu) in 2025 


Counter-
factual Fuel Geography Sub- sector 


ASHP Minisplit GSHP 
Total 


Existing New Existing New Existing New 


Fuel Oil 


Long Island 
Single Fam. 775  60  500  22  801  60  2,218  


Small MF 7  1  6  0  7  1  21  


NYC 
Single Fam. 136  N/A 88  N/A 112  N/A 335  


Small MF 32  N/A 27  N/A 26  N/A 84  


Hudson Valley 
Single Fam. 459  61  296  23  474  61  1,373  


Small MF 13  1  11  1  13  1  40  


Upstate/ 
Western 


Single Fam. 770  98  507  37  811  98  2,320  


Small MF 11  1  9  0  11  1  34  


Electricity 


Long Island 
Single Fam. 52  N/A 34  N/A 50  N/A 136  


Small MF 3  N/A 3  N/A 2  N/A 8  


NYC 
Single Fam. 38  N/A 24  N/A 22  N/A 85  


Small MF 13  N/A 11  N/A 7  N/A 31  


Hudson Valley 
Single Fam. 67  N/A 40  N/A 49  N/A 157  


Small MF 6  N/A 5  N/A 4  N/A 15  


Upstate/ 
Western 


Single Fam. 236  N/A 135  N/A 230  N/A 601  


Small MF 25  N/A 18  N/A 20  N/A 64  
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Table 10-7. Achievable Potential—Small Residential Cumulative Net Site Energy Savings,  
Billion British Thermal Units (GBtu) 2019–2025 


Counter-
factual Fuel Geography Sub- 


sector 


ASHP Minisplit GSHP 


Total Existing New Existing New Existing New 


Fuel Oil 


Long Island 
Single Fam. 763  56  498  22  863  64  2,265  


Small MF 7  1  6  0  8  1  22  


NYC 
Single Fam. 133  N/A 87  N/A 121  N/A 341  


Small MF 31  N/A 27  N/A 28  N/A 86  


Hudson Valley 
Single Fam. 451  57  294  23  511  66  1,401  


Small MF 13  1  11  1  14  1  40  


Upstate/ 
Western 


Single Fam. 832  101  552  40  954  116  2,594  


Small MF 12  1  10  0  13  1  37  


Electricity 


Long Island 
Single Fam. 29  N/A 19  N/A 33  N/A 81  


Small MF 2  N/A 1  N/A 1  N/A 4  


NYC 
Single Fam. 21  N/A 14  N/A 15  N/A 50  


Small MF 7  N/A 6  N/A 4  N/A 18  


Hudson Valley 
Single Fam. 38  N/A 23  N/A 32  N/A 93  


Small MF 4  N/A 3  N/A 3  N/A 9  


Upstate/ 
Western 


Single Fam. 144  N/A 84  N/A 162  N/A 390  


Small MF 16  N/A 11  N/A 14  N/A 41  
 


Table 10-8. Achievable Potential—Small Residential, Cumulative Lifetime Metric Tons of  
Carbon Equivalent Avoided 2019–2025 (1,000s) 


Counter-
factual Fuel Geography Sub Sector 


ASHP Minisplit GSHP 
Total 


Existing New Existing New Existing New 


Fuel Oil 


Long Island 
Single Fam. 601  39  395  18  1,312  98  2,462  


Small MF 5  0  5  0  12  1  23  


NYC 
Single Fam. 105  N/A 69  N/A 184  N/A 358  


Small MF 25  N/A 21  N/A 42  N/A 88  


Hudson Valley 
Single Fam. 356  40  234  18  776  100  1,523  


Small MF 10  1  8  0  21  2  43  


Upstate/ 
Western 


Single Fam. 650  69  432  31  1,428  173  2,784  


Small MF 10  0  8  0  20  1  39  


Electricity 


Long Island 
Single Fam. 68  N/A 44  N/A 125  N/A 237  


Small MF 4  N/A 3  N/A 5  N/A 12  


NYC 
Single Fam. 49  N/A 32  N/A 56  N/A 137  


Small MF 17  N/A 14  N/A 16  N/A 48  


Hudson Valley 
Single Fam. 87  N/A 53  N/A 124  N/A 263  


Small MF 8  N/A 7  N/A 10  N/A 25  


Upstate/ 
Western 


Single Fam. 334  N/A 193  N/A 624  N/A 1,151  


Small MF 36  N/A 26  N/A 55  N/A 117  
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The projection of around 7.5 TBtu of net all-fuels site energy savings by 2025 (incremental compared to 


2018) reflects the majority of the heat pump scenario of 8 TBtu considered in the White Paper. The main 


difference reflects limited inclusion of large multifamily buildings in the White Paper scenario. The 


current Report covers the single-family and small multifamily residential sectors; further NYSERDA 


analysis of large multifamily and commercial installations is ongoing.  


The projection of net site energy savings for New York’s jurisdictional utilities (excluding Long Island) 


included in Table 10.7 is slightly more than 5 TBtu, consistent with the 5 TBtu target set out by the Public 


Service Commission’s Order of December 13, 2018. 


The projections are subject to a range of uncertainties around each of the input assumptions described 


throughout this Report. In addition, this Report does not assess differences between policy and program 


options that could be used to deliver heat pump adoption—as noted previously, the analysis projects 


adoption on the basis of each reference installation receiving the “missing money” calculated for  


such installation. Adoption projections would be expected to deviate depending on the design of 


implementation policies. For example, as part of a New Efficiency: New York public forum held  


on October 3, NYSERDA presented an illustrative heat pump policy scenario based on the analysis 


presented in this Report, but assuming a program option of statewide rebates; this option was  


projected to deliver around 6 TBtu of Statewide site energy savings from small residential heat pumps.  


Both the methodological framework as well as the data presented in this Report are made available to 


support the process of designing and implementing heat pump program proposals as called for in the 


PSC’s Order. 
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Endnotes 


1  http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/MatterManagement/CaseMaster.aspx?MatterCaseNo=18-m-
0084&submit=Search ; see also https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/About/Publications/New-Efficiency  


2  See https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/Programs/Ground-Source-Heat-Pump-Rebate and 
https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/Programs/Air-Source-Heat-Pump-Program for NYSERDA’s current heat 
pump rebate programs. Heat pump incentive programs are also offered by a number of New York’s utilities. 


3  http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId={B330F932-3BB9-46FA-9223-
0E8A408C1928}. 


4  https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/Researchers-and-Policymakers/Clean-Heating-and-Cooling 
5  “Counterfactual” describes the situation that would occur where sites do not install a heat pump solution. The 


counterfactual heating fuel is thus the heating fuel that would be used in the absence of heating by means of a heat 
pump. 


6  https://openei.org/doe-opendata/dataset/commercial-and-residential-hourly-load-profiles-for-all-tmy3-locations-in-
the-united-states  


7  TMY (typical meteorological year) is a set of hourly weather data including temperature, humidity, insolation, and 
others for a specific location. This data represents the weather in a typical year while still maintaining the variability 
of weather on a day-to-day basis. TMY3 is the third iteration of the TMY which is released by the National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL). For more information, see https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy08osti/43156.pdf.  


8  www.rsmeans.com  
9  This only applies for sites using electric resistance heating as the counterfactual heating fuel. 
10  Excludes small amount of electricity for resistance heating operation during peak heating hours that is assumed to 


additionally be used in the case of an ASHP displacing resistance heating in an existing building. Such additional 
electric use is however accounted for in the electricity bill calculations in Section 6.3. 


11  www.nyiso.com/public/webdocs/markets_operations/committees/bic_espwg/meeting_materials/2018-03-
01/03_2017_Report_CARIS2017_final_draft_030118_ESPWG_REDLINE.pdf 


12  http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId=%7BFB2EBAEA-7DF0-48B9-A479-
B2F742B74D02%7D  


13  ConEd, O&R = 2.53%; Central Hudson, National Grid, NYSEG, RG&E = 2.27%; PSEG LI = 2.43% 
14  With the exception of the small amount of peak winter resistance heating that is still assumed to take place where 


ASHP displaces electric resistance heating in existing buildings; this is included in both the counterfactual and heat 
pump case electric bill calculation. 


15  Order Establishing the Benefit Cost Analysis Framework, Case No. 14-M-0101 (Jan. 21, 2016). 
16  Ibid. at 26–27. 
17  www.nyiso.com/public/webdocs/markets_operations/committees/bic_espwg/meeting_materials/2018-03-


01/03_2017_Report_CARIS2017_final_draft_030118_ESPWG_REDLINE.pdf 
18  http://www.nyiso.com/public/webdocs/markets_operations/committees/bic_espwg/meeting_materials/ 


2018-02-22/2017_Report_CARIS2017_Appendix.pdf  
19  http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId=%7BFB2EBAEA-7DF0-48B9-A479-


B2F742B74D02%7D  
20  Documents are publicly available on NY PSC website: Matter Number 15-00990, Case Number 15-M-0252. PSEG 


Long Island data estimated from 2015 NYSERDA NEM analysis. 
21  https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/Programs/NY-Sun/Contractors/Value-of-Distributed-Energy-


Resources/Solar-Value-Stack-Calculator  
22  EPA’s Technical Update of the Social Cost of Carbon for Regulatory Impact Analysis Under Executive Order 12866 


(May 2013, Revised July 2015). 
23  Technical resource as calculated in Section 4 (see Table 4.8), reflecting current resource and new build over the 


period 2019-2025. 
24  Defined as the rate at which the net cash flows of a reference installation heat pump over its useful life must be 


discounted to yield a net present value equal to the net upfront investment. 
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25  Many of the below-ground components of a GSHP system could be expected to have a substantially longer 


equipment lifetime than the 25-year lifetime of the above-ground components. Consistent with prior studies of GSHP 
cost effectiveness, the decision was made to calculate project economics based on the lifetime of the system as a 
whole, and thus treat GSHP expected lifetime based on the above-ground components. 


26  In the case of GSHP installations an assumed upfront missing money payment would likely result in a reduction of 
available federal tax credits – where the customer receives a state-level upfront subsidy payment, such amount 
generally reduces the equipment capital cost that is accounted for the purpose of calculating the value of the federal 
tax credit (which is expressed as a percentage of capital cost, see Section 5). Accordingly, the GSHP missing money 
amounts shown reflect grossed-up amounts that would compensate for this loss of tax credit. 


27  Not assessed for resistance heat replacements, see Section 9. 
28  Not assessed for resistance heat replacements, see Section 9. 
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Summary of CORE Program Policies and Precedents Relevant to Beneficial Electrification 


 
A. Core Program Fuel Neutral Pilots- 


1. Prior to October 2008, only HEA Programs have fuel blind aspect 
2. October 2008- Utilities first propose Home Energy Solutions fuel blind component in Draft  


2008 Plan 
3. December 2008- Settlement leaves fuel blind proposal unresolved, allowing parties to file 


further details in comments prior to Order 
4. December 2008- PSNH Memo supporting use of the SBC for fuel blind pilot, Staff brief in 


opposition, OCA comments in opposition, NHLA Comments in favor, OEP Comments 
generally supportive 


5. January 2009- Order 24,930 approves plans without fuel blind program, and directs utilities 
to file further details on those programs 


6. April 2009- Utilities file further details on fuel blind program 
7. April 2009- Staff files a letter outlining its opposition to the pilots, and recommendations to 


ease their concerns if the pilots are adopted 
8. June 2009- Order No 24,974 adopts the pilots 
9. June 2009- August 2012- parties repeatedly file to expand pilots to full HES/HPwES program, 


but Staff opposes expansion 
 


B. Fuel Neutral Programs Graduate from Pilot Status 
1. August 2012- Order No. 25,402- After three years, for the first time HPwES’s fuel-neutral 


programs became non-pilots; Commission establishes a performance incentive working 
group in light of Staffs concerns regarding spending SBC dollars on unregulated fuel savings  


2. September 2013- Order No. 25,569- In light of the earlier adoption of the fuel neutral 
programs, but parties’ preference that electric savings have the priority over unregulated 
fuels, Commission adopted PI working group recommended 55% electric threshold for 
higher performance incentive. (This metric is currently under discussion for possible 
elimination at the performance incentive working group.) 


 
C. Utilities Cease Claiming Unregulated Fuel Savings for Heat Pumps 


a. September 2013- 2014 Core Plan Update (Bates 0006)- Utilities propose modification of 
the heat pump incentive and rebate, namely: “the base case assumption has changed 
from a fossil fuel appliance to a standard efficiency mini-split heat pump,” in order to 
bring our assumptions “in line with standard practice in other northeast states.”  This 
means the program administrators no longer claim the MMBtu savings they previously 
did for heat pump technologies, and will offer a lower participant incentive. 


b. November 2013- Staff Testimony supports rebate reduction, but does not mention 
MMBtu savings elimination. 


c. December 2013- Order No. 25,615- Commission approves revised savings and incentives 
for heat pumps with utilities no longer claiming fossil savings. 
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